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Sommaire

Durant la dernière décennie, les technologies orientées objet (00) ont connu un grand

succès dans le développement logiciel. Le paradigme 00 facilite la conception et la

compréhension de systèmes avec dissimulation et abstraction de l’information. Il est aussi

muni d’une variété de dispositifs dont le développement et la maintenance de logiciel

tirent grand profit. Comme résultat, les logiciels construits autour du paradigme 00 sont

en général plus réutilisables et plus faciles à maintenir. D’un autre côté, de nos jours,

plusieurs logiciels hérités et vitaux qui ont été développés avant l’apparition de la

technologie objet sont sévèrement confrontés à la difficile question de maintenance. La

plupart de ces systèmes hérités subissent des changements continues pour satisfaire les

nouveaux besoins. Ils présentent un haut niveau d’entropie: les systèmes hérités

deviennent mal structurés, pauvrement documentés et faiblement modélisés. Afin de

préserver la haute valeur économique de ces systèmes et du coup leur permettre de

bénéficier des avantages de la technologie objet, leur migration aux technologies 00 a

été préconisée comme l’une des meilleures pratiques.

Bien que des méthodes de réingénierie qui visent la migration des systèmes hérités à la

technologie 00 aient été d’abord étudiées au début des années quatre-vingt-dix, la grande

partie des travaux de recherche se concentrent seulement sur les techniques d’obtention

des modèles objets du code du système hérité sans considérer en entier le processus de

migration.

Pour résoudre ce problème, cette thèse présente un cadre de réingénierie pour aborder

la problématique de migration des systèmes hérités. Nous avons exploré les éléments

pertinents de l’évolution et de la réingénierie de ces systèmes, et avons développé un

cadre d’application complet adapté à leur migration. Nous avons développé des outils et

des techniques pour réduire la complexité et pour assurer la qualité du processus de

migration. Ceux-ci incluent le développement de l’analyse des systèmes hérités, de la

décomposition des logiciels, de la restauration de la conception, du modèle de

restructuration de l’architecture, du modèle incrémental de migration et de
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l’environnement de support. Les résultats expérimentaux illustrent l’efficacité et l’utilité

de notre approche de migration.

Mots clés: réingénierie, rétro conception, systèmes hérités, migration, orienté objet,

restructuration de l’architecture, modèle de migration.
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Abstract

During the past decade, object-oriented technoÏogy has gained great success in

software system development. it facilitates the design and understanding of a system with

information hiding and abstraction. it also provides a variety of desirable features that

greatly benefit to the practice of software development and maintenance. As a resuit,

software systems implernented with the 00 paradigm are in general more reusable and

more maintainable. On the other hand, nowadays, many vital legacy software systems

that were developed before the appearance of object technology are chronicalty facing the

difficuit question of maintenance. Most of these systems have undergone continuous

changes to meet the evolution needs. They present a high level of entropy: the systems

have becorne ill-structured, poorly documented, and weakly rnodeled. To preserve the

bigh economic value ofthose legacy systems and meanwhile make them benefit from the

advantages ofobject technology, migrating legacy systems towards object technology has

been advocated as one of the best practices.

Although reengineering methods that aim at migrating legacy systems to object

technology have first been studied in the nineties, most ofthe research work focuses only

on the techniques to elicit object models from legacy code without considering the whole

migration process.

To solve this problem, this thesis presents a reengineering framework to tackie the

legacy migration issue as a whole. We have explored the pertinent issues concerning

Iegacy system evolution and reengineering, and have developed a comprehensive

framework to accommodate legacy system migration. We have developed tools and

techniques to reduce the complexity and ensure the quality of the migration process.

These include the developrnent of legacy system analysis, software decomposition

design recovery, re-architecturing, incremental migration model, and supporting

environment. The experimental results illustrate the effectiveness and usefulness of our

legacy system migration approach.
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Chapter I. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

During the Iast three decades, a considerable amount of software was developed using

procedural languages. For example, only the systems written in Cobol have been

estimated to account for more than 100 billion LOC {CoyOO]. Legacy software inay be

defined inforrnally as an old software system that we do flot know much about its design,

but that is stili performing a useful job. In many cases, it is critical to the operation of its

owner [Ben95]. Although the terrn “legacy” implies sornething that is preciotis and

inherited, in the dornain of software engineering, this word nearly represents decision

uncertainty: discard this old but mission critical software system or continue to evolve it

with high maintenance cost. Nevertheless. ignoring the prevalence of legacy applications

is ditticuit. and it is oftcn net possible te replace or modifv them easitv [LucQ7].

During the past decade, object—orientcd technology (or simplitied as objcct technology)

bas achieved great success in software system development. Object-orientcd paradigm

supports many modem programming methodologies, such as information hiding,

inheritance, polymorphism, dynarnic binding, etc. Object technology facilitates the

design and understanding of a system with abstraction. It provides various desirabf e

features that greatly benefit to the practice of software deveÏopment and maintenance. As

a resuit, software systems implemented in 00 languages are in general more reusable and

more maintainable. On the other hand, nowadays, rnany vital legacy software systems

that wre developed before the appearance of object technology are chronicalïy facing the

difficuit question of maintenance. Most of these systems are more than a decade old on

average, designed only with the consideration of hardware limitations, and are



continuously modified to meet the evolutionary needs. Such legacy systems present a

high level of entropy: the source code bas become ill-stmctured, poorly self-documented,

and weakly modeled. In addition, the documentation may present an inaccurate picture of

what bas been actually implemented [Ric97]. As a resuit, the high level of entropy

cornbined with imprecise documentation about the design and architecture make their

maintenance more difficuit, time consuming, and costly. On the other hand, these systems

have important economical values. A large arnount of domain business knowledge has

already been coded in legacy software. For the strategic assets they have preserved, it’s

impractical to discard them. Meanwhile, sirnply redesigning and redeveloping them by

using modem technology is exposed to tremendous cost and risk. To preserve the high

economic value of those legacy systems and rneamvhile make them benefit from the

advantages ofobject technology, migrating legacy systems towards object technology bas

been advocated as one of the best practices [MelOO]. This strategy focuses on leveraging

existing legacy software assets while minimizing the risks involved in re-implementing

large-scale mission-critical legacy applications [Uma97].

7.2 Problem Statement

In 1995, Bennett defined “legacy systems” as “large software systems that we don’t

know how to cope with but that are vital to our organization.” [Ben95]. The Free On-Line

Dictionary 0f Computing (FOLDOC) defines as, “A computer system or application

program which continues to be used because of the prohibitive cost of replacing or

redesigning it and despite its poor competitiveness and compatibitity with modem

equivalents. The implication is that the system is large, monolithic and difficult to modify

and evolve.” {HowO2]. Sommerville defines it as “Older software systems that remain

vital to an organization” [SomOO]. After many years of maintenance, the quality of

operation and maintainability has deteriorated drarnatically due to many reasons, such as

lack of up-to-date documentation, Iost of key personnel, shift of technology of inter

operating peripheral systems, etc. Moreover, legacy systems usuatty consist of millions of

unes of code, and a significant amount of business logic. Therefore, they represent an



important investrnent for their owners [Gam95]. From these, it’s flot difficuit to find the

characteristics of tegacy systems:

• Old, using technologies that are flOW obsolete;

• Stili perforrn crucial work foi- the organizations, and they represent a significant

investment oftheir owners;

• Generally large, lacking of accurate documentations;

• Difficuit to understand, hence hard to maintain.

1.2.1 Software Evolution

lnforrnally, software evolution refers to ail those improvement activities that take place

after a software product bas been delivered to the customer. A formai definition used by

the Research lnstitute in Software Evolution at the University of Durham is: “The set of

activities. both technical and manageriai, that ensures that software continues to meet

organizational and business objectives in a cost effective way”. According to Bennett et

al., evolution is a particular phase in the maintenance process, imrnediateiy after initiai

delivery, but before servicing phase out and close down [BenOO]. n reaiity, a software

system wiii undergo maintenance throughout its life-cycie, such as correcting faults,

improving performance, adapting to new environment, or adding new functionalities

[Chi9O]. Based on the empiricai experiments on 0S360 using a sequence of releases,

Lehman firstly defined the iaws of software evolution [Leh85]. His software evolution

laws state that:

Law 1: “Software which is used in real-world environrnents must change or become

less and less useful in that environment.”

Law 2: “As an evolving program changes, its structure becomes more complex, unless

active efforts are made to avoid this phenomenon.”

From these, we can see that software evolution is a continuous progress of software

fixing, adaptation, and enhancement.

3



1.2.2 Legacy Dilemma

Although legacy systems were implemented with old technology, they stili provide

important value by performing crucial work for their organizations, and usually they

represent a significant investment and years of accumulated experience and knowledge

[Bat98J. By applying stnictured programming technology, legacy systems soon rneet the

problem of continue evolution: structured programming is flot designed to map onto

entities in the real world. This makes it very hard to understand the original design when

maintenance work is inevitable. The owner will eventually face what is caÏled the legacy

dilemma [YanO3]{Rarn99]:

• It is expensive and risky to replace the legacy system;

• It is even more expensive to maintain the legacy system.

Consequently, there is an urgent need to find ways to make legacy systems more

maintainable without disrupting the operation oftheir owners.

1.2.3 Direction

In addition to improving legacy system quality, the reengineering process should also

adopt new technologies to rnodemize/revive the target system, and ensure the efficient

preservation of dornain knowledge that has already been embedded in the legacy system.

On the other hand, since most business activities typically involve multiple applications,

this requires the integration of heterogeneous systems. To maximize the operational

efficiency and leverage the value of existing systems, a suitable way to solve the legacy

problem is to migrate into new open platforms. Moreover, sticking on aging or obsolete

technology may cause maintainers eventually lose their enthusiasm [Tan98], Most

software engineers would rather work on new deveÏopment projects which apply state-of

the-art technologies than maintain old applications that rely on obsolescent technologies

— although this type of task also represents a different kind of challenge. As the research

work of Tan and Gable [Tan98] illustrates that, compared with developers, there’s a great

tendency that maintainers will more easily depart their appropriate attitudes towards

4



maintaining legacy software which is based on aged technology. According to the legacy

dilemma, neither replacing nor continuous maintaining legacy systems is acceptable.

Iherefore, migration toward new emerging technology is an appropriate direction.

Object-oriented systems can be designed and implemented in tenns of artifacts that

closely follow real world entities [Garn95]. It is advocated as a way to enhance software

systern’s understandability, correctness. robustness, extendibility, and reusability, the key

factors affecting software quality [PreOl]. Therefore, object technology makes it more

natural for programmers to design and construct software models based on real world

concepts. Additionally, the use of abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, and other

object-orientation techniques make object-oriented systems easier to understand and to

maintain. Consequently, migrating an existing legacy procedural software into object

oriented paradigrn is an appropriate approach to increase its understandability and

maintainability [Jes99b]. Nevertheless, the migration itselfis not an easy task. Extensive

research lias already been engaged in this field since the emergence ofobject technology

[Jes99a]. With the steacly progress of IT industry, the quick expansion of object

technology in the software engineering dornain bas made it urgent to solve the “legacy

dilemma”.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

In this thesis, we propose a rnethodology and a set of techniques to assist software

engineers migrating legacy systems towards object-oriented technology. We aim to

improve the maintainability and reusability of target systems and facilitate the further

evolution towards object technology. In particular, the objectives of our research can be

summarized in the following points:

• Reveal the pertinent issues conceming legacy system evolution and reengineering.

• Provide a comprehensive methodology framework to migrate legacy system towards

object technology.
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• Develop tools and techniques to reduce the complexity and ensure the quality of the

migration process. These include the development of legacy software decomposition,

legacy design recovery, re-architecture, and techniques of identifying object models.

• Propose an incremental migration process model. The migration process thereby

consists of a sequence of migration routes that progressively change the state of the

system. The initial status corresponds to the original system and the final state

corresponds to the target modernized system. The proposed re-engineering process

aims at providing a comprehensive control mechanisrn by which optimized migration

routes can be deterrnined.

• Develop a migration supporting system. A coltaborative migration project involves

rnany people working together without the harrier of time and space differences.

However, the large scale of collaboration in a typical migration project Iacks of

sufficient supporting techniques to faci I itate proj ect plann iiig, monitoring distributive

collaboration tasks, anci communication. Our prototype of migration supporting

system is designed to tackie these three important issues.

7,4 Thesis Overview

The rernaining ofthis thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: State of the Art: Literature Review

in this chapter, we will discuss the related research fields of our study topic in the

Software Engineering domain. We will have a short literature review of the of

related research.

Chapter 3: Migration Methodology Framework

In this chapter, we will present the blueprint of our migration methodology

framework. It is constituted of four major components, namely legacy system

analysis, Object-Oriented re-architecturing, incremental migration model, and
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migration supporting system. The details for these fotir components wilÏ be

presented in each ofthe following four chapters.

Chapter 4: Legacy System Analysis

In this chapter, we wilÏ present our legacy system analysis techniques. We focus

on two directions, one is the lcgacy system decomposition, and the other one is

the code collaboration patternlrole recovery and analysis.

Chapter 5: Object-Oriented Re-architecturing

In this chapter, we will discuss three major techniques that we have deveÏoped to

conduct object modeling of legacy systems.

Chapter 6: Progressive Migration

In this chapter, we wilI present our progressive migration approach. The

incremental migration process is designed to contain multiple iterations, each of

which wiIl only focus on migrating a certain part of the target system, leading to

an increase in the portion ofthe renovated code and to a respective decrease ofthe

legacy code. A fuzzy expert system is applied to prioritize the migration

sequence.

Chapter 7: Migration Project Supportïng System

Ihe large scale of collaboration in a typical migration project lacks of sufficient

support techniques to facilitate project planning, monitoring distributive

collaboration tasks, and communication. In this chapter, we will present our

approach and the prototype of Caribou: a supporting environment for migration

project, to tackle these important issues.
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Chapter 8: Experiment and Evaluation

In this chapter. we will discuss the experiments that we’ve conducted to migrate

Iegacy systems into an object-oriented paradigrn. We apply our migration

approach and techniques to conduct these experiments. The resuits in turn validate

our approach and also indicate potential improvement ofour techniques.

Chapter 9: Conclusion

In this chapter, we wilI discuss our contributions and the directions of our future

work.
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Chapter II. State of the Art: Literature
Review

In this chapter, we xviii discuss the reiated research fields of our study topic in the

Software Engineering dornain. Legacy migration is a research branch within tegacy

system maintenance and evolution. The driving force is the desired features provided by

new technology and the inherent limitation of legacy systems. Reverse engineering and

re-engineering are the major two fields that address different aspects ofthe iegacy system

migration problem. In this chapter, we wiil present a literature review of the recent

advancements in these fieÏds.

2.7 Reverse Engineering

Software reverse engineering is related to program property recovery as well as re

manipulation of system views. Chikofsky and Cross Nrstly intwdticed the taXonomy k)r

reverse engineering and design recovery. They defineci reverse engineering as “the

process of analyzing a subject system to identify the systems components and their inter

relationships, and to create representations of the system in another form at higher levets

of abstraction.” [Chi9O]. We should note that reverse engineering itself does flot change

the subject system or create a new system. It is a process ofexarnination, not a process of

alternation. Reverse engineering inciudes the following research areas [Chi9O]:

Inventory/Analysis: applies source code analysis techniques and abstraction models

to evaiuate the technical, functionai, and architectural aspects ofthe target system.
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Positioning: focuses on restructuring the system to enhance its quality, or to improve

source code understandability without changing the system external behavior.

Re-documentation: represents the system with a sernantically-equivalent depiction in

order to assist comprehension.

Design Recovery: aims at extracting rneaningful bigher-Ievel abstractions ofa system.

Many reverse engineering tools focus on extracting the structure of a legacy system

with the goal of transferring this information in order to reengineer or reuse it [MulOO].

Over the past ten years, reverse engineering research bas explored a wide range of fields

in this domain, i ncl uding subsystem decomposition [Bro95] Urna97], concept synthesis

[Big94], program design pattem matching [Gam95][Ste98], pmgram siicing

[Tip95][TakOl][RusO2], analysis of static and dynamic dependencies [Sys99], object

oriented rnetrics [Chi94][BeyOl], and software exploration and visualization

[Pri93][LudO2]. In general, these kinds of analyses aim at addressing specific interests of

program properties.

Reverse engineering research work generalÏy follow a three step approach: 1) Facts

extraction 2) Abstraction, and 3) Presentation. Tilley et al. are among the flrst

researchers to proposed the general frarnework of reverse engineering with the purpose of

program understanding. They surnrnarized these activities as “Data Gathering,

KnowÏedge Organization and Information Exploration.” [Ti196]

2.1.1 Program Analysis

]ackson et al. defined program analysis as “The extraction of behavioral infoniiation

from the software, represented as an abstract model or code” [JacOO]. It is the

(automated) inspection of a program to infer its properties. In the past decade, various

kinds of analysis techniques have been developed: static and dynamic, sound and

unsound, operational and declarative [JacOO]. Extracting design moUds is the pivot for

exploiting code analyses. Harandi and Ning flrstly discussed the four levels of abstraction
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for program analysis: implementation, structural, functional, and domain [Har9O]. The

implernentation-level view examines individual programming constnicts; the program is

typically represented as an abstract syntax tree (AST), symbol table, or plain source text.

The structural-level view examines the structural relationships among the program

constructs; dependencies arnong program components are explicitly represented. The

functional-level view examines the relationsbips between program structures and their

behavior (function). The domain-level view examines concepts specific to the application

dornain. Program-analysis techniques may also consider source code in increasingly

abstract forms [NotO2][Nie99], including raw text, preprocessed text, lexical tokens,

syntax trees, annotated abstract syntax trees with symbol tables, control/data flow graphs,

program plans, and conceptual models.

Reasoning about code is another core activity of program analysis. Zefler concludes

four well-known software analysis reasoning techniques [ZelO3]: 1) Deductive program

analysis: from an abstraction into the concrete—for instance, analyzing program code to

deduce what can or cannot happen in concrete runs, such as static analysis generates

findings without executing the program. 2) Observational program analysis: generates

findings from a single execution of the program, 3) Inductive program analysis:

summarizing multiple observations into an abstraction. It generates findings from

multiple executions of the program. 4) Experimental program analysis: for isolating

causes of given effects, e.g. narrowing down failure inducing circumstances by

systernatic tests.

2.1.2 Software Comprehension

The goal of software comprehension is to acquire sufficient knowledge about a

software system so that it can evolve in a disciplined manner [Sco98]. During the process

of software evolution, legacy systems have gone through years of maintenance. Changes

have inevitably been applied to the source code, such as adding functions, fixing bugs,

adapting with new environment, etc. [Chi9O]. Meanwhile, many have failed to take a

practical concem of keeping the documentation up-to-date [Ric97]. As the software
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systrne ages, the task of maintaining becomes more complex and more expensive. Poor

design, unstmctured programming methods, and crisis-driven maintenance can contribute

to poor code quality, which in tum affects understanding. In many cases, the code is the

only reliable source of information about the system [BiaOO]. As a resuit, the process of

reverse engineering has focused on understanding and analyzing the code.

Storey et al. defined program comprehension as “The task of building mental models

of the underlying software at various abstraction levels, ranging from models of the code

itself to ones of the underlying application dornain, for software maintenance, software

evolution, and reengineering purposes.” [St000]. It is a central activity during software

maintenance: Corbi reports that up to 50% of the maintenance effort is spent on trying to

understand code [Cor9O]. According to Rugaber’s general survey on program

comprehension, the program understanding covers several important aspects including

cognitive processes and automated techniques [Rug95].

The cognitive model of program comprehension models the mental processes involved

in program understanding. In most cognitive models, hypothese are key drivers of the

comprehension process. The moUds describe how programmers generate and verify such

hypotheses [May95].

The other aspect of program comprehension focuses on deriving documentation from

source code. The purpose is to re-generate the representation of a software system that

allows programmers to gain a better understanding. This type of program analysis is

caÏied documentation generation. Deursen et al. listed four criteria for re-documentation

[Deu99]: 1) Documentation should be available on different levels of abstraction; 2)

Users must be able to move smoothly from one level of abstraction to another, without

loosing their position in the documentation (zooming in or zooming out); 3) The different

levels of abstraction must be meaningfiul for the intended documentation users; 4) The

documentation needs to be consistent with the source code at ail times. Here we list

several representatives of systems re-docurnentation. DocGen is a documentation

generation tool aimed at re-documenting legacy systems written in languages such as

COBOL, DB2, JCL, and proprietary languages [Deu99]. The Rigi system can extract,

navigate, analyze, and document the static structure of large software systems [KieO2].

NDoc is a source code documentation tool for the C# .net language [NesO2J, and
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JavadoclM is a tool for generating API documentation in HTML format from doc

comments in Java source code.

Most of the rernaining aspects focus on techniques that help software engineers to

understand target systems [BalO 1]. Tilley surnrnarized program understanding techniques

into three categories [Ti198]: 1) Behavioral approach, which emphasizes how the system

works. It is top down and inductive, using a goal-driven method of hypothesis postulation

and refinernent based on expected artifacts derived from the knowÏedge of application

dornain. This approach begins with a pre-existing notion of the functionality of the

system and proceeds to earrnark individual components of the system responsible for

specific tasks. 2) Functional approach. which relies more on the knowledge of the

imptementation domain to create abstract concepts that may map to the application

domain and to the system’s functional requirernents. it is bottom up and deductive. This

approach reconstructs the high-level design of a system, starting with source code,

through a series of concept recovery steps. 3) Opportunistic, which combines top-down

and bottom-up comprehension models to define how a software engineer understands a

program. This opportunistic approach involves creating, verifying, and modifying

hypotheses until the entire system can be explained using a consistent set ofhypotheses.

2.1.3 Software Visua]ization

Reverse engineers also apply other means to facilitate the software understanding

process. Software visualization is one of the most promising techniques. Charters et al

define software visualization as “a discipline that makes use of various forrns of imagery

to provide insight, understanding and to reduce complexity of the existing system under

consideration.” [ChaO2]. They emphasize that visualization provides a view of quick

program comprehension that etiminates the overwhelming complexity of software

systems. Stasko et al. describe software visualization as “the use of computer graphics

and animation to help illustrate and present computer programs, processes, and

algorithms.” [Sta98]. Many visualization systems have been developed to assist program

understanding. Here we list two of those most representative works. The SHriMP
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visualization tools -- Simple Hierarchical Multi-Perspective views, use a nested-graph

fomialisrn and a fisheye-view to manipulate large graphs while providing context and

preserving constraints such as orthogonality and proxirnity. SHriMP has been

incorporated in the RigiSystem [KieO2]. CodeCrawier is a language-independent reverse

engineering visualization tool for systems written in object oriented programming

languages [LanO3]. It combines metrics and visualization to provide deep inspections of

target system.

2.1.4 Architecture Recovery

Software architecture consists of the computational components, their interactions

(connectors), and the constraints on them. Bass et al. define software architecture as “The

structure of the computing system, which comprises software elernents, the externally

visible properties of those elernents, and the relationships among them” [BasO3].

ANSI/IEEE Standard describes architecture as “Ernbodied in its components, their

relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles goveming its design

and evolution” [StaOO]. The latter definition is intended to encornpass a variety of uses of

the term by recognizing their underlying common elements. The key point among these

definitions is the need to understand and control those constnictional elements in order to

capture the system’s utility.

Architecture recovery, also known as reconstruction [StoO3], is the atternpt to extract

software architecture from the source of the target system {Kaz99]. It is aimed at

supporting the process of program understanding and reengineering for the purpose of

software maintenance and evolution [BriO2]. It provides engineers with a global view of

the system. This overview indicates the main components of the system, how they are

related, and the constraints among them [EdeO3]. During the past decade, many

automatic techniques for architecture component recovery have been developed. Koschke

proposed a frarnework to cÏassify them based on a comparison of 23 techniques. He

introduced the categorization of connection, metric, graph and concept based extraction

approaches, and anaÏyzed the commonatities and variability ofthese techniques [KosO2],
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His research work shows that none of those autornatic architecture component recovery

techniques bas the satisfactory precision. He further pointed out that serni-autornatic

techniques should be more suitable for the recovery work.

Architecture recovery primarily comprises two parts. One is the discovery of

components (the computational portion); the other one is the detection of connectors (the

interactions and communications arnong components). One major research topic in the

first part is the detection ofsubsystems [Lak97], and the recovery ofobjects and abstract

data types [KuiOO]. Connector recovery is especially important for concurrent and

distributed systems [Fiu96]. However, for most Iegacy systems, they are sequential and

monolithic. Function eau is the rnost primitive and dominating type of connector of such

systems [KosO2].

Riva et al. developed an architecture extraction process and the environment

supporting it [RivOO]. The process consists of four parts, which are appïied iterativeïy in

order to extract an increasingly reflned view of a systern’s architecture. The four parts

are: 1) Definition of architecturally significant concepts. 2) Data gathering, in which a

model of a system is built in terms of the concepts defined in the first step. 3)

Abstraction, in which the model is enriched with domain specific abstractions that lead to

a higher view of the system. 4) Presentation of the rebuilt architecture in a series of

formats, such as graphs, hyperlinks, and UML diagrams, representing the required

architectural view-Iogical, process, physical and developrnent.

Another interesting direction in this field is the detection of the architecture rationale,

Deursen proposed a frarnework to recover the architecture rationale of architectural

decisions [DeuOl]. It includes three parts: 1) Use existing documentation, comments, and

tog messages as rationale pointers: System browsers aiming at architecture presentation

can integrate these with other views. 2) Recognize design pattems, which aims at

capturing specific rationale knowledge of recurring solutions. For procedural systems,

design pattem recovery is complicated by the lack of an explicit pattem catalog. 3)

Record rationale by combining architecture browsers with either simple annotation

mechanisms or more involved rationale capturing tools. The recovery of architecture

rationale can significantly support the understanding process.
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2.2 Re-engineering

Also known as renovation and reclarnation, the “Reverse and Reengineering

Taxonomy” defines re-engineering as “The examination and alteration of a subject

system to reconstitute it in a new fonii and the subsequent implernentation of the new

forrn”, whilst forward engineering is defined as “The process of moving from high level

abstractions and logical, implementation-independent designs to the physical

implernentation of a system.” [Chi9O]. Koschke provides a visual representation of the

relations arnong those terrns as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

2.2.1 Restructuring

Software restructuring is the transfonnation from one software representation forrn to

another at the same relative abstraction level, while preserving the subject system’s

external behavior (fttnctionality and semantics) [Chi9O]. It is aimed at improving

program’s quality while avoiding the modification of system functionality. Restructuring

is often used as a form of preventive and perfective maintenance to improve the physical

state of the subject system with respect to some preferred standard [E1002]. A related

term is refactoring, which is also a behavior preserving program renovation. However, il

is a special case of restructuring, in the sense that it is always used in the context of

Rq tiîi’iiii I) es j n
IL•fl’::IIF._Li fi
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Figure 2.1: Relationships of Taxonomy Terms IKosO2J.
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object-oriented programming, and typically at the level of programs (i.e., source code)

[Fow99]. Restmcturing can be more general, it can be applied to any kind of software

artifact, in any language, at any level of abstraction [MenO4]. Using Bowdidge’s

classification, software restnicturing can be divided into four categories [Bow9$]:

i. Scoping restructuring: alter the location where entities within a program are

declared. An example could be moving a variable declaration out of a procedure,

making it visible to other procedures in the system.

ii. Syntactic restructuring: alter specific characteristics of entities, such as converting

compound staternent structures into other, equivalent structures.

iii. Control restructuring: allow one to re—order the control structure witbin a

program. This class of transformations not only requires control analysis, but also

demands extensive data analysis.

iv. Abstraction restructuring: alter the data or code abstractions. It is often applied to

restructure object-oriented systems. For example, it may be desirable to move a

member from a chilci into its parent object to refine the inheritance relationship

between objects. Code abstraction allows one to replace a staternent, or sequence

ofstaternents with a procedure call.

A number of techniques have been proposed to implement restructuring. The main idea

is to manipulate abstract program representations. Term rewriting, a technique used to

specify a software system as a set of recursive equations, has been applied in the

restructuring tools for COBOL systems [Bra9$]. Griswold’s tool for Scheme combines

the abstract syntax tree (AST), control flow graph (CFG), and program dependence graph

(PDG) [Gri9l]. C_Structure is based on the AST and virtual control analysis [Mor98],

and context entity graph (CEG) were developed to support specific language

characteristics [E1o02].

2.2.2 Software Re-engineering

Reengineering is the analysis of existing software systems and modifying them to

constitute in a new form. It seeks to clarify the understanding of software, alter the
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characteristics of code, and improve the functionality/performance ofthe system. It is one

of the research areas that aim at mastering software evolution. Actually, many factors

such as business requirement changes, technological infrastructure shift etc. may ail

contribute to the constant dernand for radical software change. Since the cost of system

replacement is high, reengineering is hence often a better choice [Aeb97]. Software

reengineering generally bas three goals: 1) Enhancing system functionality; 2) Improving

rnaintainability and reliability; 3) Migrating towards more advanced technology

platforms. Since maintenance and change introduce new errors, the systern’s quality

gradually deteriorates. Meanwhile, as systems grow, maintenance cost also increases.

Therefore, one major objective of software reengineering is to re-design the system to

improve system functionatity and maintainability.

The reengineering process includes studying the system, making a specification at a

higher abstraction level, adding a new functionality to this specification. and developing a

completely new system based on the original one by using fonvard engineering

techniques. Byrne bas proposed a process mode! for reengineering with three parts:

Reverse engineering, Alteration, Forward engineering, which lie visualized as illustrated

in Figure 2.2.
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The SEl Horse-shoe Mode! (sec Figure 2.3) is simi!ar to Byrnes mode!, but it takes a

software architecture perspective on reengineering. Horse-shoe mode! aims to integrate

the code-!evel and the architectural-!evel reengineering views. In its most fundamenta!

form, there are also three basic reengineering processes [Car99]: i) Architecture recovery:

the ana!ysis of existing systems and the extraction of high-leve! abstraction artifacts from

source code. This recovered architecture is analyzed to va!idate the conformance with the

as-designed” architecture. The discovered architecture is a!so evaluated with respect to a

number of qua!ity attributes such as performance, modifiability, security, and reliabi!ity.

ii) Architecture transformation: the logica! transformation of the high level abstractions.

The ‘as-built’ architecture is recovered and then reengineered to a desirable new

architecture. it is re-evaluated against the systems qua!ity goals and subject to other

organizational and economic constraints. iii) Architecture-based development: the

implementation of the desired architecture. Code-level artifacts from the legacy system

are often wrapped or rewritten in order to fit into this new architecture.
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Z3 Migration towards Object Technology

With the constant developrnent of object-oriented technology, migrating legacy

software systems into object-oriented platforms has gained significant attention over the

past few years [LucOO] [ZouOl] {MarO2]. This research aims to increase legacy system’s

rnaintainability, reusability, and overail quality by means of reengineering it into an

advanced paradigm, narnely object oriented platfonn. By this way, the migrated legacy

system may largely benefit from the advantages of object technology.

Legacy system migration encompasses rnany research topics. It addresses issues of

reverse engineering, reengineering, obj ect identification, schema rnapping/translation,

data transformation, hurnan computer-interaction, testing, migration process control, etc.

In the literature, migrating legacy software towards object technology can be further

divided into two directions: the migration methodology, and the object identification

technique. For the former one, the focus is on developing a general migration solution;

the latter one is dedicated to building up a particular technique to conquer the object

modeling issue in the migration process. The majority of the published research is

concentrated on the latter direction.

Martin and Muller applied the Ephedra prototype to transforrn C source code into Java

programs {MarO2]. Their approach includes three steps: (i) insertion of C function

prototypes, (ii) data type and type cast analysis, and (iii) source code transformation.

They aim at translating parts of C code into Java platforrn automatically, thus to avoid an

entire redevelopment of business logic that has already been embedded in the existing

system. Nevertheless, Ephedra has two major weaknesses in fulfilling its automation

goal. One lies in its lack of concrete methodology to identify candidates for classes and

their members; the other one lies in that it is hard to apply their method in fully

automating the process oftranslating completely different languages. The difficulty exists

in the syntax and semantic differences.

Gonzalez et al. proposed another approach to reengineer Iegacy procedural software

systems into object-oriented technology [Gon98]. It includes two major processes:

translation and transformation. In translation, the source code artifacts written in the

original language will be substituted by the target language’s artifacts without significant
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modifications to legacy software architecture; transformation is a process that changes

the original architecture into a new object-oriented architecture. In this approach, a

procedural program is viewed as a poorly designed 00 program with a single large class.

The goal is to decentralize this large class into many smaller classes to carry out 00

design. Park et al. ftirther proposed an Object-oriented model Refinement Technique

tORT) to btiild a final object model [Par9$]. It first arranges the information acquired

from a reverse engineering process into a specification information tree; then it applies a

tree-structured data dictionary to compare the entities in the specification information tree

with the information from forward engineering, thus to finally produce the refined moUd.

However, in this approach, deriving a proper 00 moUd from the output of reverse

engineering and forward engineering stiit remains a problem. This is rnainly because the

amount of design information, narning conventions, and structures of these two processes

may be inconsistent.

2.3.1 Migration Forms

To migrate a legacy system towards object technology, there are several forms suitable

for a certain migration project (sec Figure 2.4). We summarize them as following.

The Pure Language leveÏ Transfbrnia tian. A significant effort is put on the issue

of syntax and semantic swaps between different languages [AndOO] [MarO2],

especially those having nearly the sanie sernantic base [Fan99J, such as C and

C++. The benefit of this kind of research work is to facilitate the automation of

the migration process at the pure language conversion level.

Migrating Ïegacv systein towards distributed net-centric 00 computïng

environment. This is to migrate standalone legacy systems into a distributed

object computing moUd to fit with the net-centric (such as internet) environment

[LiOOJ [LucOO]. Another direction is towards web computing platform. With the

rapid growth of e-commerce, there’s a large demand of migrating Legacy

information systems into web platforms. One approach is migrating the

computation model from standalone computing moUd into weh-hased 00
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computing mode! [Pat99] [ZouOl]. By providing a framework [ZouOl], this

approach aÏlows the identification ofreusable business logics from legacy system

in the fonn of legacy components, wrapping them into CORBA components to

enable remote access, and finally transiating into SOAP (simple object access

protocol) to enable the internet application. The other direction is migrating the

interface of legacy systems into web-based user interfaces {MelOO].

u A4igrating Ïegctcv in/àrmation svstem (Dcttabase centric) towards modem object

orientecÏ database ptatJàmm. A large portion of legacy systems are data centric

applications which rnainly depend on the database management system. To

modemize this type of legacy systems, the migration of data and host DBMS into

an object-oriented database is the key issue {]es99b] [BiaOO]. They use a data

centric approacli to migrate the data table from a legacy database system into an

Object-Oriented database system. They use the new database system to construct

the 00 application.

Figure 2.4: The Forms of Legacy System 00 Migration

2.3.2 COREM Approach

COREM: Gaïl et al. proposed an expertise centered total migration framework

[Gal95]. This approach aims at providing a sequential re-engineering model. The
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migration process is well defined as a sequence of a bunch of activities together with

their sub-objectives (see figure 2.5). Activities are perforrned separateÏy; each will deal

with a particular issue of legacy migration. No partial object-oriented resuit is available

until ail the activities are finished. It’s a natural method since most reengineering

activities eau be mode(ed in a sequential way, thus facilitating the organization of a linear

migration process.

The migration process is divided into several major parts, domain human experts are

extensively used to help the understanding of iegacy architecture and the elicitation of

object-oriented models. The legacy system migration process consists of four main steps:

j. Design Recoveiy, in this step different Ïow-level design documents (i.e., structure

charts, dataflow diagrams), an entity-relationship diagram, and an object-oriented

application models (calied reversely generated object-oriented application model,

RooAM) are generated from the source code ofthe procedural program.

Requirement analysis

socirce code aptioi
tIU,%k)IflIt Ion J

Figure 2.5: the COREM migration approach
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ii. Application Modeling, based on the requirernents analysis of the procedural input

program, an object-oriented application model (calledjbrward generated object

oriented application inodeÏ, FooAM) is generated, working as input for the

following object-mapping process.

iii. Ob/ect Mapping, in this step the elernents of the RooAM are rnapped to the

elements of the FooAM resulting in a target application model (target ooAM).

The target ooAM represents the desired object-oriented architecture and is used

for perfomiing the needed source-code adaptations.

iv. Source-Code Adaptation, the source code adaptation step completes the program

transformation process on the source code level and is based upon the resuits of

the previocis steps, especially the target ooAM.

The major advantage of this type of migration methoci lies on that both the legacy

system and the target object-oriented system will be treated as a whole, every aspect will

be considered at the sarne tirne. Therefore, it will have a more integrated view of any

migration stage, and reduce the communication work which is inevitable for other

approaches between the target system and the subject legacy system.

The shortage is also obvious. To compensate for the advantage it brings, the resource

consuming is enormous since every kind of migration activity is conducted in a parallel

manner.

2.3.3 The ERCOLE Approach

ERCOLE -- Encapsulation, Reengineering, and Coexistence of Object with Legacy. In

this research, Lucia et al. proposed an approach using a wrapping technique to migrate

legacy systems written in the procedural language RPG into object-oriented platforrn

[Luc97][LucOO]. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
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A systematic global migration approach based on a wrapping technique was well

defined in this research. it contains six phases [Luc97] forming the integrated process to

gradually migrate legacy code into an object-oriented platfonii:

i Static anctlysis q/ Ïegacy code. extract rele\lant information from source code and

store it into a repository. Both fine/coarse-grained information at intra/inter

procedural level are recovered.

2. Decomposing non-bcttch prograins: decompose the interface components and the

application dornain components.

. Abstracting an object-oriented model: coarse-grained data-centered entities will

be treated as object candidates, and look chunks as candidate methods. Chunks

can be whole batch of programs, subroutines, or groups of related subroutines

based on caTi graph or program stice.

4 Re—engineering the svstem according to the resuits of decoinposition ami

abstraction. it’s a modification of each divided source code parts, therefore to

make them more easily to 5e encapsulated in the next stage.

5. Encapsulating the identified objects into wrappers: in this stage, the new object

oriented parts will be able to coexist within the legacy system. The Ïegacy system

or parts of it wifl be encapsulated into an object wrapper and executed on the

original platform. The wrapper provides the interface through which the new

object-oriented system can exploit existing resources.

Decomposing programs J
Distili application dornain e omponent

Figure 2.6: the ERCOLE legacy wrapping process
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6. Increin entai translation ofobject wrappers: wrapper is a preÏiminary stage of the

migration process, thus further object-oriented translation of wrapper will be

executed, and different object wrapper will be able to migrate separately.

The kemel part of this approach is the application of wrapping legacy code into an

object model during the migration process. Consequently, the original code is essentially

entombed and integrated into the new system.

The advantage ofthis approach lies in three aspects: one is that legacy code becomes

part of the new generation of the target system without discarding the value of the legacy

system; the other one is that the construction of an object wrapper is relatively easier and

more rapid than constructing a totally new object entity, it will require less understanding

oflegacy code thus reduce the implementation tirne. However, this is also the origin ofits

weakness: the quality of the target system will flot be comparable to the pure object

oriented one. Finally, wrapping approach enables incrernental migration which benefits a

lot from reducing risk and cost by ptogressively conquer the problem.

The shortage also lies in three aspects. First, Iegacy systems, which have evolved over

rnany years, are normally difficuit to decompose. Therefore, in rnany cases, applying

legacy wrapper technique is quite difficuit. Second, adding wrapping code to encapsulate

legacy components increases the migration complexity. Third, extra wrapper

communication burden decreases the execution performance, thus reduces the quality of

the target system. In a word, wrapping is a compromise approach.

2.3.4 Legacy Wrapping

Wrapping is a method of encapsulation that provides welÏ-defined interfaces to access

legacy systems [Sne98]. The major part ofthe legacy wrapping approach is encapsulating

certain legacy code fragments into a component-like software entity. Such an entity will

be designed with an object interface through which the objects can interact with each

other or with the rest of the legacy system. It is a realistic approach, since it is
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accomplished easily and rapidly with current available legacy code. Wrapper object

makes new systems able to exploit existing resources of legacy systems, thus allowing an

incremental and selective translation ofthe identified objects [Luc97]. To use wrapping,

application developers must implernent the interface towards subject legacy systems

[LucOO]. Since there are rnany styles of interfaces between subject and target systems, the

communication layer between legacy code and target code is the primary concem. There

are two directions of Iegacy wrapping:

u Using a wrapping entity at an intermediate stage of migration process. The

ultimate target system will be derived from the wrapped components. The

encapsuÏated object entity in fact is flot a resuit ofreal object-oriented design, it

is an interim stage that works as a pseudo-object. During the migration process,

a wrapping component plays a role as an object meta-model and further object

derivation will be perforrned later.

u Using a wrapper as a final result. Thus the target system vill use it as an object

oriented component part in the target system, especially in the distributed

computing environment [LiOO] [KirnOOj.

The process of wrapping involves different techniques depending on the accessible

elernents of a legacy system. ldeally, the Iegacy system has a clean API and weIl

documented services. It is then possible to define a direct wrapper interface that should

be rninimally affected when any change occurs [LiOO].

Since each tegacy system presents a unique constrained entity, it may have no APIs at

all, or a limited API, or an extensive but proprietary API. Similarly, the legacy system

may use sockets, RPCs, files, events, or any other number of message passing and inter

process communication mechanisms. The object wrapper therefore hides these

idiosyncrasies and presents an interface that: is consistent with the desired target software

architecture.

The wrapping technique can be ftirther classified into five different levels, namely, job

process level, transaction level, program level, module level, and procedure level

[Sne9$]. At the process level and the transaction level, wrappers encapsulate a batch of

legacy executive processes. Legacy applications are invoked through wrappers by

creating the requested new process and directly deploying the corresponding service
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without prior knowledge of the conesponding legacy code [KimOO]. At the module level

and the procedure Ïevel, encapsulation focuses on clear interfaces, restructured and re

moduÏarized legacy code. An object wrapper acts as a layer that maps one form of

application program interface (API) to another. The layering can be donc without

rnodifying the underiying API design. The functionaiity of the layer interface depends on

the existing underiying Iegacy system. Meanwhile, additionai functionaiity can be added

to the legacy system by enhancing the wrapper layer [Cim9$]. Object wrappers can be

categorized into following types: i) wrappers for legacy data; ii) wrappers for legacy

functionality; iii) wrappers for legacy presentation logic modules.

Wrapping [egacy Data. Wrapping involves the addition of “layering” code to

provide transparent access to legacy databases, relational databases, and flat files

[Can99]. It encapsulates the data elements from legacy database or flat file entities as

objects and provides interpretation mechanisms between legacy data resource requests

and object APIs.

Wrapping Legacy functionality. Object wrappers encapsulate parts of Iegacy code

that implernents specific legacy system functionatities. The encapsulation can be

arranged at different levets of abstractions, including process level, transaction level,

program level, module level, and procedure level [Sne98]{LiOOJ. Encapsulation separates

the interface from implernentation. It can then be used to partition and modularize a

monolithic legacy system [KimOO]. Each component can be encapsulated separately by

the common interface, and then it can be reintegrated using an integrated communication

rnechanism used by the target 00 system.

Wrapping Legacy Presentation Logic. In some cases, object wrapping of legacy

modules related to the presentation logic may be the oniy option avaitable to integrate

legacy applications that are very old and non-decomposable [LiOO]. BasicalÏy, the object

wrapper is a layer on top of the screen scraper, which allows client applications to

simulate the terminal keyboard/display features and thus acts as programmable terminal

emulators. The object wrapper must include interfaces for ail information that the user
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actually types during a terminal session (login ID, password, key strokes, order number,

etc.).

The legacy wrapping technique bas several distinctive advantages:

u Wrappers provide access to a Iegacy system through abstract application

program interfaces (APIs), regardless of the internai implementation

complexity ofthe legacy system.

u Wrappers provide tecbnology migration paths for legacy systems, aliowing

component upgrade without affecting the rest ofthe system.

u Wrappers etirninate the need to move the existing software out of its native

operating environment.

The disadvantages are also very noticeable:

u If the wrapping system is the final resuit, then the rnigrated target system is

not a full object-oriented system. The low-level implernentation parts are stiti

flot re-engineered. Iherefore, it hinders the migrant system from benefiting

the advantages of obj ect-oriented programming.

u If wrapping is oniy the rniddle status of the migration process, then it causes

extra complexities in constructing wrappers, and co-operating legacy code

with object wrappers.

2.4 Legacy Code Modeling Techniques

One of the key research issues of migrating iegacy procedurat program into an object

oriented paradigm is to idenlify object-oriented features from procedural code, Object

identification can be looked as viewing existing systems in an object-oriented manner.

This forms an active research direction of legacy system migration. In the literature,

many modeiing techniques are proposed to discover objects inside of iegacy source code

[New95][Sne95J[Sif97][Lak97][Sah97][Cim99][SneOO][CanO1][KosO2]. Some of these

techniques can be partially automated, therefore greatly reducing the time of constructing

object-oriented model from legacy code.
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2.4.1 Similarfty Clustering

The similarity clustering approach compares pairs of entities by their direct

relationships in order to decide whether they belong to the sarne atomic component/object

[Man98]. Ibis technique groups base entities (subprograrns, user-defined types, and

global variables) according to the proportion of features (entities they access, their narne,

the file where they are defined, etc.) they have in common. The intuition is that if these

features reflect the colTect direct and indirect relationships between these entities, then

entities, which have the rnost sirnilar relationships, sbould belong to the same atomic

component [RaiOO]. The key issue for applying this technique is finding out for a certain

aspect, how similar the program entities are. Subprograms are clustered into modules

based on sirnilarity rnetrics [Scb9l]. Since the two rnost similar groups are combined per

iteration, the order of combinations can be represented by a binary tree, in tvhich the

leaves are the initial groups and the inner nodes are combinations of groups. The farther a

combination is away from the root of the tree, the bigber is its degree of sirnilarity. This

procedure is called hierarchicaÏ cÏttsteriiig (sec table 2.1).

Place each entity in a group by itself;

Repeat

ldentify the rnost similar groups Si and Sj;

Combine Si and Sj;

Add a subtree with children Si and Sj to the clustering tree;

Until the existing groups are satisfactory or only one group is left;

Table 2.1: Hierarchical simitarïty clustering atgorithm

Clustering Criterion. In each iteration, the most similar groups are combined using

the similarity metric. Many aspects can be considered to compare the similarity of two

program entities, such as using the same user-defined data type, accessing the same files

out side ofthe program, etc.
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Similarity between Subprograms. The group sirnilarity used to combine groups in

the algorithm is based on a simiïarity between subprograms [Sch9l]. Given two

subprograms A and B, the sirnilarity metric used during clustering is defined as:

Common(A,3) + k * Llilked(A,B)
Sim(A,3)

n + Cornrnon(A,B) + d * Distinct(A,B)
(2 1)

where Coninion(A,3) reflects the common features of A and B and Distinct(’A,B) reflects

the distinct features. Linkecl (A, B) is 1 if A cails B or B calis A, otherwise it is O. The two

parameters k >= O and d >= O are weights given to LinkecÏ and Distinct in Sim. They have

to be ascertained by experiments on a sample ofthe subject system. The parameter n >=O

is used for nonrialization purposes. Features of a subprograrn A are ail non-local names

that A uses inctuding the narnes of procedures, macros, type-defines, objects, and even

the individual record component names of structured types anti objects. Cominon and

Distinct are computed as weighted sums (fratttres(A) denotes the features ofA):

Cornrnon(A,B) = W(features(A) W(features(B))

Distinct(A,3) = W(features(A)i’features(B)) + W(features(B)/features(A))
(7 2)

The term Ji’atures(X,) refers to the set of features of X W(X) is the weighted sum of

these features:

W(X) = Z weight(x) xeX (2.3)

where weight(x,)>=O is a weighting factor which allows assigning certain feattires more

influence on the global value of the metric.

2.4.2 Concept Analysïs

The use of concept analysis bas been applied as an autornated technique for analyzing

the modular structure of legacy software {Sah99][PaoOlJ. Concept analysis is a
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mathematical tecirnique that provides a way to identify groupings of items that have

common features [Gan99]. The main application is to derive the class structure oflegacy

software [Lin97][Sïf97]. It starts with a context: a binary table (relations) indicating the

features of a given set of items. From that table, the analysis builds up so-calied concepts

which are maximal sets of items sharing certain features. The relations between ail

possible concepts in a binary relation can be given using a concise iattice representation.

The object identification is done by deriving a concept lattice from the code based on

data usages in source code procedures. The structure of this lattice reveals the

modularization (object class) that is implicated in the code.

Concept anatysis has a sound mathetuatical background and the insights into the

relationships arnong system components. It is an interesting technique for atornic

component detection. On the other hand, it’s also a time-consurning process when

applying concept analysis to larger systems. This is the major barrier to apply concept

analysis technique in object modeling task. Valtchev et al. have proposed a novel

technique to build concept lattices from partitions [VatOl], thus largely reducing the

complexity to build a fuil-scale concept lattice.

2.4.3 Global Variables anti Types

This technique focuses on the analysis of global variables, aggregate data types, and

formaI parameter lists. In the original legacy source code, global variables, data types,

and their appearance list in formai pararneter becorne primary candidates for classes in

the new object oriented system. Sirnilarly, functions and procedures in the original

system become primary candidates for methods and are attached to the aforementioned

identified classes. The migration process can be automated to a large extent by using a

number of different software analysis techniques. However, no matter how sophisticated

the analysis techniques are, user assistance and domain knowledge play an important role

in obtaining a viable object model. Moreover, the migration process iterates back to the

class extraction phase or class association discovery phase to refine the identified object
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oriented moUd. Finally, the target object oriented code can be irnplemented based on the

elicited object model.

Global Varictble-based Technique: a global variable plays an important role in object

mining [Liu9O]. For each global variable, the set of routines that directly uses the global

variable is deterrnined. After that, a graph is constrncted. The noUes of the graph are the

routine sets found in the first step, and the edges connect those noUes, which have

common references to the sarne gLobal variables. Each connected component ofthe graph

defines an object and its routines (sec Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7: Global variable-based object identification

The global type-based technique considers the pararneters and retum types from

procedures [0ga94]. If one of these types is a user-defined type (such as a record type),

we may have found an object (corresponding to the type) and its operation

(corresponding to the procedure). If a procedure bas several user-defined types as its

parameters, we prefer larger types to become final objects. A type X is larger than

another type Y, if X lias Y as its component (such as a field of a record). For example, a

type stack may have a type noUe as its components. We may also prefer such parameter

types that are modified inside the procedure [Liv94J.

vi

Vk Rroutine
V-lobal variable
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2.4.4 Dominance Analysis

Cimitile et al. proposed a dominance analysis to cal! graphs to identify candidates for

reusable object modules [Cirn95]. A node N is said to dominate another node M in a

directed graph G if each path from the root of G to M contains N. If N is a dorninator of

M and every other dominator N’ of M is also a dorninator of N, then N is called an

immediate or direct dominator of M. The dominance relationship can be represented as

a dominance tree where a node’s parent is its immediate dominator.

In their approach, cycles (i.e., strongiy connected components) are coÏtapsed before

appiying dominance analysis. It is used to detect additional entities. The atgoritbm

involves the following basic steps:

1. Ail members of an atomic component are coliapsed to a single node (this step is

denoted by Cotiapse);

2. Dominance analysis is applied to the collapsed graph;

3. In the dominance tree, each component C absorbs its (transitiveiy) dorninated

subprograms that are not dorninated hy any other component dorninated by C.

2.4.5 Discussion

Most of these semi-autornatic techniques are based on static anaiysis of source code.

The extracted object model wiIl fonn the basis for object-oriented re-implementation of

the kemei ofthe system. However, the rnajority of the research is not concerned about the

usability of the derived object moUd. In fact, the recovered object model includes

different types of components. The only reusable part is the business component. How to

distinguish it from the rest is stiil an open question. Moreover, the recovered object

model is derived based on a certain criteria. Therefore, the criteria setection is crucial to

the final quality.

The existing work all concentrate on one or more aspects of the legacy migration

problem. They all failed to provide a comprehensive migration methodology framework

to tackle the legacy migration issue as a whole. Some focus on the object identification
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techniques, sorne focus on providing a middÏe terrn solution, and sorne heavily depend on

developers who have originaÏly participated in the development of the legacy system.

These require us to provide a more suitable solution to solve the Ïegacy migration

problem.
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Chapter III. Migration Methodology
Framework

How can a large legacy software system evolve to benefit from the advantages brought

by new emerging technology? Sirnply rebuilding a new system is unacceptable in various

conditions, which has been confirrned by many researches [11en95][Luc97][Sah99J. With

the rebuilding approach, the value that bas been invested into the old system will be

discarded together with the dispose of a tegacy system. This inctudes the huge amount of

former investment that bas already been put into the system. and the business logic built

inside the system [Sah99][CoyOOJ. To avoid such loss, an alternative re-engineering

approach bas been adopted as our research strategy. Our main objective is to efficiently

reengineer Iegacy procedural systems, and make them largely benefit from an advanced

modem computing technology: the Object-Oriented technology. Lcd by this intention, we

have developed a systernatical re-engineering approach to successfully migrate legacy

systems towards object—oriented tccbno1ocy. Software miexation is a process ut

examining and altering a subject system to re—engineer it in a new form [Chi9O]. We aim

at providing a general-purpose re-engineering frarnework that improves software quality

as a part ofthe migration process.

3.1 Overview

The goal of our research is to buiÏd a disciplined approach to migrate legacy system

towards object technology. To be more specific, we aim at developing a reengineering

approach in which Iegacy software can be efficiently analyzed, rnodeled, and transformed

into the object-oriented paradigm.
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The research challenges Lie in three areas. The flrst area is the evolution of legacy

systems. The second area focuses on how to build computer-aided techniques to facilitate

the migration. FinalÏy, the third research challenge is how to construct a comprehensive

migration supporting system, thus to gteatly support the collaborative team work of the

migration process. The migration methodology framework is illustrated in f igure 3.1.
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figure 3.1: Migration Methodology Overvietv

Our approach is composed of two major parts: the first part is the progressive

migration process and techniques. which are encompassed in the upper rectangle in

Figure 3.1; the second part is the collaborative migration support environment, wbich is

indicated in the Iower rectangle. Each part bas its own concentration on different aspects

of migration activities. The first part deals with the migration process and techniques; the

latter one provides an integrated migration project supporting system to manage

cooperation and management issues. These two parts organically form a comprehensive

solution for practitioners to efficiently conquer the Legacy system migration problem.

3.2 Ideal Migration Process Model

During the whole migration course, at different time periods, the tasks are different.

We have designed an ideal migration progress model to rnap these differences. Our ideal
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tuodel is used to facilitate the understanding of detailed migration procedures that might

be introduced in any legacy migration project, in which the migration condition is

supposed to be idea!. This means that, the project resource are sufficient, such as there is

no shortage oftime, human, budget, etc. The ideal migration process mode! is composed

of two major parts, namely a reverse engineering part and a fôrward engineering part.

They are illustrated in f igure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.

Environment

Legacy fonction

fiigration feasibility
Assessment Subsystem. functionahty. multi—level granularity

Legacy System
Understandug - - - - -

Legacy System -:
Reverse engineerini techniques Decompositton

- - - Legacy Knowledge Semi-automatic techniques
‘ Minute x—

Source Code
Modularizaton

Architecture abstraction.
Risiness Logic. process sequence. formula Design Recovery

Componentization

Figure 3.2: Ideal Migration Process Model - Reverse Engineering.

The reverse engineering part (shown in f igure 3.2), starts at the migration feasibility

assessment. In this stage, the migration risks and feasibility are ana!yzed to evaÏuate the

benefits ofthe migration project. The fol!owing evaluations are perfoniied:

o Assessment ofthe cost-benefit of the migration project;

o Estimation of the risk factors: resources, migration plan, human, techno!ogy,

inner and outer environments, disaster event prediction, etc.
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D Estimation of possible migration strategy failures: migration requirements,

environment integration, migration process, legacy knowledge mining.

The next process is the legacy software analysis, which is fiirther divided into three

detailed stages, namely legacy system understanding, legacy system decomposition, and

legacy knowledge mining. We have developed dynamic analysis tools to facilitate the

legacy system analysis process. After these stages, the source code modularization will

distiil the coarse-grained object-oriented model from the legacy source code based on the

resuits from former three stages. The recovered legacy architecture abstraction and design

elements will be revised in an object-oriented perspective according to the decomposing

ran, ransformatonD

Applicution plattbrrn dependent:
lannuaize. interface. I O. OS.

Business Cogic. tvpicalh’ those

independent o eh die application
platforrn or interface

Figure 3.3: Ideal Migration Progress Model - Forward Engineering Part
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and the distiÏÏed object model ofpotential class candidates. The reverse engineering resuit

is stored into a repository.

In the forward engineering part (see Figure 3.3), a comprehensive object-oriented

modeling and architecture reorganizing step is performed to establish the object-oriented

design, which is based on the recovered artifacts from the former reverse engineering.

Semi-automatic techniques tvill be used to facilitate this stage. Since legacy systems are

aiways executed in particular environrnents, there exist two kinds of components, one is

platforrn dependent, and one is platform independent. For the former one, extensive

expert intervention is necessary to carry out those specific modeling tasks related to

different application environments; for the latter one, we have developed three kinds of

techniques to facilitate the final refinement of object-oriented model. These techniques

wiIl be detailed in Chapter 5. In the model assembling stage, both platform dependent and

j ndependent components are integrated into an assembled comprehensive modet. Final ly,

the object-oriented system implementation is achieved by the paradigm shift stage. An

incremental implementation approach is apptied at this stage. Within the following 3

stages, narnely object-oriented design refinement, object model assembling, paradigm

shifting and implementation, the design rnethodology injection process vill ernbed the

enhanced object-oriented design artifacts into the final object model, thus to improve the

quality of the target migration system.

33 Practical Migration Process Mode!

The practica! migration process model is developed based on the ideal migration

process mode!. It is designed to facilitate the normal migration practices which usual!y

have many restrictions on the resources. This model eliminates those small but detail

steps in ideal model, and modifies some steps to facilitate the usage of the techniques and

tools that we have deve!oped. It combines the rea!ity issues with the technical issues that

we applied in ouï research. It is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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The starting point is the iegacy system with its source code and Iegacy fttnctions. The

end point is the transformed object-oriented source code and 00 system ftmctions.

Before the start of ail the other process actions, a comprehensive migration feasibility

analysis wiIl be perforrned to evaluate the risks and cost-benefits ofthe migration project.

The practical migration process model contains the following four modules:

1. Legacy System Analysis

In this module, we focus on two parts. One is the legacy system decomposition, and

the other one is legacy source code collaboration pattem and role analysis. The system

decomposition focuses on how to decompose the legacy system into parts, thus

facilitating the next stage of applying a divide-and-conquer approach to implernent the

legacy system re-architecturing and incrementai migration. Tue decomposition strategies

are constructed based on different emphases of system analysis aspects. The code

collaboration pattem and role recovery concentrates on the identification of legacy source

code features and constructional structures. Each recovered collaboration pattern

represents a concrete implementation block of the observed system functionality. The

recovery of roles further supports the decomposition of the whoie system into a role

based hierarchical representation.

2. Object-Oriented Re-Architecturing

In this module, the focus is on the object-oriented modeling of each migration unit

(decomposition part) of the system. b solve the object identification problem, we have

developed three major techniques, namely the wle-based class recovery, static featuring

technique, and dynarnic featuring technique respectively. For static featuring techniques,

we have apptied two specific object identification atgorithms which are based on the

genetic approach and the conceptual clustering algorithrn. In legacy system object

oriented re-architecturing practices, we should apply ail of these techniques to solicit the

object models, and compare, analyze, evaluate the resuits with human intervention, and

eventualiy optimize those resuits to obtain an optimum solution.

3. Incremental Migration Model
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According to the decomposition strategies, the whole system is brokea into logically

cohesive partitions. Various system decomposition outcornes will flirther be analyzed,

compared and optimized with hurnan intervention, and synthesized to generate an

optimum solution. The final system partition resuit will eventuaÏly produce a set of

migration units (MUs). The incremental migration process is designed to contain multiple

iterations, each of which will only focus on migrating a certain part of the target system

(in our case, the MU), teading to an increase in the portion ofthe renovated code and to a

respective decrease ofthe legacy code. in this model, a fuzzy expert system is applied to

prioritize the migration sequence.

4. Migration Supporting System

Web-based collaborative migration project involves many people working together

without the barrier of time and space differences. However, the large scale of

collaboration in a typical migration project lacks of sufficient supporting techniques to

faci litate proj ect planning, monitoring distributive collaboration tasks and

communication. The prototype of migration supporting system, Caribou, is designed to

tackle these three important issues.

3.4 Integrated Migration Support Environment

In a large legacy migration project, a sophisticate migration support system is keenly

needed. We provide a migration support environment, called Caribou, to systernatically

support migration project planning, task monitoring, and team collaboration. Meanwhile,

it also works as an integrated environrnent to accommodate various tools and techniques

applied in the detailed migration tasks. The ultirnate objective of developing such a

system is to enhance the efficiency of management, and maximize the possibility of

success for any migration project. It also provides migration tools support, autornatically

collects and analyzes a range of process/project task data, accommodates quantitative

migration control, etc. It provides the following important functionalities to facilitate

collaborative tearnwork:
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D Migration task definition: The monolithic tegacy source code will be divided

into MUs (Migration Unit,), WfMS wiÏI manage the process for each task.

D Management ofmigration supporting tooÏs

D Tctsk control Jôr indivicÏttat team meinber: In our migtation support system,

workflow engine wilI read workflow definition, exectite, and keep the track of

the work. The tasks assigned to an individual programmer in a team wilI be well

organized.

D Recjuest/response coutrol between teaui members: The individual rnaintainer’s

question will be processed thtough internet. The interaction of team mernber’s

requests and responses wilI be conducted through Caribou’s collaborative

communication control module. This will reduce the workÏoad of request

enforcement between team members, and vi1l facilitate the probtem tracing

abi Ii ty.

D Administration and monitoring 0/ the t’ho1e project progression: It allows the

migration project manager to trace the status of each migration cinit (MU),

migration task, and the whole task ‘vorkflo\v. With the progression of the

migration project, historical data wiIl be daily collected, analyzed, and saved.

The dynamic changes and analysis resuits vill be generated to facititate the

control of tearnwork. When any caïculation resuït exceeds the threshold,

alamiing information will be sent to the related persons, the critical part will be

pinpointed and causation analysis will be provided by automatic tracing methods

to find out the possible origin.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the blueprint of our migration methodology

&amework. It is constituted with four major components, namely legacy system analysis,

Obj ect-Oriented re-architecturing. incremental migration model, and migration

supporting system. The details for these four components witl be presented in the

following four chapters.
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Chapter IV. Legacy System Analysis

When we are facing a legacy system migration project, maintainers inevitably

encounter the difficuit task to understand legacy software system. Hall’s research shows

that understanding the documentation and Iogic of programs occupies about 50 to 60

percent ofthe maintenance programmers’ tirne [Ha188]. In many cases, even the original

developers find it hard to understand their own code after a long period oftime [Som00].

As a consequence, migration tasks tend to be difficuit, expensive, and error prone

[MicO3].

Therefore, the analysis of legacy system becornes a very crucial part in a migration

project. In our research, we focus on following two aspects of f egacy system analysis: (j)

legacy system source code collaboration pattern, and rote recovery and analysis; (ii)

Ïegacy system decomposition. The code collaboration pattem and role recovery

conccntrates on the identification of legacy source code features and constructional

structures. Ibis work facilitates the comprehension of how legacy Functionalities arc

implementeci by mcans of source code collaboration, and the patterns/roles of varions

types of code cooperation forms. The system decomposition makes it possible to further

apply our divide-and-conquer approach to implement the legacy system Object-Oriented

re-architecturing and incremental migration.

4.1 Source Code Collaboration Pattern and Role Analysis

Software flinctionalities and behavior are accomplished by the cooperation of code

artifacts. The understanding of this type of source code collaboration provides an

important aid to the maintenance and evolution of legacy systems. However, the original

collaboration design information is dispersed at the implementation level. The extraction
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of code collaborations and their roTes is therefore an important support in legacy software

comprehension and design recovery. In this section, vie present our approach to recover

and analyze code collaborations and roles based on dynarnic program analysis technique.

We will also present the experirnent using the tools that we have developed to carry out

our approach in Chapter 8: Experiment and Evaluation.

4.1.1 Approach Introduction

Large legacy procedural systems are normalty organized in a structured form

[1et99j[Lak97]. Code is divided into separate source files based on different design

criteria [Pau94][Let99]. For example, in Cobol, Fortran, C, and Ada, the functions that

relate to the sarne topic (such as “error”) are ttsually grouped together into a single

program file. Source files are further structured into different directories according to the

functionalities they contribute to [Let99]. This kind ofprograrn code organization reflects

the original f egacy design rational [Pau97]. Each source file and directory represents a

certain design concept [Let99]. Each code cooperation instance contains a lirnited number

of such code units. We view these construction units as source code modules which

interact with each other to realize the system functional behavior [Let99]. Moreover, each

module plays a set of conceptual roles inside of the cooperation. The roTe relationship

arnong code modules reflects the control characters of source code; and the code

collaboration pattem reveals code organizational structure.

f Legacy Software Design
(-t-) & Constructional

Structure Recovery

Figure 4.1: Legacy System Design and Constructional Structure Recovery
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Recovering such code collaboration pattems and conceptual roles from code artifacts is

hereby an important aspect for better understanding and re-engineering legacy code

[RicO2J. It ftirther facilitates the recovery of legacy software design and constructional

architecture, as iHustrated in figure 4. 1. However, the large number of code modules and

the complexity of dynamic relationships make discovering and analyzing module

collaboration pattems and code roles a difficuit task.

4.1.2 General Concepts

In this section, we introduce the underlying analysis concepts, terminologies. and

forrnalisms that we have used in our research on Iegacy system anatysis.

Source code mocttile: The source code of a system is usually organized in a structured

forrn [Let99][Lak97]. Code units related to the sarne concept or topic lay in a single

source file and are further stored into different directories, which reflect the original

design rational [Let99]. We view source file or directory as source module, or simply

module.

Interaction instance: An interaction instance is a dynamic information transaction

between two modules. It triggers a message flow from sender module to receiver module.

Collaboration insta,zce: A collaboration instance is the sequence of contiguous

interaction instances, which together form a chain ofevents.

Collaboration (or cooperation) patter,?: A collaboration pattem is a frequently repeated

series of several collaboration instances. During the whole process of interactions,

modules show strong cooperative forms: certain modules always cooperate together to

implement a particular type oftask. We view this kind ofphenomenon as a collaboration

pattem (sce the detailed analysis terminology in Figure 4.2).
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C ooperatien Patterii

CoIor.c: /
Void color set(ipf colidx,..)

{ chartcolofrco{ïdxj.color.red = red;
chartc%6r{coiidx].color.bliie = blue;

{ dssetcolor(chartcolor,coHdx);
cf start paint(TRLJE);
coiidx; N

} While (coHdx>O)
Errocc.

} Void err prof)
Iii tc’rtictioii L’utc’

Color.c Dataset.c;

L Color.c Confiuration.c

figure 4.2: Illustration ofAnalysis Tcrminolog

Dyitctmk trctce record: The dynarnic trace record is the program trace information that

we have captured during the execution of the target legacy system. A sample segment of

the trace is given in Table 4.1.

Funid, Level,
3, 5, In
3, 6, In
3, 7, In
3, 7, Out
3, 6, Out
3, 5, Out

Table 4.1: Dynamic Tracing Data Format

An interaction instance includes six major components, namely system functionality

id, invocation (cafl) level, sender module, receiver module, invocated routine and

direction. In Table 4. 1, the “Module” represents the receiver module at that cali level.

The sender module is the module that locates at the nearest former interaction instance

which has one call level less than the call level that current interaction instance has, The

Funid stands for system functionality identification number, which correspond to the

Conflguration.c:
Vod cf_start pant(booI start) {. .

Dataset.c:
VolU ds seLcolor(dst set, int

cofldx) {. .err proQ;..}

hi terc,cliiin iîzsItuicc

C’olor.c ——>C’on 1iU1Ii1tiOfl.C

Module,
indateentiy.c,
intransinp.c,
transaction.c,
transaction.c,
intransinp.c,
indateentry.c,

DirectionRoutine,
indateentrysettext,
on_i nput data changed,
*transgettypelist,
*transgettypelist,
on input data changed,
indateentrysettext,
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specific system functionaiity that was perfonned. The level represents the invocation

depth. Direction is the orientation of message flow. The module and routine represent the

module narne and the function/procedure that canies out the invocation event.

Conceptuat rote: A conceptual role is the predictable stereotype of an individual module.

It represents the general characteristic ofthe rnodule’s utility in the program.

Rote clejînition: The definition of a specific i-ole that a code module plays in u

collaboration pattern reflects the relationship between two modules. A particular module

may have multiple i-oies in different relationships with other modules, but norrnalty it has

a major dominant roie. From the construction point of view, a simple job-dispatch

relationship can be metaphorized into “manager-worker” i-oies for the sender and receiver

modules. This role pair relation explains that the module with a high level “Manager”

role dispatches tasks to the modules with u lower level “Worker” role. We mainly define

four pairs of conceptual role reiationships based on the invocation contributions arnong

the relationship.

4.1.3 Collaboration Pattern and Role Recovery Approach

In this section, we present our program analysis approach for the recovery of code

collaboration patterns and conceptual roles from source code artifacts. We apply dynamic

program anatysis and software visualization techniques to accornplish our goal. We have

developed two reverse engineering program analysis tools, namely Dvizaniic-Analvzer

and Collaboration-Investigator, to carry out our approach. The tools are used to automate

the process of detecting, recovering, and analyzing legacy source code collaboration

pattems and roles.

Collaboration and conceptual role are two design concepts that have been scattered

throughout source code [RicO2]. Inside collaborations, participant modules interact with

each other to carry out specific tasks. The cooperation is confined in an interaction

structure forrn, which describes a set of allowed collaboration behaviors for each module.
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Such structure is irnpiemented with two major design concepts and dispersed in code: the

repetitive code cooperation pattem and conceptual role. Each participant plays a certain

type of role in the collaborations. Recovering such information can Iargely faciiitate the

program comprehension process and promote program anaiysis into a deeper level. Since

procedural languages do flot provide explicit means to capture such design infonnation,

rnamtainers have to heavily rely on hurnan efforts to investigate these design iogics in

legacy software.

To recover collaborations and roles from legacy source code, we propose an approach

that uses dynarnic analysis, software vi sualization, and autornatic/semi-autornatic

detection techniques to achieve our goal. It is iÏlustrated in Figure 4.3. We first execute

system functionalities separately, and capture dynamic interaction information among

modules during period of system execution.

Then we apply software visualization techniques to anaiyze and identify dynamic

program features. Later on, automatic pattem detection process is perfonried to recover

ail significant repetitive collaboration instances. Meanwhiie, with the intervention of

maintainers, the semi-automatic process detects the collaboration pattern and

participants’ roies, and investigates their features. In addition, a cross-check and

Figure 4.3: Recovery Approach Schema
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refinement process is conducted to combine the two outcomes, and distiil the final refined

resuits. The following are the key issues addressed in our approach.

Dynamic information capturing. We apply a dynarnic analysis technique [3a199] to

capture module interaction messages, data transformation routes, and control flow

information during program execution.

Software visualization. We apply graphic simulation to represent the captured

information into a more understandable visual form as a set of comprehensive graphical

diagram views. There are two kinds of information we visualize: the first one is the pure

interaction information that represents the behavior of the codez the second one is statistic

data information. For the first one, we use both static visuatization and animation to

sirnulate the dynamic nature of code artifacts cooperation. For the latter one, we use

graphical diagrams and graphs to visualize the statistic analysis resuits.

Automatic and semi-automatic collaboration pattern and role detection mechanism,

With the results from the former two processes, we are able to study the features of

dynamic code interaction instances, such as the components of the code cooperation. their

directions, the serials of code collaboration sequence and their frequencies, etc. To

discover the collaborations and conceptual roles dispersed over the huge amount of code

transactions, we have to adopt some strategy to limit the searching space. The difficulty

lies in the efficient identification ofthose significant repetitive interactions, which ointly

forrn a meaningful collaboration pattem and role relationships in the large transaction

space. We apply our automated detection technique on the visualization resuits, and

extract fine-grained collaboration patterns. The advantage is that it is capable to detect a

wide range of collaboration patterns, while the disadvantage is that the maintainer may

tose the control of expressing ber emphasis on discovering pattems. As a remedy to this

shortage, we adopt a serni-automated recovery of collaboration pattems and roles with

hurnan intervention.

According to the maintainer’s emphasis, she can interactively select the recovery

criteria, which gives the preferable weight on different aspects of automated pattern
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recovery. The collaboration pattem and role relationship discovery results will reflect the

emphasized interests of the maintainer, thus only recover those collaboration patterns and

roles which exhibit the most interesting features specified by human. Finally, these two

types of outcome will be compared and refined to produce the final recoveiy resuit.

In order to efficiently recover collaboration pattems from execution trace information,

we have to design certain types of criteria to emphasize what aspect is more important in

detecting which sequences of collaboration instances are related, and thus may be further

cornbined together to form a concrete collaboration pattem. The criteria are divided into

the following three categories:

Interaction instance component. Recail that an interaction instance includes six major

components, narnely system functionality id, invocation level. sender module, receiver

module, invocated routine, and direction. Based on different emphasis, the maintainer

may use any combination ofthese components to define the recovery criteria.

Collaboration instance selection. The main purpose of finding collaboration instance is

to recover the invocation path. for this reason, we may select to view only the interaction

instances involving specific modules. Meanwhile, to limit the observation scope, we may

also define a consideration boundary that confines the recovery process within a certain

depth range.

Collaboration pattern matching. When several frequently repeated collaboration

instances form one collaboration pattern, the shape of that pattem may not be unique.

Different interaction sequences, may lead to various visual outlines, while the semantics

ofthese pattems are identical. Thereforc, we define the criteria to Let our tools to compare

two collaboration pattems.

4.1.4 Automation with the Dyiiarnic-Anatyzer

As we discussed in the introduction, static analysis does not present sufficient
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information to study the interactions of source modules. Recording dynamic information

of a program can provide us with sufficient knowledge about message exchanges during

the program execution period. However, this technique faces two major issues: the

overwhelming volume of tracing data and incomplete coverage of the code. In our

approach, since the focus is on a limited set of system functionalities and behaviors, the

dynamic coverage contains only the relevant code artifacts. In fact, this turns out to

benefit the resolution of the first issue to reduce the volume of tracing data. Based on the

approach we presented in the former section, we have developed a reverse engineering

tool, the Dyiictmic-A,iatvzer, to automate the dynamic capturing and visualization of

dynamic source code message process information arnong source modules (sec Figure

4.4). First, the legacy source code is instrumented to record execution information. Then,

the interesting system ftmnctionalities are executed to observe system behaviors;

meanwhile, pmgrarn dynarnic information j s retrieved. processed (normal ized), and feU

into the data repository.

Later on, the visualization and animation program wiii present the information through

visual effects to provide a meaningful way to investigate the interactions. Finally, the

automatic collaboration pattem detection process wiii be performed to distili ail the

pattems. The Dynarnic-Analyzer can automaticaiiy discover ail fine-grained collaboration

patterns. We have aiso developed another reverse engineering tool to incorporate human

intervention in the discovery process, and combine the outcomes from the Dynamic

Analvzer to improve the resuit. That semi-automation approach will be detaiied in

Figure 4.4: Workflow of flic Dynamic-Analyzer
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foïlowing section. One desired feature ofthe Dvizainic-Analvzer is both observed system

and analysis tool will run in parallel. Maintainers are now able to observe system

behavior and the visualization of source module interactions/pattems at the same time. in

this way, we can directly relate any specific system behavior to the visual effects of

module interactions in a real-time manner, thus reduce the mental efforts to rernember

and match these two subjects.

We use the Dvnainic-AnaÏyzer to define different types ofviews to exhibit information

at different granularity levels, and to facilitate the smooth navigation arnong those levels.

We mainly visualize two types of information: the pure interactions, and the statistic data

information. For the flrst one, we apply static and animated visual effects to enhance the

recovery process. Figure 4.5 illustrates the flne-grained dynamic module interaction

footprint view and animated pattern detection views produced by the Dvnainic-Analvzer.

The left-rnost vertical part shows the name of modules; the horizontal direction represents

the tirne sequence; the dark (red) box indicates an invocation interaction instance from

the sender module; the gray (green) box shows the return of interaction instance from the

receiver module; the dark (red) une with direction point shows an outgoing message from

the sender module towards the receiver module; the gray (green) une with direction point

represents the returning of the interaction message from the receiver module back to the

sender module.
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(I) Dynamic Module Interaction Visualization: Footprint View
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(ii) Automated Collaboration Pattern Detection

Figure 4.5: Footprint (I) and pattcrn detection (ii) views from Dynamïc-Analyzer

We employ the Dvnamic-AnctÏyzer to automatically detect ail the repetitive serial of

collaboration instances, and distiil them as candidate collaboration pattems. To further

reveal the construction structure of particular system functionality, we need more

effective means to discover the dynarnic module interaction space. Our approach is to

visualize the dynarnic information in a forrn that illustrates the relationships between

difference source code modules which are involved in the activities that generate the

specific system functionality.

As dernonstrated in Figure 4.6, the visual representation of the comprehensive module

interaction relationships reveals a system constructional structure that implements the

observed system functionality.

• The invocation level: corresponds to the cail depth from sender module to receiver

module.

• The Iink between modules: represents the invocation instance from higher level

module to lower level module.
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figure 4.6: Construction Structure Vïew of System functionality

• The location of rectangle: shows at the specific location (invocation level and

module), there is a certain arnount of module invocation activities.

• The size of rectangle: the rectangle area stands for the percentage of invocations the

module has at the particular level, cornpared with the total numbei- of invocations that

module has among ail the levels. Suppose the “Full Size” rectangle has lcrnXlcm

height and width. The mathematic formula is expressed as following:

Sizef Module_a, Level b)full Size*Invocations(Modulea, Level b)/Invocations( Module a, Alt Levels

(4A)

Here, the Full Size represents the maximum rectangle space between two nodes, The

size of each rectangle shows the relative impact of invocations that a module has at

certain level, which indicates the activity intensity degree at each invocation depth for

one particular module.

I
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n

Color of line: module
coupling degree

-
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• The cotor of rectangle: reveals the module at certain level external relative impact,

which specifies the activity intensity degree (“weight”) at each invocation level for

one particular module in comparison to the total invocations of ail modules. Color

scale schema is applied to reflect the weight. The notation ofcolor is shown in Figure

4.7.

• The color of link: illustrates the coupling degree of these two linked modules, which

reflects the weight of that link. For the color of link and color of rectangle, we apply

10 color scale scherna to symbolize the weight variance gradient ftom “High” to

“Low”. Figure 4.7 illustrates the color representation scherne of the weight variance

gradient.

Red

Tomato

LightSalmon

PeachPuf f

ColU

Yellow

GreenYellow

Lime

LimeCreen

DarkGreen

r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9 l

High (Weighl) Lo

Figure 4.7: Color Representation Scheme of Weight Variance Gradient

The color of both Ïink and rectangle uses “weight” to represent the percentage of

invocations it occupies cornpared with the total number of invocations that ail modules

have. The mathematic formuLas are expressed as following:

Weight_Link(a,b)= 10 * Invocations ( Module a -Module b) / invocations (Ail Modules) (i)

WeightRectangle(Modulea, Levet_b) = 10 * Invocations ( Level_b) / Invocations(Ail Modules) (ii)

(4.2)
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4.1.5 Recording System Functionality Scenarlo

When we analyze system functionalities and their source code construction structure, it

is desirable to record system behavior for the comparison and analysis. Therefore, we

provide a scenario recording function for Dvnainie-Analvzer to capture the screen

snapshots ofsystem functionality and behavior (sce Figure 4.8).

Gi
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GUI ft-,.

I

GUI

.

figure 4.8: System Functionality Scenario Recorder

The recorded scenario screen snapshots wiÏl be labeled and stored into the repository

database for analysis usage. Later, when we perfonii the dynamic visuat analysis, we are

able to retrieve the scenario pictures to rellect the observed system functionality, thus to

Iink the system behavior and the visual analysis resuits (views and diagrams). In this way,

we do flot need to execute the target system every time when we want to study it.

4.1.6 Analysis with Collaboration-Investigator

As we have discussed in section 4.1.2, a collaboration pattem is a frequently repeated

serial of collaboration instances, which involves different modules cooperating together
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to perforni a certain type of work which contributes to the implernentation of observed

system ftinctionality. During the whole process of interactions. those modules involved in

the pattern show strong collaboration manners: they cooperate together to implernent a

particular task. b study coloration pattems, and further analysis the roles of participant

modules, we have designed another reverse engineering tool Coltaboration-Investigator

(see Figure 4. 9) to carry out our approach explained in section 4.1.3.

_______ __________
______

—

Figure 4.9: Collaboration-Investigator: a Reverse Engineering Tool for
Collaboration Pattern and Role Recovery and Analysis

Seven major tasks are carried out for the recovery and analysis of collaboration

patterns and conceptual roles. They are:

1. Pattem criteria establishment,

2. Interaction investigation,

3. Collaboration pattern recovery,

4. Visualization of collaboration pattem,

5. Role recovery,

6. Collaboration pattern investigation,

7. Role investigation.
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Collaboration Pattern Criteria Establishment: We have set up three categories of

pattem recovery criteria, narneiy interaction component selection, collaboration instance

seÏection, and pattem matching. The choice ofoptional items in each category reflects the

rnaintainer’s observation emphasis of pattern recovery aspects. The naming convention of

distilled collaboration pattem is the unique sequentiai id number plus the first sender

module’s name and the first invocation routine narne.

__________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 4.10: Collaboration Pattern Recovei-y and Visualization

Interaction Investigation. it is designed to explore ail the components of any interaction

instance. When we seiect the pattem name, the sender module and the receiver moduLe,

we can generate ail the routines (functions and procedures) that are invoked from the

sender module to the recciver module within the selected collaboration pattern. If we oniy

pick up the routine name, it will aiso be able to generate the full interaction information

in the collaboration pattern which contains that routine. Through this component, we wifl

be able to fuiiy explore the module interaction space.
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Collaboration Pattern Recovery: This component recovers the collaboration pattems

based on the criteria that have been previously created.

It identifies those significant repetitive interactions, which jointly fonn a collaboration

pattem and role relationships in the large transaction space. The result will be shown in

the “collaboration pattem” frame (sec Figure 4.10).

Visualization of Collaboration Pattern. The Dvnaniic-Analyzer is used to generate the

visual effects of recovered collaboration pattern. It also generates the visual

representations of the corresponding collaboration instances for a pattern. A sample

recovered collaboration pattem and its visualization is shown in Figure 4. 10.

Role Recovery: Based on the recovered collaboration patterns, the module relationsbips

and the module roles will be defined according to the role pairs classification illustrated

in Figure 4.11. For each pattem, the participants’ module role table will be generated. It

recovers four rote relationship pairs based on module invocation frequency: “director

manager” (few, few); “rnanager-worker” (few. many); “consumer-supplier” (many, few);

and “worker-colleague” (many, rnany).

InvocaÉon instance times: Fcw or Many

many J [ Module A]

I

3 J, In vocation

Fcw many [ ModLtIet3_j

1. Director vs Manager; 3. Workervs Colleague;
2. Manager vs Worker; 4. Consumer vs Supplier;

Figure 411: Conceptual Role Pairs

The invocation times indirectly reflect a particular module’s involvement in the

contribution to system ftinctionality. We use fuzzy concepts “few” and “many” to

symbolize the invocation frequency. It reveals how much computation this module bas
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carried out to undertake the whole work ofthe specific system ftinctionality. “Few” says

that this module generally dispatches the work load to its partner modules, it is in charge

of management work; “Many” reveals that this module has taken a considerable work

load portion of the system functionality, it is in charge of the implernentation part of

system fttnctionality.

We have designed four role-relation pairs and eight roles to reveal the relationships

among code modules, they are: (i) Director vs Manager (Few-Few); (ii) Manager vs

Worker (Few-Many); (iii) Retailer vs Wbolesaler (Many-Few); (iv) Worker vs Colleague

(Many-Many).

Collaboration tnvestigation. This component will generate the query resuits for retated

collaboration pattems. We can produce the collaboration pattem list which contains a set

of selected routines, and discover their features by exploring the collaboration pattem

components. The selection of a sender module or receiver module in o;der to find out the

other related parts bas sirnilar effects. We can use any combination ofthese four elernents

(pattem, sender module, receiver module, and routine) to generate the list of the

remaining elements.

Role Investigation. This component explores the role space of each module in a selected

collaboration pattem. 1f we assign to the sender module a certain conceptual role, we will

be able to retrieve the modules that have the correspondent role in a given collaboration

pattern. We are able to compare roles for a single module in different pattems; produce

the dominant role for a paiicular module based on the multiple role information that it

has carried out in different collaboration patterns.

With the help of visual expression provided by Dyaninic-AnavÏzer, and the analysis

components provided by Collaboration-Investigator, we are now able to generate

comprehensive system functionality construction structures to reveal partial system

architecture.

Figure 4. 12 illustrates the system module constructional structure that implements one

sub-system’s functionality in a sample case study. It exhibits the inter-relationships
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among ail the modules that contribute to the impiementation of one specific system

functionality. The integrated diagram cari be further decornposed into a set of visual

representations of collaboration pattems, and the assignrnents of the major role for each

module.

çtje Model llierarchica1Diaga, .

4.1.7 Discussion

In this section, we have presented an approach to recover collaboration pattems and

roies from iegacy systems for the purpose of legacy software understanding and system

decomposition. It consists oftwo major parts, both ofwhich are supported by our reverse

engineering tools. The flrst part focuses on the dynamic analysis oftarget tegacy systems,

and the automatic discovery of collaboration pattems. The second part concentrates on

the recovery and analysis of collaboration pattems and roles with human intervention.

Each recovered collaboration pattem represents a concrete implementation block of

the observed system functionality. By characterizing such kind of program construction,

Figure 4.12: Partial System Constructionai Structure Visualization
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we gain the insight of how legacy system behavior is carried out through the

collaborations of its source code. It is also useful to apply the discovered collaboration

patterns to a ftirther decomposition of the whole system into a role-based hierarchical

representation. The maintainer can use this information to study each module within

various collaboration pattems, thus to regain more detailed source code modularization

information. Cohesive measurement is also used to perforrn legacy reconstruction

[VanOO][KuiOO]. Within a collaboration pattem, its composition modules intensively

cooperate together to perform a concrete task inside of the system functionality.

Therefore, collaboration pattem recovery can be further used in the re-modularization of

legacy system.

The recovery of collaborations provides us with a decomposition view of legacy

software. Most work on understanding interactions has focused on visualization

techniques, where the challenge is to develop efficient ways to visualize the large amount

of dynamic information [Wa198][SysOl]. flic work of DePauw et al. [Pau9$], now

integrated with Jinsight, allows engineer to visually recognize pattems in the interactions

of classes and objects. ISVis displays interaction diagrams using a mural [Jer97]

technique. Our work in the visualization part is similar to these two approaches. lnstead

of the mere focus on visualization, our approach emphasizes more on the recovery of

collaboration and the understanding of roles. Tamar et al. also propose an approach to

analysis of roles within collaborations [RicO2J, but they purely use the invocation

rnethods as representative of roles. This is not sufficient in our research to analyze the

generaÏ function of a module inside of recovered collaboration pattern We use

predefined conceptual role stereotypes for the recovery of roles based on the invocation

relations with other modules.

4.2 Legacy System Decomposition

The system decomposition is important to limit the complexity and risk associated

with the re-engineering activities of a large legacy system. It divides the system into a

collection of meaningful modular parts with low coupling, high cohesion, and

minimization of interface, thus to facilitate the application of our incremental approach to
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implement the progressive migration process. We have designed three major techniques

to decompose legacy systems. We present them in detail in this section.

4.2.1 Vïsualization and Dynamic Analysis of System Functionalïty

System usability is ernbodied in detailed atomic system functionalities, which

represents the concrete utility of the system. We design this visualization and dynamic

analysis technique to build up the linkage between legacy source code construction and

system functionality. It is designed to further facilitate the legacy system decomposition

based on system dynamic execcttion information. Our approach is demonstrated as

following. A rnodifled Iegacy source version is generated by injecting probe code into

original source code. During the execution ofa legacy system with detection code, we are

able to retrieve the dynamic information of specific system functionality by perfonning a

range of test cases. Meanwhile, we use visual effects to link system behavior with legacy

source code, and further generate the visual diagram to reflect the structure of the

observed system functionality.

Fïgure 4.13: Visualïzation and Dynamic Analysis of System Functionality
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The system decomposition task wiIl be perforrned based on the recovered system

functionality source code construction structure. The system ftmctionality-based

decomposition approach is illustrated in Figure 4.13. Visualization is irnplemented at

different levels based on different granularity of abstraction.

I

cInPj
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srdm Snhordrfl Sub—systcrns

r Sub—system
Constitutionat

_____

SLces

Atornic Svstem
j’ M 4’JM
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Figure 4.14: Hierarchical System Functional Abstraction View

As we have discussed in the beginning of this section, system utility is performed by

those detailed atomic system functionalities, which embody the service of the system.

The executable system can be viewed in a hierarchical manner as: whoïe system,

subsystems, subsystem constitutional services, detailed atornic system functionalities for

each service, etc. (sec Figure 4.14).

The physical program source code can atso be viewed in a hierarchical way as program

module layer (source code files/modules), and source code entity layer which includes

data structure components, database components, functional component (variables,

functions, procedures, routines, data, etc.,) (see Figure 4.15). We try to answer the

following question: “Which program artifacts realize the observed atomic system

functionality that is provided by the legacy system? And how?”
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______________________ __________

Program Module yer

////
/

___________

Source Code Fntity Layer

Program Modules: program piece units (cg. source code files, modules)

Source Code Entities: programing units, such as data structure, functions, procedures, variables, etc.

Reference = function cali, usage, refcrcnce, containing etc.

Fïgtire 4.15: Source Code Hierarchical Abstraction View

Mapping atomic system functionalities to the realizing code fragments, and recovering

the interaction relationships among source code artifacts viI1 divide the whole source

code into constructional parts, thus reveal the structure of legacy software. Based on this

approach, we have developed our dynamic and visualization analysis technique to

analyze active system functionality behavior, and build up the Iinkage between the

corresponding code artifacts, their interaction structures, and observed system

functionalities. One of the most impoiÏant features of this technique is the mapping

ability for different abstraction layers. The resuits could be seen with the following

views:

u Routine interaction View: it shows the inside of source code module, and illustrates

which routines (program functions or procedures) interact with each other to

contribute to the performance of a certain kind of atomic system functionality.

n Module interaction View: it demonstrates which source code modules work

together to carry out a certain kind of system functionality (sec Figure 4.16). This

information wiII be used to facilitate the system decomposition process.
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Figure 4.16: Module Interaction View

o Module Contribution Comparison View: Thc comparison view of two modules

provides the vïsual comparison of any two source code modules (see Figure 4. 1 7). It

is used to analyze the detailed efforts of modules at each invocation level. The

vertical coordinate represents the number of invocation times the horizontal

direction shows the invocation depths. We use cardinal spiines to diminish the sharp

angles of the curve. This method creates some drawing under the horizontal

coordinate to reduce the radical changes from high value to zero.
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Figure 4.17: Module Contribution Comparison View
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D Module Participation View: It is provided to analyze the overail participation

percentage of each source code module for the observed system functionality (see

Figure 4.18).

tArI1 I’ar I—L trflufl —— frr LJI—1

Figure 4.1$: Module Participation View

The vertical coordinate indicates the name of each source code module; the

horizontal axis shows the scale of invocations. The histogram demonstrates the

overall efforts of each module that contributes to the implernentation of the observed

system functionality. The view shows the difference of contribution for each source

module during the execution of specific system functionality.

u System Functionality Construction Vicw: NormalÏy. a mapping betwcen fine

grained code artifacts and system behavior wiÏI make the maintainer lost inside ofthe

huge size of code interaction space, and limit the usability of our technique, By

mapping a particular system flinctionality with different abstract layer of program

artifacts, a more efficient high level view of system structure wiIl be reveated.

Consequently, we are able to discover the relationships among different system

functionalities and corresponding program artifacts at various abstraction levels. The

resuit is later used to facilitate the legacy system decomposition task.
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n Statistic information Analysis View: For a certain kind of system atomic

functionality, by executing different test cases, we are able to get different sets of

code fragments at different abstract layers. Our dynarnic analysis tools are used to

retrieve the following statistic information: which parts of each different abstract

layer has persistently participated; which parts are conditionally involved; which

parts undertake the heaviest computing part, and which parts mostly contribute to the

task dispatching and management job, etc.

n Fine-grain Detail Code fntity Exploring: By using traditional reverse engineering

tools, we can obtain useful information deep inside of legacy source code, thus to

case the system decomposition task. The source code information includes the

parsing resuit of AST (abstract syntax tree), the data-flow diagram, the routine,

variable and data structure reference graplis, etc. in our research, we use reverse

engineering tools “Source-Navigator” [GnuOO] (sec Figure 4. 1 9), to parse legacy

source code and generate various intermediate resuit information.
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Decomposition Strategy witli Program Visualizatïon and Dynamic Analysis

Recovering the architecture of Iegacy systems requires more than just reverse

engineering tools to generate some descriptive diagrams of systems. Software

architecture is commonly defined in terrns of components and connectors. While based

on procedural methodology, there is no concrete concept of components and connectors

in legacy systems. We have to abstract the high-level architecture based on its

component-like parts. Therefore, by dynamically analyzing atornic system functionalities

with software visualization, our decomposition strategy is to separate the source code

artifacts based on their involvernent of a certain type of system functionalities. for those

code modules that have participated in more than one system functionality, tbey viÏl be

separated to form a new partition part which serves other functionalities. With the help of

our visual dynarnic analysis technique, we vil1 later be able to decompose the whole

program artifacts into cohesive parts which will reveal the system constructional

organization.

4.2.2 Decomposition with Module Dependency Analysis

For rnost legacy procedural languages, the whole system can be divided into program

pieces (such as source code files) [BalOl]. We look at sucb individual program unit as a

single source code module. NormaÏly, original developers had a certain kind of principle

to organize their program artifacts. The dependency of user-defined data types (UDT)

reflects the module relations between each other [VanOO]. it can be further viewed as an

indicator of the associations between the host modules and the rest of the system. By

analyzing the dependency of user defined data type, we can elicit useful design

information of legacy system architecture construction. for example, in a source code

module, called Account.c/h, there’s a User Defined Data Type:

typedefstruct {
node_t node; 1* has to be the flrst member (inherit) / ---Error.c/h
char tsyrnbol; / symbol or id *7
char *aItsy1bo1; 7* alternative symbol (for import) *7
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prec_t precision; 1* precisions for in/output *1 ---Data.c/h
double fraction; /* fi-action of an account (factor) *1
GPtrArray *transarr; 1* GArray<trans_t> transaction list *1 ---TransArray.c/h
int flags; 1* frozen == readonly *1
period_t lifetirne; ! tirne period: lst to last transaction *1 ---Transaction.c/h
GArray *rtalT; 1* GArray<rt_t>: “prepared” trans data *1 ---TransArray.c/h

} act;

(j)

C_Error C)h
(__Data ch__D

t
(Accountch

(Transactoin C) h) (TransArray c h)

(ii)

Figure 4.20: Source Code Module Depcndency Analysïs

The user data type dependency (one UDT uses other UDTs) can reflect the reliance

relationships between its host module and its dependent modules. To explain this, we use

the example illustrated in Figure 4.20. The mode! dependency diagram (Figure 4.20 (ii))

is generated from the source code of a user deflned data type (Fïgure 4.20 (i)). Source

code module Account defines one UDT called act, which uses four other UDTs

defined in other four modules, Error, Data, Transaction, and TransArray. The

reÏationships reflect the dependency between Account module and the other four

modules. Those modules involved in this relation wiÏl be granted higher coupling value

than others which do flot have such relation. We can iterate this process to assign

coupling degrees among each module pair. Therefore, the module dependency

relationship can further be viewed as an indicator for dividing the whole system source

code into organically integrated parts.

The borders of construction parts are the borders of the module dependency

relationships. Consequently, according to the module dependency relations, we can

decompose the whole system into parts. We have devised our second system

decomposition approach based on source code module dependency analysis. Figure 4.21
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illustrates an example of decomposing a legacy system based on this approach. The first

diagram ofa cali graph (figure 4.21 (i)) dernonstrates the interaction relationships among

ail the source modules. Eventually, this type of information becomes too ovenvhelming

to comprehend: it is hard to distinguish which modules have higher coupiing features,

which do not, thus it makes it difficult to decompose the whoie system based on coupling

and cohesion analysis. The second diagram (Figure 4.21 (ii)) is constructed based on

module dependency anaiysis. It further divides the whole system according to module

dependency relationships. The unes represent the dependency relation.

(ii) Legacy System Decomposition: Module Dependency Diagram

figure 4.21: Source Code Decompositïon with Module Dependency Analysis

(j) Legacy System Module Cail Graph
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4.2.3 Migration Unit Construction and Decomposition Algorithm

Modules will be clustered into groups that can be migrated at one step of the process,

i.e., processed by a single team within reasonable time lirnits, called Migration Units

(MU). To fix MU dependencies between modules, e.g., service delivery, a dependency

graph is constituted where vertices are modules, and the service requests (invocations)

are directed edges. There are two types of module dependency relationships. One is the

function cail dependency relations between host module and other dependent modules;

the other one is the module dependency relation deflned by user defined data type, which

is presented in section 4.2.2. We give higher coupling value to the later one since this

type of coupling (dependency) relationship is deflned at the design level which reflects

the source code static structure. An intermediate step is the factoring of that grapli into

strongty connected colnponents (SCC) (i.e., maximal groups of modules that depend on

each other, either directly or by transitivity), and the construction of the respective

directed acycÏic graph (‘DAG) of ail SCC. The MU then emerges as subsets of the ÏeveÏs

in the DAG. Here, a level in is defined as the set of graph nodes for which the longest

path from (one of) the universal source node(s) (no in-going edges) in the DAG is of

length in.

Finding MUs in Legacy Software

A key task is the split of the entire system into tractable parts which are both (i)

logically connected and (ii) admit a single-step migration. As a first approximation that

fits (i), one may identify MUs with modules. However, most modules are of smaller size

so that a module-based decomposition may lead to a large number of individual

migration tasks and, thus, to a high synchronization cost. Therefore, it is more convenient

to define MUs as sets of modules, whereby a preferred size for MUs becomes an

important parameter of the decomposition that insures (ii). However, condition (ii)

imposes some restrictions on the way modules are grouped into MUs. In fact, whenever

two modules A and B are linked in the graph, say A depends on B, or A-’B, it is

preferable to migrate B before migrating A in order to avoid some reworking of the
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aiready rnigratcd code irnposed by the decision A before B. This means that if the

duration of migration tasks is a concem, one should consider (ideally) oniy MUs made up

of modules with no dependencies. Such groups may be identified by looking at the

module dependency graph, as defined by previous section, where candidate MUs are

independent subsets of graph nodes. Unfortunately, in a large number of cases, the

information provided by the graph may not be sufficient. Indeed, the strict respect of

inter-module dependencies may be hindered by the presence of graph circuits, i.e.,

configurations in which sets of modules depend on each other, either directiy or by

transitivity. In this case, neither of the concerned modules may be migrated before the

others without sorne post-reworking. The solution seems to reside in the joint migration

of all the modules. However, the resulting task is of a much higher complexity than the

migration of an equal number of unreiated modules. Therefore, the number of such tasks

should be kept to a strict minimum. To foniialize the underlying problem, we apply a

graph-theoretical frarnework based on the concept of SCC. The approach is surnrnarized

as illustrated in Table 4.2:

Build module dependency graph G;
Apply discovery algorithm to detect the set S of ail SCC and to organize S in the DAG D;

= O;
while S is not empty

Levet{iÏ = ail nodes in D with no in-going edges (no service to other nodes);
Erase the nodes of LeveÏ[i] from S and D;

for j from O to i-l do
if ( the size of each noUe in LeveÏ[i] < threshold size) then

Group nodes into a minimal set of MUs so that each MU size < the threshold;
cisc

for each node whose size > threshold size do
Apply slice-merge strategies to split the node into smaller nodes (modules);
Group the resulting nodes into a minimal set of MUs of size <the threshoid;

Retum the set of discovered MUs;

Table 4.2: MUs Construction: Decomposition Algorithm
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The SCC of the dependency graph is considered instead of single nodes, i.e., modules,

and the respective factor-graph, the DAG of the 8CC’, is exarnined for MUs. The sets of

independent nodes in the DAG are drown from its level-wise spiit: the highest level, e.g.

O, is made up of ail nodes (if any) that do not provide services to the outer world

(universal clients), whuÏe the nodes oflevel n+1 are those which provide services only to

nodes of levels O to n. With such decomposition, the MUs may be obtained by

partitioning cadi level into subsets ofdesired global size. It is noteworthy, in the case ofa

huge-size module or SCC, that a slice-rnerge strategy is applied to decompose it into

MUs. The process is of heuristic nature, where one possibility is to measure the cohesion

of the obtained parts and the coupling between parts. The approach is illustrated by the

example of Figure 4.22.

Level 1 M)

-

“I
Level 2 (ec(memo - sc) erat (ty

Level 3
Mt,2

figure 4.22: The Decomposition of “SGA-C” Legacy System

It shows the dependency graph of the SGA-C system, the Genetic Algorithm C

language port and extension system [Go189], which is made up of 11 modules. These are

first spiit into 10 SCC, only one of them is non-trivial (made up of rselect.c and

memory.c). The SCC is further organized into 4 levels which give rise to 7 MUs (drawn

as rectangles around member modules).

4.2.4 Discussion

In the case of no circuits, the DAG is identical to the initial graph.
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In this section, we have presented three techniques that wc have developed to conduct

legacy system decomposition task. They are visualization and dynarnic analysis of system

functionality, module dependency analysis, and decomposition algorithrn, respectively.

They are constructed based on different emphasis of system analysis aspects. In the real

world practice, we shah apply ail these techniques, and compare, evaluate, and optirnize

their results to produce the optimum solution. The decomposition resuit will later be

used to facilitate the incremental migration process in the next migration stage.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented our legacy system anaÏysis approach in the practical

migration model. We focus on two parts, one is the Iegacy system decomposition, and the

other one is legacy source code collaboration pattern/role recovery and analysis. The

system decomposition part focuses on how to decompose legacy system into parts, thus

facilitates the next stage of applying a divide-and-conquer approach to implernent the

legacy system Object-Oriented re-architecturing and incrernental migration, The

decomposition strategies are constructed based on different emphases of system analysis

aspects. The code collaboration pattem and role recovery concentrates on the

identification of legacy source code features and construction structures. Each recovered

collaboration pattem represents a concrete implementation block of the observed system

functionality. By characterizing such kind ofprograrn construction, we gain the insight of

how Iegacy system behavior is carried out through the collaborations of its source code.

The recovery of roles further supports the decomposition of the whohe system into a role

based hierarchical representation, thus to provide us with a decomposition view of legacy

software.
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Cliapter V. Object-Oriented Re
Architecturing

The object-oriented re-architechuring of legacy systems generates the object-oriented

model of subject system. In an 00 system, a program is constructed around data rather

than the services of the system, and the supporting structure is a set of classes that are

related to each other with different kinds of relationships. In a well-designed 00 system,

the classes must exhibit high level of cohesion and a low level of coupling. Sirnilarly, in

structured programming languages, programs can be seen as sets of data items (variables)

and routines that use these variables. Legacy system re-architecturing is therefore

achieved by the discovery ofobject-oriented features in legacy system and the generation

ofobject mode! for the legacy code. UML is applied to illustrate the modeling resuit. Ihe

key task here is the extraction of classes and their relationships from lcgacy source code.

J

________

Figure 0.1: Object-Oriented Re-Architecturing
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To facilitate this task, we focus on the object-oriented modeling of migration units

(decomposed parts), which are generated from the former system decomposition step (see

Figure 5.1). We apply several techniques (detailed in the following sections) to extract

the object models from legacy systems. The final object-oriented mode! is hypothesized

to have high modularity, high cohesion inside the class, and low coupling between

classes.

5.1 RuIe-based Class Recovery

Object moUd discovery can be conducted by using a number of different software

analysis techniques. However, no matter how sophisticated those analysis techniques are,

users’ assistance and guidance are crucial in obtaining a viable and efficient object

moUd. In order to guide the discovery process and to obtain a better object moUd, as a

guideline, we construct a general set of candidate class recovery nues to faci!itate the

class construction process. Based on the experiments we have conducted, we try to elicit

most of these c!ass identification principles, and cast them into an autornatic manner in

identifying candidate classes. The mies define the criteria of the production of object

mode! from legacy source code, and the goal is to achieve high cohesion within a class

and low coup!ing between classes.

Figure 5.2: RuIe-based Class Rccovery Process
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5.1.1 Terminology

are two main scopes of

We document these ciass recovery mies that human experts appiied in identifying

classes from procedurai programs, and put the ciass recovery mies into ruie-based

repository. During the process of class recovery, these recovery mies will be iteratively

refined by the feedback of the resuits. The approach is illustrated in Figure 5.2. More

importantly, several mies can be used together to discover potentiai classes in a serni

automatic way. The conectness of a certain mie and its applicable scope wili be

caiculated by experimentai analysis. Therefore we shouid be abie to evaluate the

perforniance of our ciass recovery rules, and assess the accuracy and the applicable

scope. Consequentiy, object identification tools may reuse these class recovery rules to

discover classes in a more autornatic manner.

To better analyze the legacy system, we have the following definitions:

u Routine: is either a function or a procedure in a legacy system. They are the

atornic behavior units which interact with each other to perfomi a certain kind of

legacy system functionality.

u Variable: is the data item carrier in a program. There

variables in a program: local scope and global scope.

u Uer defined data type (UDfl: is a data type that is defined by the user. It

normally includes a collection of variables with host programming language

build-in data types. lt performs as an independent entity data type. for example,

in procedurai language C and Pascal, “stnict” and “record” are constructs that can

be used to generate user-defined data type structures.

u Super-type and sub-type: if data type X is used to define data type Y, then we say

that X is a sub-type of Y, and Y is a super-type of X.

u Global variable: is a data item carrier that has program range effectiveness, This

mechanism aiiows data entities to be treated throughout the whoie program,
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5.1.2 Candidate Class Discovery

Rulel: Each UDT eau be converted into a candidate cÏass.

User-defined data type (UDT) refers to a collection of variables that are grouped

together, and they can be viewed as a unity. This resembles Object-Oriented design

where the related data variable items are grouped together in a class. Therefore, we can

view each UDT in procedural program as a candidate class. Each variable in the UDT can

be converted into the corresponding attribute ofthe candidate class.

class Chart Recorctypedef struct —

nt day staïl
private

— nt day stariint day range —

— int day rangedouble val stari —

— double val startdouble val range —

— double val rangechari record t
) —

Figure 5.3: Converting UDT into a Candidate Class

Figure 5.3 shows an example of converting a UDT into a candidate class. This UDT

defines a new data type cailed chart_record_t which is used to store the record

information of stock analysis chart, It includes four variables: the start day, the range of

the days, the start stock value, and the range of the stock values. From 00 design point

of view, this user-defined data type can be seen as a concrete programming unit: all the

stock chart analysis work is conducted based on this data type. Therefore, we can convert

this UDT into a candidate class. called class Chart Record. Morcovcr, lor those functions

that mainly deal with this UDT can be further included into this class as members.

RuIe2: If a UDT (super-type,) includes otÏier UDT (sub-type) as its data item, we eau

assign a composition relationsIiz among the con verted candidate classes which are

obtainedjrom Rïtle].

When one UDT contains other UDTs as its variable items, it can be viewed that the

host super-type UDT is composite of the variables that are defined by other different sub

type UDIs. When we apply Rule 1, these UDTs are all converted into classes. Then, we
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can sce that the host class is composed of other classes. Figure 5.4 illustrates this concept

with an example. The host super-type UDT _account t bas five variables that are defined

by five sub-type UDTs. Afier we converted ail these UDTs into candidate classes, we

thus get composition relationships between the host class and the data item classes.

Ruic3: 1f there is u unique LJI)T whic!i is a routine ‘s parcimeter ‘s data t’e or return

value ‘s data type, then this routine can be converted into a memberjiinction ofthe class

which is derivedfrom titat UDT.

Parameters and the return value of a routine work as input and output of that routine. It

indicates that the routine modifies the data items of the UDT. In the process of object

model extraction, we consider routines as method candidates. To maximize the cohesion

inside the class and minimize the coupling between classes, the routines with parameter’s

data type as UDTs are attached to the candidate classes that are generated from these

typcdcf struct accounit

mdci nodc:

periocit I iftinic:

precision_t precision:

GPtrArray *tr.rl.Is.lrr

GArray *rtarr:

char *s\nlhol:

char *altsvmtx)I:

doubic fraction:

ni flag:

accocinit:

class Accocint

private

noUe noUe:

perioci lifetirne:

precision precision:

GPtrArra *trrnsarI

GArrav * rtarr:

char *svI1bI:

char *IItsyrntoI:

dotibk fraction:

mi tlags:

Figure 5.4: Deriving Composition Retationship
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UDTs. As shown in figure 5.5, ac update runtime, acwrite and ac show are three

routines that use accotint_t UDT as their paramenter’s data type. These three routines

access/rnodify the data fields of the user defined data type of accountt. As a

consequence, they are assigned into the candidate class “Account” which is generated

from UDT accountt.

class Account

private:

nod node:

period I fetinc:

precision precision:
int a updatc_runtmic(accounl t
int ac wntc(accounhl *accotInl FILE *fp):

voiCI ac sho(accoun1 I ptiblic:

j ni uc u pclatc runt liii

nt ac vritc( FI LE * fp):

\Oid ac shoi( ):

Figure 5.5: Attach Routines into Candidate Class bv Parameter Data Type

The retum type of a routine indicates that the routine generates or updates the data

fields of the UDT of the return value. Since a class should encapsulate methods that

update the state of objects that belong to this class, the return type provides strong

evidence to include such routine to the candidate class derived from the UDT of the

return type. An example is depicted in figure 5.6.

clas Account

atc

nodc iode:

period itetiine

accouni_I *acneiv(char *namc. char *symbol) > precision precision:

public:

Account *ac new( char tname. char *synlboI)

Figure 5.6: Attach Routines into Candidate C]ass by Return Vaiue Data Type
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The routine ac new() lias two parameters: narne and symbol. it generates a rettim

value with account t UDT. These indicate that routine ac_new() lias a tight relationship

with candidate class Account which is converted from account_t UDT. Routine

acnew() works as if it is part of the candidate class. Therefore, fttnction ac new can be

attached into Account.

When one routine’s parameters have more than one UDT as their data types,

programmer intervention should be introduced. The routine will be analyzed to see which

UDT is the major data type that it is using. The routine wiII be attached to this main

UDT. For example, in Figure 5.7, routine ac_append transQ bas two pararneters defined

by two UDTs, narnely account t and transaction t. Inside the routine body, it bas invoked

two other routines: ac append and ac bas changed respectively. Both are affihiated with

the UDT of account t. Therefore, we can decide that account_t is the major UDT that

routine ac append trans() is associated with.

ut ac append tran(accotIn1 t aucount. transacuon t ttan
— — —

— class i\cc000l

nt dx.
private

err reset( )
— nod nodu

dx = tran- index:
tCCiSit)fl tCCiSIOIL

iI(idx >= C)

au appcnd(account. dx):
-- ptiblii

au ias chan “e d( aucount)
—

— void au appendt nt i).

void achascliangedc):
return id\

lut acappend trans( J ransaction trans

void au append) account t account. lut I):

voici au has chnecI( ilcununt t UccOluit — J

Figure 5.7: Assign Routine to C]ass tPhen Routine’s Parameters [lave More than
One UDT as Data Types

When a routine does not have UDT as the data type of its parameter or return value,

the frequency of the usage ofa UDT in the routine’s body can be considered as evidence

to convert this routine into a method of the candidate class which is generated from that

UDT. If there is no invoïvement of any UDT at alt, we can apply the following Rule4,

or static featuring technique which will be detailed in the next section.
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RuIe_4: A global variable caiz be viewed as a candidate class. If a routine ïtses that

global variable, the routine can be transfàrmed into a memberfiinction ofthat candidate

class, and the global variable can be converted into an attribute ofthat class. Ifa routine

uses more than one global variable, those global variables can be attached to one ctass,

and be converted into attributes oftÏiat cÏass.

There are two major scopes to access variables in a program, namely local scope and

global scope. For a variable that bas local scope, its usability is confined within the

routine where this variable is defined. For a variable that bas global scope, it can be

reached by each routine in the program. Therefore, its status can be rnodified by all

routines. Keeping global scope variables in a new object oriented system would violate

the principles of encapsulation and information hiding. A possible solution is that each of

these variables can be converted into an attribute of the closely related class, where the

class’s member functions use/rnodify these variables. An example is illustrated in Figure

5.8.

static nt chart signals[NR SIGNALS] O

volU initchartsignal()

docible val end cur:

nt day,curday, days, x, y; class ChartSignals

char *datestr: private:

GdkFont 5flxcd font = NULL; int chart signals[NR SIGNALS]= O:

if(!flxcd font)

flxedlbnt 2dk font Ioad(”flxed”); public:

izretui-niffail(flxcd font): void initchartsiona);

chartsignals[MARKEDSIGN AL1

utksinaInewt “marked”, GTK RUNFIRST.

GTK SIGNAL OEFSET(mLirked),

_________________________________________________

gtk marshal NON EINT,
GTK TYPE NONE. I, GTK TYPE INT):

Figure 5.8: Converting Global Variable into Candidate Class

The global variable chart_signals is mainly used by the routines that deal with stock

chart analysis. In Figure 5.8, routine init_chartsignal() initializes global variable

chart_signals. It assigns values to each of the array item by calling the system ftinction
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gtksignal_newQ. According to Rule_4, we can convert the global variable chartsignals

into a candidate class, and allocate routine mit chart signalQ as its member function.

Rule5: If a UDT includes optional variables inside of the UDT definition body, an

inheritance reÏationship can be derived.

class Share{

__________________________________________________________________

111t id;

typedefstruct { GDatc date;

union double price;

int stock: int dividend

int fund: int payed_by;

j ut bond: int price consistent;

u;

int id; class Stock : public Share

GDatc date; int stock;

double price:

nt dividend class Etind public Share

nt payedby; int fund;

int price_consistent:

sharet: class Bond public Share

int bond;

Figure 5.9: Deriving Class Inheritance from Optionai Variables in UDT

The optionat variables in n UDT cnn be viewec! as variables in the sub—classes which

are derived from the original UDT. For example, in C++, the constmct “union” defines n

user-deflned type with optional variables. Only one variable defined in the body can be

referenced at a tirne. In the case that a union type is defined in the body of another UDT,

the common structure of the UDT can be extracted as a super-class, while each of the

union variables can be assigned into a subclass.

for example, in Figure 5.9, the UDT share t contains a union type variable. We can

derive a super-class called Share from the original UDT which only contains the common

variables, such as the id, date, price, etc. Each optional variable in the union definition

becornes a subclass, sucli as Stock, fund, and Bond.
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5.2 Static Featuring Technique

There are rnainly two program analysis techniques: static analysis and dynarnic

analysis. The former one uses source code itself to derive desirable information; whereas

the latter one observes the execution ofprogram to gain insights ofthe subject system. By

analyzing program static features, we can derive an object model from legacy source

code based on high cohesion inside of candidate classes and low coupling among

candidate classes. In collaboration with two members of our legacy migration project

team (Idrissa Konkobo and Shiqiang Shen), we have developed two static featuring

techniques by using genetic algorithrn and conceptual clustering [SahO2][KonO3][SheO3]

to facilitate the automated object identification process. The content of this section is to

introduce these two techniques.

The prirnary working rnechanisrn of these two techniques is based on the discovery of

candidate classes as strongly correlated collections of data items through groups of

processing code units — the routines. The “conelation” within the tentative objects is

evaluated through measurements derived from design quality criteria of coupling and

cohesion.

5.2.1 Measuring Class Cohesion and Coupling Metrics

To apply the genetic algorithm and conceptual clusteting techniques in object

identification task, we have to define the subjective measurement of class cohesion and

coupling metrics. To do so, we first define the compteteness and consistency of a strict

partition of a given set.

For any set E of entities, we can divide the whole set into a bunch of disjoint sub-sets

of E. Each element e1 in E can be assigned to a particular sub-set. These sub-sets together

form a set of disjoint groups G that firmly spiit the whole set E. Fonnally, we define the

completeness and consistency as illustrated in formula 5.1.
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uG1 =E (compÏeteness)

\1 i andj, Gn G 0, i j (consistency) (5.1)

For the problem of object identification in legacy systems, we primarily have two

kinds of source code artifacts. One is the set of data items — the variables; and the other

one is the processing code units — the routines. The major goal of object identification is

to find the best partition of these two sets to construct an object-oriented model that can

yield the desirable high cohesion and low coupling metric values inside and between

candidate classes.

Considering a set of n variables V = 1V1, y2 ..., va), and a set of in routines R fr, r,

r,,), there are two types of relations connecting elements in V and R. The first relation

VI? c VxR, is such that v VR if variable y1 is used by routine G. The second one, RI? c

R2 , is such that r1 RR 17 if routine G calls routine q. We further divide V into a strict

partition with a set of Ï groups G = (G1 G G GJ, where cadi G c V.

Meanwhile, G should also satisfy tic requirements of cornpleteness and consistency

defined in formula 5.1. In addition, we consider the set of routines that tise tic variables

in G as “the routines of G1”.

Each possible partition of V which is represented by G is viewed as a solution. Our

goal is to find the best solution which is evaluated by coupling/cobesion metrics to reflect

the corresponding 00 design quality. Kere we give the definition of these two quality

metrics.

For any given solution G, the cohesion metric oC a sub—set G1 is deflned as:

COH (G)
= Lp1’1) (5.2)

ni, ii,

where n1 is the number of variables in G, in1 is the number of routines that use the

variables of G1, vk is a variable in G1 , p(Vk,) is the number of routines that use the variable

vk. Therefore, the cohesion metric of a specific sub-set of V is basically defined as the

number of its routine-variable calls over the number of all possible routine-variable

references inside of that sub-set.
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The cotipling metric of a sub-set G, in solution G is deflned as:

COUF(G,) = (NR V(G, G.)+ NRR(G, G.)) (5.3)

where G1 & G, ï j, NRV(G1, G,) is the number of tirnes the routines in G use the

variables in G1, and NRR(G,, G) is the number oftirnes the routines in G use the routines

in G, plus the routines in G use the routines in G. For a specific sub-set G, of a solution

G. the coupling metric valtie is therefore measured as the total number of extemal

references from G, to the other sub-sets of the solution. To reach high quatity level of 00

design, we are seeking an optirnized solution G that each of its sub-set G, has a high

average cohesion value and low average coupling value.

#define MAX1M 99
typedefint EL T:
typedef ni BOOL:
ELT stack struct[MAX1M I:
nt stack t,Oint

EL T queue str,ict[MAX1M I:
nt queue head. queue nui I. queue num elem:

struet iist struct ELT noUe content:
struct bat struet * nexi noUe:

lust:
rnainf) )/ exploits u stack. a queue. and u Iist 5/)

/ functions comrnented by thc rcferenced variable set /
void stack push(cl) )/ stack point. stack struct I stack_fuII, stack_topO
EL T stack popf) )/ stack point. st:uck struct 5/ stack_top(). stack_Empty()
EL T stack top)) I’ stack point. st:ick stmct ‘/)
BOOL stack Empty() )/ stack point
BOOL stuck full)) t/ stack point l)

Voi U quetue Insert () / queue st met. iueii e luead. queue nu In
- elc’m / q u eu c_fui if)

EL T cpiettc e’lr:,ci( ) 1 c]ueue siruet. queue tait and queue uiuuiui eiiui qucue_Emit (L
B()OL quelle Emplst 11H10 etem
BOUL 9UCIIC full)) queue nuin cleni
Void Iistadd)et) /5 lisU I iist s iii))

\oid Est elun(el) f15 list ‘ Est is in))

i300L I,st s n)) 1 Est ‘‘

BOOL hst_cmptyt) i Est *i)

Void global mit)) /5 stack point. Est. quetie beaU, queue tait. queue num_clem 5/)

void stack to Iist() t!’ stack_point. staek stmct. list I stack_EmptyOjistaddf))
void stack toqueue() f/ stak_point, stack stmct. queue stmct. queue ,nurn_elern,

queue head,*/ stack_EmptyO, queue_insert)), queue_fuII()
void queue 10 stack() {/* queue _tatl.queuc num ciem, qucue_stmct, stack point.

stack_struct J queue_EmptyO,stack_pushO, stack_fuII()
void queue_to iist() {/* queue struct, queue tait, queue num ciem, Est 5/

queue_Emptyf), Iist_add()
void Est to stack() t/* Est, stack_point, stack struct / Iist_emptyf),

stack_pushO, stack_fuIIOl
void EsI_to queue)) {/ iist, queue stmct, queue beaU, queue_ num eiem / list_emptyO,

queue insert)), queue_full)))

Figure 5.10: Procedural code of Collections in C



A reference graph derived from legacy code is used to calculate the above two rnetrics.

The graph contains two types of vertices, variables and routines, and two types of edges,

VR and RR. If variable vi is used by a routine ri, then we will have an edge linking vi

and ri which represents vi VR ri. Sirnilarly, if a routine ri cails a routine rj, we will have ri

RR rj, and there will be an edge connecting these two routines.

To better illustrate the application of genetic algorithrn and conceptual clustering

techniques in object identification task, we apply a well-known example of a C program

[CanOO] (collections) to demonstrate these two algorithrns (see figure 5.10). The

program deals with three types of data structures, namely stack, queue, and list. It first

defines the data structures; then it defines the routines of each data structure. for the

purpose of better tinderstanding, we mark the global variables used by the routine as

comments, and mark the routines that called by this routine in bold fond.

Routine r Vi? of r1 Ri? of r
I. stackpush {a,b[ {3,5[
2. stack pop a,b} {3,4}
3. stack_top ‘a,b} 0
4. stack_Ernpty [b} 0
5. stack full {b} Ø
6. stackto_queue {a,b,e,f,g [4, 16,18
7. global mit [b,c,d,e,g} 0
8. listisin [c} 0
9. listempty {c} 0
10. stacktolist {a,b,c[ {4,12}
1 1 . listtostack a,b.c 1.5,9
12. listadd {c {8
13. listelim {c[
14. queuetostack {a,b,d,f,g} { l,5,17}
15. queue extract {d,f,g} {17}
16. queue_full {g} O
17. queue ernpty {g} 0
18. queue_insert {e,f,g} {16}
19. list_to_queue {c,e,f,g} {9,16,18}
20. queue_to_list {c,d,fg} { 12,17 }

Table 5.1: AIl VR-relations, and one of RR-relations in Collections
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Table 5.1 illustrates the VR and RR relations. To be sirnplified, we number the

routines from I to 20, and narne the variables as letters. Letters a, b, e, d, e, f g represent

variables stackstruct, stackjoin t, Ïist, qtteue_tail, cjuettehead, queue strttct, and

qtteuemtmeÏem, respectively.

5.2.2 Genetic Algorithms for Object Identification

Object identification in fact is a problem of searching an optimum solution of the

partition and combination of two sets: the variable and routine sets. Different variables

and routines are organized to forrn candidate classes. The quality of the obtained object

model is rneasured by two 00 design quality rnetrics: cohesion and coupling. However,

this searching is a difficult task rnainly due to the large arnount of possible solutions. The

cost of exhaustive search is nonually too prohibitive to be practical. Genetic algorithms

(GA) provide a good alternative to the optirnization of grouping problems as stated by

Falkenauer [Fa198]. Genetic algorithms use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology,

and they are a particular class of evolutionary algorithrns that generate new and possibly

better solutions based on a set of initial ones. For an optimization problem, genetic

algorithrns are typically implemented as a simulation in which a set of abstract

representations (called chromosomes) of candidate solutions (called incÏivicluaÏs) evolve

toward better solutions. The evolution starts from a solution set (called popittation) of

initial individuals and happens in generations. The quaÏity of each solution is measureci

by an objecthe function (callcd fitncs.s Jiti: itou). In cach gCnCtatiOll. tht titncss et the

whole population is evaluated, and pairs of individuals are selected from the current

population based on their fitness value. For each pair, two operators, crossover and

imitation, are applied using an associated probability to produce a new pair of

chromosomes which form the next generation of population. A selection rnethod is used

to prioritize the individuals. The individuals with highest fitness quality values are added

to the next generation. The algorithm stops when it reaches a convergence criterion, or a

fixed number of generations.
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i=0
Create the initial population n1
MaxSize = the size offl
Evaluate the population fi
BestFit = the Fittest Chromosome in fi
TheBestEver Bestfit
WHILE flot EndCondition DO

Create the new population 111+1

AdU BestFit to fl+i

WHILE size offl+1 <MaxSize DO
Select two chromosomes C1 and C2
Cross-over C1, C2 with probabilityp to C’1, C’2
Mutate C’ i, C ‘2 with probability F,,, to C”1, C”2
Add C”1 and C”- to fl1+i

Evaluate the new chromosomes in [1+1

BestFit = the Fittest Chromosome in l1÷
If is betterthan(BestFit, TheBestEver) THEN

TheBestEver = BestFit;
j ++

TheBestEver is the final solution

Figure 5.11: Genetic A]gorïthm Generic Pattern

Figure 5.11 describes a generic pattem of a genetic algorithm. Based on the nature of

application domain, they only differ in the definition of the chromosomes, the operators,

and the fitness functions. In the rest of this section, we present each of these aspects in

the GOAL algorithm (Genetic-based Obj ect identification ALgorithm).

The objective o the GOAL ahtonthm is tu cliscover ohjccts (sub-set of vari:iNcs) fom

legacy source code. A chromosome reprcsents o solution that includcs a Set of objects.

Each object is called a gene. If we consider the example illustrated in Figure 5.10, a

possible solution can be made up ofthree objects: 01= {a, b}, 02 = g, f}, and 03 {d, c,

e}. This solution can be symbolized by the chromosome:

a,b g,f d,e,c

Crossover Operator

The traditional crossover operator is defined by dividing each of the two initial

chromosomes into two parts, and interchanging the pairs of parts from different
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chromosomes to form two new chromosomes. However, such classical crossover

operation does not fit with our object identification requirernent since it may flot satisfy

the cornpleteness and consistency constraint of the newly generated chromosomes. For

example, assume we perform the crossover operation on the following chromosomes:

Pi=({a, b}, {g, f}, {d, e, c})

P2=({a, b, g}, {f, d}, {e}, {c})

1f the cutting point is set to 2, the new chromosomes will be C,=({a, b}, {g, f}, {e},

{c}) and C2=({a, b, g}, {f, d}, {d, e, c}). Neither of them is a valid solution: C1 is

incomplete (missing variable “d”), and C2 is inconsistent (“d” belongs to two genes).

To fit with the application domain of object identification, we have defined a more

suitable crossover operator which will not cause the violation of completeness and

consistency. The operation is defined as following:

1. Copythe right hand side part of P,.

2. Insert this piece between the two pieces of P7.

3. Copy the right hand side piece of P2.

4. Insert this piece between the two pieces of P,.

5. Remove from the original pieces ah the variables that are in the inserted piece,

The result ofthe crossover of P1 and P2 from the above example is then C, =({a, b},

(g, f}, (e}, {c}, {d, e, e)), and C=({a, b, g , (f, 4), (g, f(, {d, e, e), (e( , (e)).

Mutation Operator

The mutitioii 0f fl given chromosome ons sts of ranclom selection hC\Ve0fl t\V()

operations: ,‘neige and spiit. The uiergc’ operation combines two genes into u sing!e one.

On the contrary, the 5pÏit operation divides one gene into two new genes. For example,

the chromosome P=({a, b), {g, f), {d, e, c}) can mutate to P11,=({a, b, g, f), {d, e, c}) or

Prn2 =({a, b}, {g}, (f), {d, e, e)).

Fitness Function

As we have defined before, a chromosome is a solution and each gene inside of the

chromosome symbohizes an object (group of variables). We use the average fitness ofthe

objects (genes) to define the fitness of a solution (chromosome). The fitness of a solution

$ is defined as:
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f(G,)
f (S) = N > o (5.4)

N

N is the number of identified objects for the solution S, G represents an object in S,

and fj’G1) is the fitness of G. As we have indicated before, the quality (fitness) of an

identified object is rneasured by the cohesion and coupling metric values of that object.

Therefore, to achieve high quality (fitness value), we have to obtain a cornbined

optimization of both cohesion and coupling metrics. We need to transform this two

criterion problem into a single-criterion problem. We apply a classical transformation by

defining a threshold-based function that separates the solutions according to one criterion

value. It divides the solutions into two sets: acceptable and unacceptable groups. The

other criterion is used to compare pairs of solutions within each group. The cohesion

metric is normalized between value O and 1. A rninimally-acceptable cohesion threshold

is also defined, which is marked as MIN_COR. Let G and G7 be two objects (genes) of

one solution (chromosome), a suitable functionfof an object should satisfy the following

requirements:

• 1f (COH (G1) and COH(G7) < MIN_COR) and COUP(G1) > COUP(G) thenfÈ’Gj) <

Jj’G2)
• 1f COH(G1) MIN_COR and COH(G7} <MIN_COR thenJj’Gj) >J(G7)
• 1f (COH(Gj) and COH(G7) MIN COH) and COUP(G1) >COUP(G7) thenfj’Gj) <

We have defined the fitness function ofany object G, in a solution as following:

+1/2 if Cï)H(G )min COH
COUP(G)+2 -

[(G) if COH(G )<rnin COH
4(COUP(G)+1)

(5.5)

The function f’ and J has been designed to systematically favor those solutions with

higher cohesion metric values. The resuit ofeach function ranges from: J’ e [0.5, 1] and

J e [0, 0.25], respectively,

We now use our GOAL to carry out the object identification task on the example

introduced in f igure 5.10. We use the following parameters: MIN_COR = 65%, 75%,
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and 5% for the probabilities of crossover and mutation, and 100 for the number of

generations. f igure 5.12 shows some of the scoring chromosomes of the initial

population. It bas 14 chromosomes that are generated randomly.

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

Chromosome

C’ h ru mu su me

o Fitness 0.66

1 fitness 0.62

2 fitness 0.77

3 Fitness 0.62

4 Fitness 0.62

5 Fitness 0.66

6 f itness 0.54

7 Fitness 0.25

$ Fitness 0.21

9 Fitness 0.21

10 Fitness 0.40

11 Fitness 0.52

12 Fitness 0.42

13 Htness 066

e,f,g Id,c lb,a

Lg d,c e a,b

e e,g,f Ici a,b

d,c g,F e la,b

tÏ Ig le la,b

b,a Id ig,f e,c

FJ b.c,d,g le la

I a, b, e, d. e. f, g

fJ c.e.g I a.f I

[b.c.Eg a.d.e I

a,d,e,f Ib,c g I

a,b,c ifg e Id

Ib,f d,e,g I a,c

I e.g,i’ H.h

Figure 5.12: The Initial Population

M the beginning, the best solution (chromosome 2) bas a fitness value of 0.7$. After a

few generations, sorne interesting solutions begin to appear. For example, a chromosome

offitness 0.82 is ({a, b}, {c}, {d, e, f}, {g}). At the end, the best chromosome (fitness =

0.88) was ({a, b}, {c}, {d, e, f g}). This chromosome contains three genes (objects):

01 = {c = {list}
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02 = {e, f g, d} = {queue head, queue stnict, queue num elem, queue tail}

03 = {a, b} = {stack struct, stack_point}

In fact, we can sec that these three objects correspond to the three candidate classes:

stack, queue, and list.

5.2.3 Conceptual Clustering for Object Identification

Conceptual clustering [Mic$O] [Mic83] is a technique foi- grouping related items into

collections (called clusters) in a data set. To solve the grouping problem in the data

analysis field, automatic clustering is applied to construct the classification of data items.

The clusters contain highly similar items in which inter-group similarities are kept as low

as possible. Intuitively, the inner-cluster similarity is interpreted as a reflection of

cohesion metric, and inter-cluster similarity is used to represent coupling metric. Based

on the measurements ofthese two rnetrics, we therefore can apply a conceptual clustering

technique to solve the object identification problem: discovering the clusters of global

variables as candidate classes in a legacy system.

Conceptual clustering focuses on the direct evaluation of global quality criteria

whereas conventional clustering algorithms general ly rely on pait wise simi larity

comparisons. To efficiently conduct object identification tasks, the discovery of

conceptuat clusters thuscan be viewed as following:

Gicu:
• A set J instances;

• A set ofvalued attributes to be used to characterize the instances;

A body of background knowledge, which includes the problem constraints, the

properties of attributes, and criteria for evaluating the quality of the constructed

classifications;

Find:
• A hierarchy of object categories in which each category is described by a single

conjunctive concept. Subcategories that are descendant of any parent category should

have Iogically-disjoint descriptions and should optimize an assurned criterion (a

clustering quality criterion).
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We have tailored the Cobweb {Fis$7]. a well-known conceptual clustering rnethod, to

build our object identification algorithm. Cobweb uses an incremental procedure to

construct a hierarchy of concepts. It applies a hiil-climbing search strategy to traverse the

space of ail possible hierarchies.

Our algorithm C-COI (Conceptual Clustering for Object Identification) is an

adaptation of the Cobweb algorithm with a process of iterative optimization to seek a

higher quaiity of the identified objects. Its clustering utility criterion is defined as a

compound criterion based on the two quaiity metrics: cohesion and coupling, which are

defined by functions COH (formula 5.2) and COUP (formula 5.3) in section 5.2.1. In

addition, a set ofmodified operators are also used to restructure the grouping.

Object Identification Algorithm

C-COI employs an incrernental function, OBC (Order-Based Clustering), to discover

the hierarchy of variable clusters. It starts from the first variable to forrn the first single

node hierarchy, and uses a single-variable ctustering procedure to carry out the graduai

descent of variables through the cunent hierarchy. It performs a hili-climbing search

through the space of ail possible solutions, and uses an objective function to evatuate and

select solutions. At each concept node, it uses the objective ftinction to evaluate the

clustering result from:

Placing the variable into an existing sub-concept

• Acicling a new concept and placing the variable into t.

n the aIorithm, we ha\ e set up n lim t on Uie depth ot’ the tree (parameter

TREEHEIGHT), because the obtained ttee could be very deep. It is also a proper

measure since the node levels indicate the object aggregation levels. which can be

logically limited. Moreover, bounding the tree height reduces the cost ofthe algorithrn.

To implement the objective function, we apply a multi-criteria decision-making

technique. It consists of a minimal cohesion threshold, MiN COR, and a subsequent

evaluation of the coupling metric. figure 5.13 gives the definition of the algorithm of

OBC (Order-Based Clustering):
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Given
Type Node = < G: variables; succ: set of NoUes>
N aNode
V a Variable
VS : set of variables

OBC-M(VS) {
V1 = first variable in VS
N = create node({V1 })
FOREACHV IN VS-V1 DO

OBC(N,V1)

OBC(N. V)
If leaf(N) AiVD level(N) < TREE-KEIGHT- I THEN

N1 = createnode({V)
N2 = createnode(N.G)
Addsucc(N,{Ni, N2})

ELSE
If level(N) TREE-HEIGHT-l THEN

N1 = createnode({V}); Addsucc(N,{N1 )
ELSE

fOREACH N in N.succ compute cohesion 0f G* obtained by adding V to N.G
Cand = ail nodes N1 witht COH(G1*) >= MIN COR
IfCandØ THEN

N1 = create node( {V}); Addsucc(N, N1 )
ELSE

Let N in Cand be s.t. COUP(G1*, lNi.G N in N.succ N}) is minimal
OBC(N, V)

Incorporate(N, V) // updates N.G

Figure 5.13: Algorithm of t)HC (Order-Based C1ustcrig)

C-COI (Conceptual Clustering for Object Identification) applies an iterative

optimization process to solve the order dependency feature of OBC-M. It reorders the

variable clusters based on the latest resuit of OBC-M. The process recursiveÏy extracts a

list of variables from clusters, and then, interleaves the lists. It first takes out an elernent

from the largest cluster, then picks another elernent from the second largest cluster, and

so on. Consequently, by placing variables from different clusters one after the other, this

procedure retums a measure-dependent dissimilarity ordering. Biswas’s work
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demonstrates that interleaved orders produce better clustering trees and stable final

groupings [Bis94]. A coupling-based criterion is used to measure the alternative solutions

obtained by subsequent executions ofthe OBC-M:

SUM-COUP(G )=>COUP(G,) (5.6)

When applied to an entire hierarchy, the calculation of this criteria is lirnited to its

target level grouping. Figure 5.t4 brieflydescribes the algorithrn of C-COI:

Given V.,111j14, a list of global variables (random orcler)
Apply OBC—M( ) to build , an initial tree

REPEA T
Reordering( C,,,/,j((/}) to get { the list of variables in a new order
Apply OBC-M({ VlLU.}) to build {C,ieu}, a new tree
IF(SUM-COUP(C11111611})< SUM-COUP ([C,,L})) THEN
keep {c,,ev} as an initial clustering tree, CONTINUE
ELSE

keep { C1111,j<,, } as fïnal clustering (tee, STOP REPEA T

Figure 5.14: Algorithm of C-COI (Conceptual Clustering for Object
Identïficatïo n)

Now we apply our C-COI (Conceptual Clustering for Object Identification) to the

example introduced in Figure 5.10. The resuit is i]Ïustrated in Fiure 5.15. The

pal1meters are set as: MIN COI-I = 65% and TkE tILIGI-IT =4.

In the beginning, the variables are presented in the random order as: a-b-c-cl-e-f-g. We

flrst create the initial tree with a single noUe which contains the variable u, or simplified

as node ct (see Figure 5.15(1)). When variable b is treated, the algorithm generates a new

noUe to holU b, and then it creates a new parent node to contain nodes u and b (see f igure

5.15(2)). The noUe creation pattem repeats when variables c, ri, and e are added.

However, after variable f arrives, the flat hierarchy structure is broken: node f has rnuch

higher cohesion value with node e than with the rest of the cluster. Therefore, this

variable node forms a separate cluster with node e (see Figure 5.15(4)). When variable g

is added, it shows that node g has been proved to be even more “sirnilar” tofthan e. As a
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resuit, noUes g and f forni another highly cohesive fourth-fevel cluster (see Figure

5.15(5)).

(1)

(2) fl

(3)

Exsting Leaf Nodes E]
New Node (Iast added) j

Figure 5.15: Conceptual Clustering Resuits in Different Presentation Ordering

5.3 Dynamic Featuring Technique

In the previous section, we have introduced two static featuring techniques to discover

object models inside static source code. We have also developed u dynamic featuring

technique to cxtract Ob)eCt mO(lelS hased On thC OhSCFvtiOf1 of tegacy svstem’s exccutiou

The rocttincs and global variables in the source code cun be Vlc\Ved as SOurce code

entities, or simplified as “Entity”. During the execution of the legacy system, the entity

invocation/reference infonriation is captured. We use our dynamic analysis tool

“Dynamic-Analyzer” to generate the dynarnic entity interaction diagram (see example

illustrated in Figure 5.16). The entity is represented as nodes in the interaction diagram.

The construction rules are defined as following:

• Entrance entities (main routines) lie on the first layer.

• If one routine (E1) uses or modifies the global variables (E2), a link will connect E1

and E2 E2 will lie at one-level layer lower than that of E1.
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• If one routine (E1) cails another routine (E2), a link will connect E1 and E2; the

receiver entity E2will lie at one-level layer lower than that ofthe caller entity E1.

4- Entity ID -*

+

L]
G)
>
G)
-J
C2
o
G)e
o
>
C

44

Figure 5.16: Sample of Dynamïc Entity Interaction Diagram

The linkage shows the degree of coupling between two entities. We use the algorithrn

showed in Table 2 to calculate the coupling metrics among any two entities that appear in

the interaction diagram.

1. Suppose the total invocation level is M. For illustration purpose, here we assume it is

10.

2. Arbitrarily we assign each pair ofentities O octt ofM (10) degree of coupling values.

3, Further in the diagram, for each pair of entities, if they have direct Iink (level

cli [icrence is 1), then t lias as hih as (Total Level di f1cnee t O - I =9) dccrce o I

couphn value for this pair ofentities.

4. Accordinly, for each pair ef entities, if they have Ïinkace expandeci to two levels

(level difference is 2). such as E1->E2->E5 in Figure 5.16, then {E1,E5 pair has a

(Total_Level — difference =10 - 2=8) degree of coupling value.

5. Repeat step 4, until linkage expand to Total Level -l levels (level difference is 9).

6. Calculate the sum ofcoupling valttes for each entity pair.

7. Merge entity pairs into different sets according to their coupling values: if a pair’s

coupling value is larger than a threshold, then merge the entities of this pair into one

group.
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s. Continue at step 7, until reach an end.

Set_up (Coupling ThreshoId:

For (i=J to EntityNurnber
For ( =1 to EntityNumber

For (difference =1 to Total cal! Level -J
IF (i!= THEN Couplingdifference (Ei. Ej)= 0:

//Àrhitrarv cissigu each pair 0/ ont ities in ail tue /evc’ls to have O de grec o/ coupflng va/ue.v

For (difference =1 to Total Cal! Level - ]
for (Each Pair(Ei. Ej in graph

IF ((Distance (Ei.Ej)difference && Link (Ei.Ej)) THEN
Couplingdifference( Ei. Ej )--=TotalLevel-clifftence:

‘fCcilcu/ate hic’ coup/iiig valut’ /01 Cadi /JCUt 0/ en! hies 1111/1 cu/ t/istaiic’e.s. tue shotier
disicince //thei have. hie /u/ier coup/ing value hliese pair o/ enfuies u iii povsess,

for (i’l to EntityNumber
For (‘1 to EntityNurnber

For (k=0 to Total Level
— l

IF (1<> && Couplinek(Ei.Ej>0 THEN
Coupling( Ei. Ej)+Coupling k( Ei.Ej:

//Gel 111e /nia/ coiip/ing vahie /ot c’ach entitv pair

Group entity sets according to Coupling (set [Entitiesj) values> Threshold
Repent

I f
Coupling (set [Ei. Eu) values> Thresho!d:
Coupling (set [Ej. EkJ) values> Thresho!d:

Then
Group (Ei. Ej. Ek as one set:
Coupling ( set [Ei. Ej. Ekj) = Min (Cotipling (Ei. Ej. Coupline (Ej. Ek)) *0.8

ni il Cociplin Value for Each set< lhreshold:

Table 5.2: D namic Ohject identification Algorithm

By this way, we will obtain a divided code entity group set. Each group has a number

of different entities, arnong which have reasonably high degrees of coupling values.

Performing this algorithrn will generate a set of high cohesion code modules in a legacy

system, thus to facilitate the discovery ofclass models in procedural code. The maximum

invocation level will be decided at the run tirne depending on the real execution results of

dynamic entity interaction diagram.
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The real difficulty that we met in the experirnental practice is the overwhelmingly

large amount of entities that are involved in the diagram. In many cases, it becornes a

disturbance to distinguish between different entities. To avoid such inconvenience in

visualizing dynarnic entity interaction diagram, we use two rnethods to solve this

problem. One is to only visualize a limited amount of system functionalities at a time.

This will limit the amount of source code modules invotved on the visualization screen.

The other one is to use the stored data from database to calculate the coupling values of

each entity pairs, rather than visualize them on the screen. By this way, we are able to

analyze the whole entity interaction space which is generated from the dynarnic

information captured during program execution period.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the object-oriented re-architecturing of legacy

systems. The focus is on the object-oriented modeling of each migration unit

(decomposition part) of the system. To solve the object identification problem, we have

presented three techniques that we have developed. namely the rule-based class recovery,

static featuring technique, and dynarnic featuring technique. For the static featuring

technique, we have presented two object identification algorithms which are based on a

genetic algorithm and a conceptual clustering algorithm. We note that, in a real-worÏd

practice. one should not appÏv oniy somc of thesc techniques to solicit an objcct moUd

rmm a Icgacy system. Rather, we shoulci COnSIUCU usin ail ut hem, auJ Compatc,

analyze. evaluate the resuits with human intervention, and eventually optimize those

resuits to obtain an optimum solution.
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Chapter VI. Progressive Migration

Legacy systems are often large multi-year systems that preserve a great value to their

owners. Migrating such systems in a single deployrnent process will create a high risk of

failure, and the process wilt be time consuming, which also means high costs. To avoid

the disadvantages of a one-shot migration, we have developed an incremental migration

approach to solve this problem. Firstty, we analyze the target legacy system by using

various techniques. Secondly, according to different decomposition strategies, we break

the system into Iogïcally cohesive partitions. Various system decomposition outcornes

will further be analyzed, cornpared, and optimized with human interventions, and

synthesized to generate an optimum solution. The final system partition wiÏl eventuatly

produce a set of migration units (MUs). Thirdly, the migration process is designed to

contain mctltiple iterations. each of which wi!l only focus on migratin a certain part of

the target system (in our case, the MU), leadin ta un increase in the Prt10 ot the

migrated code and to n respective decrease of the legacy code. In the end, the target

Iegacy system will be progressively rnigrated into the 00 paradigm.

6.7 Incrementa! Mode!

According to the system decomposition, source code modules will be clustercd into

groups that can be migrated by a single team within reasonable time limits. Such kind of

a partition of target system is therefore defined as a migration unit (MU), which can be

deait with as a fundamental element in the progressive migration process. In Chapter 5

we have discussed the generation of object models from a legacy system. The re

architecturing work hereby wilt produce an object mode! for each MU. The
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impiementation of a certain MU is thus conducted by generating target 00 language

source code based on the object model ofthat MU.

To successfiilly implernent ail the object modeis into target 00 language, we have

designed the incremental migration rnodei (see Figure 6.1) to fulfihi the progressive re

engineering strategy.

Migration Unit Priority Control & Incrementa
Migration

MU MU rfl’ MU r’ MigratnUnit
I Pnoritizec

Migrating MLIk

Incremental Migration Control

Testing & Target Environment Integration

1 Object Oriented Source Code
2 00 System Functions

Figure 6.1: Incremental Migration Model

WC tirst pi’tOi’itizc UC M Us hUSLd OU SC\’FLl I Cli tCl’Ul. Hen, \\ C SCICCt ()lIC \ lU \vitIl 11

hit.hest priority, and migrate it into the target 00 platforni accorcli ng to its obect model

During the next iteration, since the situation has changed, we need to re-evaluate the

priority order which was produced in the previous stage. Conseqitentiy the incremental

migration control will re-prioritize the MUs, and find out the next MU to migrate. Such

repeatable pattem wiil continue until ail the MUs are successfiilly rnigrated.

The impiemented MU wihl first pass the unit testing to evaiuate the conectness, Later,

when a new MU bas been migrated, an integration testing will be conducted

Increasingly, the whoie legacy system wiÏl be migrated into object-oriented platform by

progressively implementing the system into the 00 paradigm (see Figure 6.2). Since the
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rnodemized code cannot communicate with the rernaining of the tegacy system, a bridge

code will be created to help the two parts cooperate to test the correctness ofthe rnigrated

parts. Although our approach constitutes an in-operational migration process that allows

the target system to run with no downtirne, we rnainly use bridge code for the purpose of

the unit/integration testing and validation ofthe migrated MU.

tntermcdiate states

The construction of the bridge code is based on the target migration 00 language. In

our experimental study, we use Java as the implernentation language. Therefore we can

use many desirable features/techniques that provide by the target 00 platform to

construct our bridge code. The detail will be presented in the later section.

ltni.’!tts ot !ncrenient:iI iirti

E’trstly, such an approach substant ta! y i-educes th risk anci th cost or u migration

project. In fact. since no single deployment strategy is adopted, one needs not to allocate

ail the resources to the migration project at once. In a reÏatively short period, a part ofthe

legacy system will be renovated and available for a (partial) evaluation of the migration

impact. Secondly, at the starting point, preference will be given to the most tractable parts

of the legacy system, while the remaining parts will be considered with respect to their

dependency (service requests) on the previously migrated parts. Thus, a reworking of the

code that bas already been migrated will be avoided. FinaÏly, our approacb provides a

tangible management mechanism by dividing the whole project into separate tasks (to be

Q BndtcInitiai state Final statu

Figure 6.2: Incremental Migration Illustration
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assigned to possibly independent teams) which will be more flexible to assign and

manage.

6.2 Migration Sequence Prioritization

Since legacy systems are norrnally large, progressive migration can greatly reduce the

reengineering cornplexity and risk. Moreover, it requires a relatively srnall arnount of

resources at a single point of tirne. Kowever. after successfulÏy decomposing legacy

system, we will face the question of in what sequence these MUs should be rnigrated.

Our approach is to first analyze the legacy system characteristics, then evaluate die

available reengineering resources, finally adopt a suitable priority strategy, apply it on ail

MUs, and select the best candidate to migrate first. After the implementation of one MU,

the prioritization procedure will be perforrned again to find out the next most suitable

MU, and iterate the migration process until alt MUs are successfully migrated.The

problem then becomes what kind of criteria should we adopt to rate the migration priority

for each MU? We have selected the following criteria to reflect the MU priority value:

• Module coniptexitv: Several metrics ai-e applied to determine the complexity degree

0f each MU. We primarily use three metrics, namely Cyclomatic Complexity,

Module Complexity (coupling via parameters and global variables), and Structure

Complc ity (nialimum deptli 0f reLivi ÀC trLItUrC chart).

2. Iso/cin dcgroee. Rclationships \\ith othcr MUs arc calculate] in the I1R)JUIC

retrcnce times (\vcights). lt is calculatcd as the ratio of the function cal is from die

source code modules in one MU to those modules in other MUs. The lesser degree of

dependence with the rest ofthe system, the higher isolation degree it will have.

3. Module importance: With the help of dynarnic behavior anatysis tools, those MUs

that perform more important tasks in the system will be ranked at a higher

importance.

4. Understandability: A subjective analysis combined with complexity metrics are used

to indicate the understandability degree of a particular MU. Based on testing on a

number of randomly selected sample code segments, testers will be asked to provide a
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subjective assessment of the legacy program understandability. Meanwhile, mainly

three rnetrics, namely Cyclomatic Complexity, Comment Density, and Name

Uniqueness Ratio are used to evaluate the understandability of modules in a certain

MU.

5. Environinent indepeitdency: If a given MU does flot rely too much on a specific

application environrnent (such as OS, hardware, implementation language, etc.), it

will have higher degree of environrnent independency. For example, if a MU has a

large percentage of code which uses a specific Ianguage-related APi to implement the

GUI part, and also if the target 00 system uses a language that does not support that

specific APi, then, rnost of the legacy code which uses the special API in that MU

will lie changed in the migrated system. This will bring more modifications into the

implementation. Therefore, the environment independency degree of a MU reflects

the extra effort it needs to migrate that MU. Since if a MU is not depend on a specific

programming environment very much, that witI mean that most of the code segments

will flot need a great amount of changes when migrating to target 00 language.

Hence it reduces the implementation complexity during the migration process.

The above five criteria will be applied to each MU, and their combination wilI produce

the migration priority sequence. However, there are iany subtie issues related with the

caîccilation cf combining two criteria. One concern is that their measurements may not be

coinciclent with each other, thus making it almost impossible to appÏy a sanie synthesis

mechan ism te CflCrUtC the Oint restiit. H r ca ingle. \Vhefl \VC censidci the cntra (1)

module COfllp/C.ViR ancl (2) iSokitieil degrec, the caliliet rang for (I) could be [Û,
,

hile

that of(2) cotild be [0, 100%]. 1f we simply use Boofean algebra to calculate the resuit by

sulnmarizing them. then, the influence of criterion (1) will be much larger than that of

criterion (2). In fact, a srnall portion ofthe difference in (1) will quickly overwhelm the

weight of(2).

To solve this problem, we apply a fuzzy expert system [Leo9$] to synthesize the

resuits of those criteria, and calculate the final MU scquence priority order. The fuzzy

expert system uses fuzzy logic instead ofboolean logic to solve the problem. In another

word, a fuzzy expert system is a collection of mernbership functions and rules that are
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used to reason about data. Unlike conventionai expert systems, which are rnainly

symbolic reasoning engines, ftizzy expert systems are oriented towards nurnerical

processing. The mies in a fuzzy expert system are usuaily sirnilar to the following:

Ifx is Ïow andy is high Theiz z = medium

Where X and Y are input variables, Z is an output variable, concepts low/high/rnediurn are

rnernbership functions defined on X Y and Z respectively. The part of the mie between

the “if’ and “then” is the ruies premise which describes to what degree the rule is

applicable. The part ofthe rule following the “then” is the rule’s conclusion that assigns a

rnernbership function to each output variable.

For example, for the criteria “module importcince”, suppose the highest importance

metric value is set as 10, and lowest is 0, we can define the member function as

iilustrated in Figure 6.3:

Possibility

0.5

o

Fiurc 6.3: ‘lemher F nctwn 1)t1ution

The membership Fonction shows that, 1F the uiodzite tnipui[uiice metric value ranLcs in

[0,4], then it is less important with possibility of range [iOO%, 0%]; if the metric value

ranges in [2,8], then it is medium important with possibiiity of range [100%, 0%]; if the

metric value ranges in [6,10], then it is very important with possibility of range [100%,

0%]. For any metric value varies from O to 10, we can find the possibiiity value ofless,

medium, and very importance. Hence, we can design a mernbership function for each

criterion that we have previously defined. The metric value of each criterion wiil be

fuzzified with its membership function. During the inference process, the truth value for

the premise of each mie is used to generate the conclusion, and ail the mies will be

‘aodcilc iriportance
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applied to obtain a priority by appÏying fuzzy synthesis in the fuzzy expert system.

Therefore, in the end, we will be abie to combine the resuits of ail these criteria, and

caÏcuiate the MU sequence priority order.

Here we give an example to illustrate how to apply fuzzy expert system to analyze

with oniy two criteria—mocleÏ coinplexity and isolation degree to produce the combined

migration priority value ofa specific MU (see Figure 6.4).

Possibility Possibilitv
Leos Mediuin HihLess vtediuin f-lieh

0S67
Model cornplexity Isolation degree

Hi — Vhlidll by.s Possibilitv À XH H M L XL
M o 0.8 tt2 I O
Hi XH 1-1 M

_______

t),72
- . ..

— j.
.. // / J

xliuarn H M L /47
2 018

002 .7/ . —

0.1 0. 0.02 0 123456? 9
Mioration Priority

Figure 6.4: Fnzzy Svnthesis of Migration Prioritv 1w Two Ctiteria

C C \ Uli HhiCs

Xis inochile eoinpÏexitï

Y is isolation degree;

Z is priority value;

Membership functions for criteria nzodtde coniptexity and isolation degree are

itlustrated on the top ieft side and right side in Figure 6.4, respectively. Their metric

values are used to find out the possibility values according to their membership functions.

Here we have:
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• For criterion module comptexitv, it bas 90% possibility to be “medium” complex and

bas 10% chance to be viewed as “less” complex;

• For criterion isolation degree, it bas 80% possibility to be “medium” isolated and has

20% of chance to be viewed as “less” isolated;

The nues defined in this fiizzy expert system are detailed as follows:

i. IfXis high (H) with possibility ofa and Yis high (H) with possibility ofb,

then Z = extra high (XH) with possibility of a*b;

2. IfXis high (H) with possibility of u and Y is medium (M) with possibility of h,

then Z = high (H) with possibility ofa*h;

3. IfXis high (H) with possibi[ity of o and Lis less (L) with possibility of h,

then Z = rnediurn (M) with possibility of a*h;

4. Ifiis medium (M) with possibility of ci and Y is high (H) with possibility of b.

then Z = high (H) with possibility ofu*h;

5. IfXis medium (M) with possibility of u and Yis medium (M) with possibility of

b, then Z = medium (M) with possibility ofa*b;

6. IfXis medium (M) with possibility ofct and Yis tess (L) with possibility of b,

then Z = less (L) with possibility ofa*b:

7. IfX is Iess (L) xvith possibility ofc, and Lis high (H) with possibility ofb,

then Z = medium (M) with possibility ofci*h;

s. lf.V is less (L) with possihilitv ofo and Lis medium (M) vith possihility 0F!?,

then Z = less (L) with possibiÏity ofa*h;

. 1f Xis Iess (L) with possibitity ota and )7 is Ïess (L) with possibilit’’ ofh,

then Z = extra low (XL) with possibility ofu*Ï?.

The rules that vie have used for these two criteria are rules (5), (6), (8), and (9). The

fuzzy synthesis calculation is illustrated by the matrix showed in Figure 6.4 on the left

bottom side. The intermediate resuits are calculated as volume of each membership

function, illustrated in Figure 6.4 on the right-bottom side. The last step is to de-ftizzify

the intermediate resuits by calculating the gravity centre ofthe total volume, and generate

the priority value for that MU.
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6.3 Bridge Code

During the migration of a certain MU, we will face a difficuit question that the

renovated part with 00 code needs to eau the functions provided by the rest of the

system which is written in legacy programming language, and vice versa. Moreover,

during the phase of units and integrations testing of migrated MUs, we fiirther need to

evaluate the functional equivalence of implemented parts, which also means the

requirement of inter-communication between these two parts. However, by nature, these

two parts, one written in 00 programming language, the other written in legacy

programming language, can not communicate with each other.

b solve this problem, bridge code bas to be created to help these two parts cooperate

with each other. In our experimental practice, we mainly use the features and techniques

provided by the target migration 00 language/platform to construct the bridge code.

Since we primarily use Java as the destination 00 language, we are able to apply a broad

range of techniques that supported by Java to facilitate our work. The Java Native

Interface (JNJ) is the prirnary technology that ve applied to build up the connections

between the migrated 00 part and the rest of the legacy program. JNI is the native

programinmg interface for Java which is part of the JDK. The .INI allows Java code that

runs within a Java Native Interface to operate with applications and libraries written in

other laneuaees. uch as Fortran. Ada, PascaÏ, C. Cobol. assemhlv. etc. Meanwhile. it

also allows those native languages to cali the Java methods.

For example, in our case studies. \VC have migrated teacy systems \vritten in C into

00 systems written in Java. During the incremental migration phase, the hyhrid systems

include two major parts: the C side legacy code part and the Java side migrated 00 code

part. The communication between these two parts is conducted by the bridge code

implernented in JNI, as iÏlustrated in Figure 6.5.
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cetiins
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figure 6.5: Bridge Code Construction with JN1

The functions and libraries that irnplernented in legacy system can be accessed by the

classes defined in the Java program side. Figure 6.6 illustrates the calling of native Iegacy

language functions from rnigrated Java code side. This diagram shows the utilization of

JNI to constmct bridge code to access the legacy program parts from the migrated Java

program parts. It inclucles calling legacy libraries/API, legacy routines, accessing native

(legacy language) debugger, exception handier and native run tirne type checker, etc. it is

easy to sec that the JNI serves as the glue between the migrated Java code anci the rest of

legacy system code.

Legacy Libraries/APZ

Native Exception Handiec

]ava Code (Migrated Pad)l
1ridode

Legacy Routine

Native Runtime Type Checker

H Native Debugger__]

Figure 6.6: Java Code (Migrateil Part) Calis Legacy Routines
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Meanwhile, the classes, virtual machine, and exceptions are ail accessible to the

routines deflned in the legacy program side (see Figure 6.7). The TNI frarnework aÏÏows

the native methods (routines in Iegacy system) to utilize Java objects in the same way that

Java code uses these objects. A native rnethod can create Java objects, and then inspect

and use these objects to perforrn its tasks. A native method can also update Java objects

that it created or that were passed to it, and these updated objects are available to the Java

application. Thus, both the native language side and the Java side of the hybrid legacy

system can create, update, and access Java objects and then share these objects between

them. Furtherrnorc, native rnethods can easily cali Java rnethods. in particular, one can

catch and throw exceptions from the native methods and have these exceptions handled

in the Java application. Figure 6.7 shows that the legacy program can use JNI to construct

bridge code to access Java libraries, Java Virtuat Machine, exceptions, Java classes, cal!

Java methods, etc.

[ Java Libraries

JN Java Classes
Legacy Prograrr

Bridge Code (Migrated Pari)
Java Methods

Exceptions

Fitire 6.7: Legacy Routine Calis Java Code

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed our progressive migration approacb and related

issues. According to the decomposition strategies, the whole system is broken into

logically cohesive partitions. Various system decomposition outcomes wiÏl further be

analyzed, cornpared, and optimized with human interventions, and synthesized to

generate an optimum solution. The final system partition will eventually produce a set of

migration units (MUs). The incremental migration process is designed to contain multiple
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iterations, each of which wiIl only focus on migrating a certain part of the target system

(in our case, the MU), leading to an increase in the portion ofthe renovated code and to a

respective decrease of the Ïegacy code. A fuzzy expert system is applied to prioritize the

migration sequence. During the migration of a certain MU, we also face a difficuit

question that the renovated part in 00 code needs to cail the functions provided by the

rest of the system which is written in legacy programming language, and vice versa. To

solve this problem, a bridge code has to be created to help these two parts cooperate with

each other. We have discussed how to apply Java Native interface (JNI) to build the

connections between these two parts.
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Chapter VII. Migration Project Supporting
System

With the rapid progress of internet technotogy, more and more software projects adopt

an e-development to facititate the software developrnent process in a world wide context.

For a modem software migration project, one development team may not bave ail the

expertise that is required for the project. Several teams may cooperate together to

accornplish the migration work. Even within one team, team members may flot be able to

work at the sanie location. A distributive collaboration platform is highly desired to

facilitate the migration developrnent over the internet. However, collaborative legacy

system migration activity itself is a complex orchestration. it involves many people

working together without the barrier of tue and SCC differences. The issues of eftcient

pm1ect plannin. \veb—bused task pFOFCSS !fl()flitOIiflL, iiid eotnmun cation suppoitine

becorne important concem in a migration project. In this chapter, we present our

approach to tackie these three important issues. In our research, we have designed a

prototype, Caribou, to contain our solutions. It also works as an integrated migration

project supporting environment.

7.1 Facilitating Migration Project Planning/Scheduling

In a legacy migration project, planning/scheduling is very crucial to the project

success. The project plan includes the schedule that shows who will do which task and

when. A plan is like a vision of the project, which wiii help the project manager virtuaiiy
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sec (predict) the project as it would move tbrough the various phases. In our Caribou

project supporting system, we provide tools to support three major project

planning/schedul ing techniques, narnely Gantt chart, PERT chart (the Program

Evaluation and Review Technique), and Critic Path Method (CPM). Moreover, we bave

designed a planning method which applies dynarnic task notation and workflow

technology to construct the visual representation ofproject scheduting.

(j) Gantt chaut

O:

I 5

4 wk

(iii) CPM diagram

Figure 7.1: Supporting Classical Project Scheduling Techniques in Caribou
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(ii) PERT chart
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A Gantt chart is a graphical representation of the duration of tasks against the

progression of time. Cariboa provides tools to support the standard Gantt chart drawing

notation elements and the editing of the chart. Figure 7.1 (i) illustrates a sample project

scheduling with a Gantt chart in Caribou.

The order in which tasks occur is an important part ofproject planning. A PERT chai-t

displays the tasks in a project aÏong with the dependencies between these tasks. CPM is a

technique that analyzes what activities have the least amount of scheduling flexibility

(i.e., are the most mission critical) and then predicts project duration schedule based on

the activities that fali along the “critical path”. Activities that lie along the critical path

cannot be detayed without delaying the completion tirne for the entire project. Figures

7.1 (ii) and (iii) illustrate the project planning with PERT and CPM in Cciribott.

However, for ail these three traditional project planning/scheduling techniques, there is

a lack of capability to moUd the synchronization semantics of the dependency of

different tasks. For example, for a task dependency reÏationship, when Task_a finishes, it

will lead to the start of three other tasks, narnely Task 1, 2, and 3. This can be

represented by PERT/CPM as illustrated in Figure 7.2:

Task 1
.4 -

_______

Task_1

Task_

Figure 7.2: Classical Task Dependency Diagram

But they cannot express rnany other semantics, such as: when Task a finishes, it only

leads to the start ofone ofthese three tasks (Task Ï, 2, and 3); or when Task a finishes,

it may leads to the start of one or more than one of these three tasks.

To solve this problem, we adopt the workflow technoÏogy to build our project planning

visual modeling solution. We use the modified version ofthe dynamic behavior modeling
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notation from YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language) {AalO3] to construct the visual

representation of project planning activity elernents (see Figure 7.3). The semantics of

the notions are defined in Table 7.1.

Condron Atomic task

Inou codit on Cemposce task

Û_tpt conacon tiu tipe is:a’.ces
of an atomic :ask

,_lEj1 r,’iu tue ris:aces
[1 cf a ccrioosi:e task

AND-spi: task AND-our :as

XCR-sp;,: :as XC’R-oin :ask

ÛR-sp t :as. QR-oin task

Figure 7.3: Planning Notation in Caribou

Notion Name Scmantics of the Notion

Condition A certain circumstance of a specific state

Atomic task The smallest task unit

Composite task A task that includes other smaller suh—tasks

Input condition The start point of a projcct —_______________

Output condition The end point ofa pmject

Multiple instances of an
. More than one invocation ofa specific atomic task

atornic task

Multiple instances ofa
More tlian one invocation of a particular composite task

composite task

And-split task When a task finishes, it generates several conditions

When a task finishes, it generates only one ofthose
XOR-split task

conditions
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Wben a task finishes, it generates at least one ofthose
OR-spiit task

conditions

When ail ofthe conditions are satisfied, this task wili be
And-join task

perforrned

When only one ofthe conditions is satisfied, this task vii1
XOR-join task

5e performed

When at Ieast one ofthe conditions is satisfied, this task
OR-j oin task

wili 5e perfonned

Table 7.1: Semantics of the N’Iodeling Eternents

Lb

Evaluation: tvk

(i)Task “Evaluation” executes when one ofthe three prececling tasks completes.

Depending on how many testing methods “Ta’’ lias selected,

performs at least once, and at most three timcs.

Testiiig: Swk

a Testinz: 4 wk

Selection: I wk
bjFesting: 3 wk

Evaluation: 2 wk

cTestin2: 2wk
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(ii)Task Ta only generates one subsequent task. Task “Evaluation” is executed

only once, when one testing is completed.

completed.

Figure 7.4: Caribou Enhanced Synchronization Notation in Projcct Planning

Figure 7.4 illustrates an example of applying the visual notations to construct n test

plan. We can see that this adapted visual representation can express a variety of project

planning activity semantics.

We have developeci the project planning wotkflevv module in Caribou. It includes the

following two aspects:

• Designing and implementing an embedded workftow management system (WfMS)

within Caribou. The workflow server later supplies the web-based, collaborative

project task monitoring.

• Modeling project tasks using rich semantic definition notation to specify their

missions and synchronizing/procedural constraints. It later supports dynamical

modification and adjustment of web-based collaborative tasks.

Test PIannir 2wk Interation
Testi,w: Ewk

(iii)Task “Integration Testing” is executed only once, when ail preceding tasks have
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Figure 7.5: Project Planning in Caribou

Figure 7.5 illustrates the web-based workflow modeling of project planning in

Cariboit. The notation Y represents personnel. We cnn sec that several people may work

together on a same taslç and one person can also participate in more than one tasks. The

cnhancccl clynamic behavior modeling notation is appi cd here in project task planning

7.2 Monitoring Project Task Progress

Collaboration status monitoring and controlling is one of the most important issues in a

software developrnent project. A dynarnic supervision of ongoing tasks has to be

deployed. It will regulate both collaborative group members and extemal management,

thus to ensure the development project to be in schedule. Moreover, it also should adopt

some proper actions in case of schedule siippage. In this section, we present our approach

in fulfihting this objective.
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7.2.1 Modeling Collaborative Task Progress

Like any other kind of engineering practices, software development is a progressive

process. There is a tirne une to distinguish different stages of achievement. It helps

practitioners to track the historical performance as well as monitor and control the

activities that are presently undergoing. Unfortunately, for a web-based collaborative

legacy migration project, due to the distributed and dynamic nature of web collaboration

environrnent, this tirne une is not easy to define. Web collaboration bas made ail the

participants in a virtual development venue. Ail these may require practitioners to have

an efficient way to monitor and control their widely dispersed deveiopment activities.

To solve this complex problem, we start by defining the task progress model.

Furthennore, we apply autonornous agent to collect quantitative data to measure the

progress metrics in the legacy migration project. In addition, we also have defined a set

ofcontrol measurernents corresponding to different progress deviations.

In a legacy migration project, the collaboration consists of many tasks that involve

different individuals. b monitor the whole collaboration, we should have a clear view of

each task’s progress status. Task generally can be viewed as an elemental work unit - a

conceptually whole that is performed by one or several persons. It normally includes

concrete cletailed puIy)oSes, performance steps. and final resuits. We shouÏd note that a

task is n lo2ical clefinition and the number of participants cnn be more than one. The

challenge lies in that, at any given moment. how cnn we measure n task ‘s progress?

Our approach is to first define the task progress model which itw]udes the pmgress

metrics: then we utilize agents to dynarnically coliect task attribute information which

reflects the progress metrics: in the end, we visualize them to reflect each task’s progress

status. To illustrate our approach, we first analyze task attributes. A collaborative

software developrnent task bas the following two types of attributes: static and dynamîc

attributes (sec table 7.2 and 7.3).
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task name/code

task type

scheduled time

participant (number and narnes)

anticipated output resuit (description)

steps (name/code, description, number)

scheduled resource (narne/code, type, quantity)

Table 7.2: Static Attributes

consurned time

consumed resources (narne/code, type, quantity)

undergoing deveiopment function t narne’code. number)

importance (quai ity requirernent)

urgency (deveiopment time requirement)

stable output fttnction (name/code, number)

unstable output fonction (name/code. number)

undergoing step (name/code)

emerucnt event (name/coclc, type, nuniber)

extra resource rcquest (name/cocie, type. quantity)

distance from bnai objective estimation (heuristic measurement)

health index (heuristic measurernent)

Table 7.3: Dynamic Attributes

A task’s dynamic attributes strongly reflect its progress character. We have also

noticcd that under certain conditions, some static attributes can be changed into dynamic

attributes. For example, at a given tirne, when an emergency event occurs, the static
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attributes of participant number may be changed into dynamic attributes. A visual model,

showed in Figure 7.6, illustrates the collaborative project task progress model in Caribou.

Consutned lime

Consumed resource I

<<U ndergoing>> LFunciion (name/code)

Siabilized lunciion

Importance mciric( I— 10)

Urgency metric (1—10)

U nsiahilized tunciion

<<U nderoing>>
Si e p ( na n e ic ii cl e)

U rCent evetti L si (Naine!

code, type. tom ber)

Ex ra resource recjuesi

Distance front final objectise (heuristic)

thidex

«Undcrgoing>Z
[J0nction (nain e/code)

Task name!code

Advancc Index:

Prosrcss Index:

Resourec C onsttm ption indcx t consum cd/schedttled) * I 00% ( Resource)
T mc C onsum ptton indcx (consctm cd schcdu lcd) * I 00% (lime)
Fttnctton index= (stable antictpaled) 100% (fttnction
Steps ndex= (undcrtiotn2!schcdLilcd) *100% (Step)
Extra rcsourcc index (extra rcsourcc request!schcdulcd) * 00% (Rcsourcc)

Prottrcss Index [t(n )J= A dvan ce index [It n )]—A dvan cciii dcx {t( n— I )]

Figure 7.6: Caribou Collaboration Task Progress Model

It visua[ly represents the degree of progress 0f each task of the whole migration

project. At an’t i \Cfl time, it shows the static (right) and dvnam ic (IeI) attrihates oi the

observation task (center). In parallel, it shows the dynamic aspects in terms of advance

and progress rate. The advance index (middie) indicates the status of this task and the

progress index (bottom) shows the relative increase during a period oftime.

The status of a given task at any tirne is rneasured by a group of metrics, called

“advance index”. They together reflect the advance degree of the task. Here we give

sorne ofthem, as illustrated in Table 7.4.

—I W«» ï L
<<S ta tic»

—«Dynam iC>>—

Sclteduled Time

Scheduled Resources

—«Advance Index>>—

<<I’artictpant»

N utaher; List(N am e)

<<Aniicipate Fonction>>

N um ber Lisi (Naine._Descriptton]

«Sicp»
N utn ber L si (N ait) e/Lode, Descrtpiion)

U Itiinute Objective
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ResourceConsumptionlndex= (consurned/scheduled) * 100% (Resource)
TimeConsumptionlndex= (consurned/scheduled) * 100% (Time)
functionlndex= (stable/anticipated) * 100% (Function)
Function_Quality_Index = (1 - unstable/anticipated) * 100% (Function)
Steps Index= (undergoing/scheduÏed) * 100% (Step)
Extra Resource Index=r(extra resource request/scheduled) * 100% (Resource)

Table 7.4: Progress Metrïcs Definition

Progress Index: The progress of a given task will be represented by visualizing the

difference of “advance index” between the states during a period of time. They work

together as a sign to show the increment of task status. Suppose the time interval between

two given moments is At=t2-tl where tlstart time, t2=end tirne. To measure a certain

task, or a group of tasks, we assume the period of obsetvation time At is same. Therefore,

we define progress index for cadi metric as formula 7.1. Tic visualization of tic

calculation is illustrated in Figure 7.7.

Progresslndex(t2 )=Advance_Index(t2)— Advance_lndex( t 1) (7. 1)

(itt 1 00 “ 100 t

(I) (ii) (Il’)

0) Advance Index ut moment t = t(n— I)
(ii) Aduance Index ut moment t = t(n)
(iii) Proorcss tndex[t( n)1= Advancc indcx[i( n )]—Advancc indcx[t( n— )]

t ut noloent t t( n))

Figure 7.7: Calculation of Progress Index

7.2.2 Monitoring Project Tasks

Aller building up models for collaborative project tasks, our next objective is to

monitor the current status of migration development activities. One crucial step to realize

automatic monitoring is real-time activity data collection. Task agents is used to
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autornatically collect dynarnic task attribute data and event information. In our prototype,

we use graphic diagram to visualize the status of collaborative tasks and the project

progress historical information. The task network bas two dynarnic aspects. One is the

continuously generation and expiration oftasks; the other is the constantly changes inside

existing tasks.

At a given tirne, the whole development may have a certain number and types oftasks

that are undergoing. After a period of time, sorne tasks may have atready been finished,

while soe new ones have been generated to suit for current project progiess needs.

Therefore, our whole collaboration network will regularly change its shape and

organization. The comparison with project planning and scheduling will illustrate the

variance between the plan and reality.

Ttine - t (n-2)

Qc

\ Vt

Each task bas its own life cycle and may have rnany people cooperate within it various

events can affect its progress route. The dynarnically collected activity data by task agent

is used to generate the collaboration network diagram (see Figure 7.8). A task may use

the outcorne produced by others. We use a line to connect the requester task and the

output resuit (represented by tiny circle) of a service provider task. Two tasks may

“cooperate” with each other by providing services mutually. Each layer on the diagram

represents the task network at a given tirne. To use the results provided by a historical

Tintc t (n-I)

Ttttie t (n)

? TIi otilput Functionalitv oi;isk Que complex tank

m COI1tpOSes O otitet
Cooperative prsonnel smull & simple tanks

Fgu re 7.8: Collaboration Netwnti
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task that does flot lie on the sarne layer of the active tasks, a dotted line will be used to

conncct two tasks between two layers. The same will also be applied on participant

personnel. The unes between tasks thus represent the conceptual supporting relationships

among them.

7.3 Supporting Collaborative Personnel Communication

In this section, we present the web-based migration project communication control

module in Caribou. We first analyze and moUd human communication in a web-based

development environrnent. This model witl tatei- help us to monitor and control

participants’ communication activities.

As we know, hurnans are the primary factor in a project. Many research resuits have

shown that the communication between participants is one of the rnost efficient ways to

conduct cooperation [TeaOO][NarOO]. An important aspect of web-based communication

is how individuals interact in a virtual group. A cognitive-based analysis bas been used to

evaluate interaction effectiveness [Mai01]. Further research emphasizes on the

coordination of communication [[PreOO], and shows that participants’ cooperation

efficiency witl largeiy affect the progress and quality ofwhole project.

7.3.1 Collaborative Software Development Communication Moclel

Meetiïw. discussion, pair programmmg. etc.. are various coÏIahoraton forms In a

traditional environment, such activity is easy to obtain with oral ianguage. While in a

web-based Uevelopment environment, this type of information exchange is not that

convenient to acquire. In rnost cases, lack of an efficient way to monitor and measure

communication activities remains one ofthe major challenges ofnetworked collaboration

[PenO2].

With the geographical separation and time difference, it is difficult to have a

traditionai meeting or discussion about a concerned issue. In many cases, people even

may not be able to use on-line chat rooms to discuss, since their working hours may be
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reversed because of time zone differences. People would rather use ernail or bulletin

board to exchange their opinions [HauOl]. This type of communication raises another

issue: how to quantitatively measure the quality of this sort of cooperation? How to

reinforce the collaboration in tenns of e-communication? The later one means, in e

development, if some people are sluggish in providing the demanded information

required by others, how can we adopt more efficient actions to systematically avoid such

situations? Furthermore, if we have an urgent question and do not know who is

responsible or is potentially able to answer it, who shouÏd we discuss with? Moreover,

after we have published such urgent questions on e-bulletin board, and have flot gotten

satisfactory answer, what should we do next? If the proper person simply does flot have

time to browse discussion board, even tbough we know that there must be someone who

bas the answer, yet we stili cannot trigger heu out. This could eventualty sabotage the

collaboration efforts.

Therefore, to solve the above problem, we have set up tbree major goals for our

research prototype. they are: (i) to effectively convey the concenied messages to proper

people; (ii) to secure the information solicitation mechanism; (iii) to measure the quality

of collaboration by means of communication in a web-based e-developrnent environrnent.

Figure 7.9: Collaborative Software Development Communication Model.
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To realize our ultimate objectives, we first build up our collaborative software

development communication mode! (sec Figure 7.9).

There are two application scopes, namely communication scope and monitoring scope.

The recording and evaluating of communication transactions are performed in monitoring

scope. This means, those processes are purely related with performance measurernent

purpose. In contrast, the communication activities are fully executed within

communication scope.

7.3.2 e-Development Communication in Cftribott

To observe well human communication activities inside of web-based software

development projects. we have built up the collaborative communication model in prior

section. Now we apply this model to automate the monitoring and controlling

measurements of personal communication activities in a collaborative e-development

environment.

c-Dcvelopment Personnel Matching Mechanism.

Here we provide our solution to the flrst goal in ont prototype, which is to cffectively

convey concerneci messages to proper people. To automate the monitoring of cooperative

communication activities, one important issue is tu fnd the proper receiver to deliver the

question. There are mainly four communication forms defined in Caribou, in which a

participant may be involved. Based on these four forms, we have designed ont network

personnel matching rnethods to match the pair(s) of people to have a communication

channel.

Direct Personnel: In this type of communication, the questioner knows who should be

asked for. The matching mechanism will simply use the pointed stuff naine or ID to

direct!y de!iver the questioner’s requests to those who are expected to answer.
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Direct Task-ïndïvïdual: In this communication forrn, the questioner does not know who

should be asked for. Whereas she may know wbat tasks are related to the concemed

information that she is inquiring. The matching mecbanism is to use the related tasks to

trace the potential individuals who may have the answer. In a general case, if there is one

task, then aU the persons who have participated in that task may be considered as

potential receivers. When there is more than one task related to the concerned question,

then the matching mechanisrn is to select those persons who have participated in most of

the tasks. It divides people into several groups according to the number of tasks they have

participated. Those who have participated in more tasks wiil be considered as the most

iikely possible receivers.

Unknown Receptor: In sorne cases, the questioner may not be able to know who shoutd

be asked for, and even does flot know whicb tasks are related with ber question. Tbe

personnel matcbing mecbanism wiil transfer this type of questions to e-bulletin board,

group leader, tecbnical coordinator, etc.

Public Informing: When the questioner just wants to provide some usefut

information/announcernent for public, personnel matching module will convey it into ail

personnel.

The e—deveiopment personnel matching mcchanism wiii ensure an answer of each

question, as i llustrated in Figure 7. 1 0.

question

Direct Personnel //___\\

Quesbaner rsonneI \DirectTask Individuai

y \\ Mechanism/ Unknown Receptor \Mechanisrn,

[t
\//

Public lntoing

Retated 4- Receiver (s)
information Database answer

figure 7.10: Caribou Personnel Matching Model: Question Transaction Process
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When the questioner publishes a question in a collaborative e-deveÏoprnent

environment, firstly, the question itself will be recorded in a communication database;

then, a search engine will query this database to find out reÏated information concerning

the question. Meanwhile, the personnel matching mechanisrn wilI build up a channel to

the proper person(s). The request enforcement rnechanism will ensure the elicitation of

answers from those targeted receivers. The answer will also be recorded in the

communication database for other reference usage. The feedback from the database and

receivers will be presented to questioner.

The communication interaction may recur for several tirnes, untit the problem is solved

or deadlocked. The automated control module wiIl deal with those abnormat situations.

7.3.3 Request fnforcement: Performance Control

Now we will realize our second goal ofsecuring the solicitation ofdesired information

in e-deveÏopment. That means, the answering of a question is no longer an option, or a

spontaneous reaction.
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Figure 7.11: Request E nforcement Model
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It is somehow a mandatory request in a typical software e-development project. b

fulfiul this objective, we have established a request enforcernent mechanism to the help

questioner squeeze out the satisfied answcr, as showed in Figure 7.11. in our prototype,

there is a set ofpre-defined dealing solutions.

Each solution contains a collection of action scripts to invoke correspondent actions

based on the pass-tirne length. It could be a remainder to the receiver after a short lap of

time; and if the passed time gets longer, that action may be to inforrn the group leader,

etc. For each question, before it has been sent out, the questioner has to mark estimated

subjective values for three factors, namely urgency degree, importance degree, and

difficulty degree. Then, based on these values, the Caribou communication control

module will figure out the suitable solution, and trigger the colTesponding actions based

on the waiting tirne intervals. These actions are labeled with weight value. Each weight

represents the tolerance degree attributed to the action when waiting interval exceeds a

certain tirne-length of threshold.

The solution set (left) includes many solutions to deal with different types of

conditions. For each solution, it includes several actions to cope with that condition based

on waiting tirne intervals. The control module uses these three factors (right) to calculate

the number of most suitable solutions.

Evaluating Communication Qtialit

The communication performance data will be recorded te quantify the evaluation of

the communication quality, which is our third goal. A standard evaluation check form

helps the receiver to evaluate the question The questioner aise evaluates thc repÏy by

simply checking the quality tabular. The inquiry transaction may repeat itself [bu several

times until the problem is solved or dead-blocked. AtI these performances are recorded

by the communication monitoring module. The result will be processed by automated

control module to trigger the corresponding control actions. A dead-locked question will

be prompted to a higher-level group leader or technical coordinator; widely concemed

questions will be presented to project managers, and request her to provide a general

solution or suggestion; an extra delay for a question will generate a caution message to

the group leader, etc.
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7.4 Summary

Wcb-based collaborative migration projects involve many people working together

without the barrier of time and space differences. However, the large scale of

collaboration in a typical migration project Ïacks of sufficient support techniques to

facilitate project planning, monitoring of distributed collaboration tasks, and

communication. In this chapter, we have presented our approach and the prototype of

Caribou, a support environment for collaborative migration projects, to tackÏe these

important issues. In addition, we also provide solutions to automate the dynamic control

of communication to fulfili the goal ofenhancing the collaboration performances.
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Chapter VIII. Experîment and Evaluation

In this chapter, we present the experirnents that we have conducted to empirically

evaluate our migration approach. We have selected three medium size Iegacy systems

from open source organizations as the case study subjects. They ail are irnpiernented by

using procedure programming rnethodology, and have evolved for many years. Our

experirnents are conducted to migrate these systems into the Object-Oriented paradigrn,

and preserve their original ftmctionalities. The renovated systems are supposed to benefit

from object technology in ternis ofliaving higher quality in rnaintainability due to rnany

desirable features provided by object technology. We apply our migration approach and

techniques to conduct these experiments. The resuits in turn evaluate our approach, and

illustrate directions for future improvernents.

8.7 Experiment Suites

8.1.1 Case Study Subjects

The case studies are performed on three medium size open source procedural systems

(written in C). They are distributed under the GNU Generai Public License. They are

sel ected from different domains:

1) “Interest” is a finance management system for personal investments. It is

designed to analyze individuai stock market investment performance. It can be

obtained from web site http://sourcefon.ee.net/jjrojects/interest
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2) “GALOPPS” is a flexible Genetic Algorithrn API that is optimized for portability

and parallelism system. It is based upon Goldberg’s SimpLe Genetic Algorithm

(SGA) architecture. It can be obtained from

http://garage.cps.msu.edu/software/ualopps/index.htrril

3) “Expat” is a XML parser library. It is a stream oriented parser that requires

setting handiers to deal with the structure that the parser discovers in the

document. It can be obtained from: http://sourceforue.net/projeets/expat/ Project

borne web site: http://www.libexpat.org!

Table 8.1 describes the main characteristics of these systems.

Legacy Lines of Number Number of Number of User Number of
System Code of Files Functions Defined Data Global Variables

Types
lnterest 28,748 96 551 220 122
Galopps 24,746 59 371 82 374
Expat 26,926 40 148 404 593

Table 8.1: Source Code Characteristics of the Examined Systems

8.1.2 Experirnent Cari-1er

The case studies were conducted by students studying computer science at University

of Montreal. They were at either undergraduate or graduate level. The experiments were

carried ont as course projects in course 1FT625 I - “Special Topics in Sot’txvare

Engineering”. All of these students had at Ieast one year of programming experience and

were farnitiar with procedural programming languages and object-oriented programming

languages. In the “Interest” project, 26 students participated in the experirnent during a

period of one month. In the “Expat” and the “Galopps” projects, 3 and 5 students

participated in the experiments, respectively, dunng a period oftwo months.
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8.2 Legacy System Analysis

One of the challenges for reverse engineering is to design and implement a parser to

analyze static source code features. Even for a simple programming language, the effort

to develop a parser could be very high. As an alternative approach adopted in this thesis,

we use the open source software code analysis environment Sottrce-Nctvigator to analyze

the static source code features. Sottrce-Navigator is published under GNU General Public

License. It provides a build-in parser to parse source code and generates static code

information repository. It supports C/C++. Java, Tcl, Fortran, Pascal, Ada, and COBOL.

We use our reverse engineering tools Dynarnic-Analyzer and Collaboration

Investigator to analyze dynamic information of source code interaction and collaboration.

The prototype of a migration project supporting system is also developed to conduct our

studies of facilitating project planning and team collaboration. Table 8.2 shows the

programming features of these tools.

Line of ImplementationComponents DatabaseCode Language
Dynamic -Analyzer 37,235 C# Oracle 9i

J Collaboration- Investigator t 3.984 C# - Oracle 9i
Caribou Migration Supporting 9443 C# Oracle 9iEnvironment

Table 8.2: Experiment Tools

8.2. i Collaboration Pattern and Conccptnal Rote Atialvsis

In this section, we present the experirnent that evaluates how our approach supports the

understanding and recovery of collaborations and roles in legacy systems. For the

purpose of sirnplicity, we only dernonstrate the analysis of the finance management

system “Interest”. Similar analyses were also conducted on the other two legacy systems.

Analysis question and hypothesis

The “Interest” system provides a bunch of tools to heÏp users to analyze their stock

investment perfonnance. b better understand how these tools are implemented, we put
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forward several questions and hypotheses to start our study. We notice that the code is

divided into three major directories. Source root “src/” contains two subdirectories,

namely “src/base/” and “src/widgets/” respectively. Meanwhile. the source file narnes

under each directory have different characteristics. For example, the files under “/base”

subdirectory have names like “color.c”, “error.c”, “transaction.c”, etc. We thus

hypothesize that the modules under different directories deal with different ftinctional

issues.

Questions:

• What’s the relationship between these source code modules (files)? What are the roles

and general functions they represent?

• Which modules work together to realize different system functionalities?

• How rnuch contribution do they have?

• l-Iow do they cooperate with each other?

Hypoth eses:

• We suspect that the modules follow a certain pattern in cooperating with each other in

order to implernent the system functionalities.

• We also gtless that each module represents n certain system constructional concept.

which reflects n role when they collaborate with each other.

• A module may have more than one role when it participates in different patterns, but

it coulci have one major role in the whole system.

Recovering code collaboration patterns and roles

Rather than trying to understand the whole legacy software in one step, we study

system behavior and its implementation based on individual system functionalities. In

this case, we select the most interesting part of our target Iegacy system, the functionality

of graphicat analysis of stock investment. We would like to know if modules follow

some pattems in their cooperation, and find out how they collaborate with each other,

Furtherrnore, we also want to know if these pattems recur in other system functionalities
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as well. Moreover, we would like to investigate which modules participate in the pattems,

how they interact, what is the relationship arnong them, and what is the foie of each

module.

Recording dynamic information. We execute the target system with instrumented

code. The selected scenario is focused on the system functionality of stock performance

analysis. We use our reverse engineering tool Dynamic-AnaÏyzer to collect the interaction

information into repository, and visuaiizes the dynamic effects of module interactions.

The scenario creates 68,123 function invocation events.

Setting pattern discovery criteria. We define the following four criteria: (1) select

four out of six interaction components to observe, namely sender module, receiver

module, invocated routine, and direction; (2) set the deepest invocation level at 1$; (3) do

flot ignore self-interaction; (4) omit considerations of the invocation level when

comparing two collaboration pattems.

Automatic pattern detectïon with Dynainic-Analyzer. We use the Dvnamic

Aucityzer to generate the initial fine-grained resuit of recovered patterns from the whole

interaction serials. As shown in Figure 8. 1, the total interaction sequence Ïasts for 85

visual scrccn frames.

Early resuits inclicate only the three must impoiÏant patterns contrihute almost the

whole of this system functionality. Based on the visual screen frame number, we can sec

that one pattern lies from 2 to 20 plus from 34 to 5 1 frarnes; another one lies from 21 to

31 plus from 52 to 61 plus from 63 to 74 frames, and the Iast one lies from 75 to 83

frarnes respectively. These three major collaboration patterns amount to over 90% of the

interaction frames. More significantly, the participants are limited to less than li

modules, compared with totaliy 94 modules of the whoie system. This resuit shows that,

although the “Stock analysis” subsystem has very complex system functionalities and

various dynamic behaviors, with the help of collaboration pattem analysis, maintainers

can quickly focus on studying several important pattems to understand the whole

implementation.
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1 2-2] 21-31 32 33 34-51 52-61

figure 8.1: Automatic Collaboration Pattern Recoverv (The number indicates
frame id)

Deep study with (‘ottaboration-Jiivestigator. As the next step, we further analyze the

details of collaboration pattems and the relations (roles) arnong the participants in each

single pattem. We use our analysis tool CoÏÏat?oration-I1ll’estigator to recover ail the

patterns that satisfy discovery criteria which have been settted fonnerly. A total of 9

patterns have bern recovered. They are listeci in Table .3. The naine of each

collaboration pattern is coinposed of its identity number. the frst moclulc’s naine, anci the

flrst routine name that invoked by that module. We notice that some pattcrns consist o

severai srnaller pattems.

Table 8.3: List of Patterns

T

62 (3-74 34 85

Recovered collaboration patteras
01account.c acinitattribtites
#O2import.c t parseheader_data
#O3transaction.c : transcomparebydate
#O4nodemenwc nodemenunew
#O5rnenubar.c analyzeflags
#O6conflguration.c t clearautoload
#O7intranslist.c : intranslistsetaccount
#O8dataset.c dsshow
#09 intransbut.c t in trans but mit
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To answer the questions and verify the hypotheses, we now select one pattem to study

in detail (see figure 8.2). The No.7 pattem has one of the most significant repetitive

characteristics among ail the recovered patterns. It lias 3 1 out of 85 visual screen frarnes

with a nested pattern No.3. The following interaction fraction shows the retrieved

components and collaboration instances from the CoÏÏaboration-Jnvestigcttor tool. from

the composition relationships illustrated in the segment, we can find that when module

lntransÏist.c sets transaction accounts, it in fact fus in the transaction iist. To accompHsh

this job, it first asks module Translist.c to reset transaction list. Then it delegates the

whole task to module Transaction.c. Tue latter one deals with the details of comparing

and compiling work with the support from module Transarray.c.

fntranslist.c intranslistsetaccount : in
Intran si ist.c : fui tran s iist in

Translist.c : reset translist t in
Translist.c t reset translist : out
Transaetion.c tarraycom pile : in

Transaction.c t compare by date : in
Pattern 7 Transarray.c : trans compare by date t in

Pattern 3 — —Transarray.c t trans eom pare by date : out
Transaction.c : com pare by date t out

repeat

for ni any fram es
Transaction.c t tarray compile t eut

Intranslist.c t fui translist : otit

lntranslist.c t in trans list set account t ont

Figure .2: Detectcd Collaboration Patt(Tll

I ntrans I ist u
intranslist.c:- Vlanaoer rvlanaiter

Translist.c . Worker t
Pattern 7 Transaction.c t Worker

Transaction.c t Worker

Pattern 3 Transarray.c : Colleague t
Transarray.c Colieague

Figure 8.3. Module Conceptual Role Recovery
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We ftwtlier want to know the role of each module inside of pattem 7 and pattern 3. This

time, we use the Collaboration-Investigator tool to inspect the role of each module. As

described in Chapter 4, there are four pairs of role stereotypes defined in the tool. Based

on the transaction information. each module in the pattern will be assigned at least one

role stereotype.

in this case, there are three groups of roles assigned to modules, as shown in Figure

8.3. In collaboration pattem 3, modules Transaction.c and Transarray.c work as “Worker

vs Colleague”. That means, both of them collaborate fairly and equally to contribute the

implernentation of the system functionality. While module Intranslist.c works as a job

distributor. It assigns tasks to Translist.c and Transaction.c, and the latter one cooperates

with Transarray.c to fulfihi most of the work. Further investigation shows that module

lntranslist.c betongs to the root directory “/src/”, whereas both modules “Transaction.c”

and “Transarray.c” belong to subdirectory “/src/base/”.

To better understand a single module’s function in the scenario, the maintainer can

choose that module, and query ail the moles it plays inside of any collaboration pattern,

thus to get a broad understanding ofwhat kind ofrole that module has in general. In our

case, module Transaction.c works as “Worker”. This gives maintainers a strong

suggestion that this module implernents a certain system constructional concept, which

means “labor”. This module accomplishes the real iob. and contrihutes to those who

dispatch tasks to it.

I t

Il dJE •,,)aCtjcnC t4,.J.It-4;

/ II

‘kJ /\ ,

Figure 8.4: Analyzing two modules wîthin a collaboration: Transaction (Ieft)
and Transarray (right)
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Within a single collaboration pattem, we also use the Dynamic-Anai zer to analyze

two modules which have strong cooperations, especially when these two modules have a

certain type ofrole relationships within pattem.

Two modules are compared with the density of their interaction instances, the depth

level, the activity frequency, and time period. Figure 8.4 shows the comparison of

modules Transaction.c and Transarray.c. The vertical axis represents the number of

invocation times; the horizontal axis represents the invocation depths. We can find that

starting from depth 7, they have the sarne fluctuation pattem of invocation frequency and

calling instances. This is confirmed by our previous collaboration pattern analysis, since

these two modules cooperate as “Worker vs Colleague”, and fonn collaboration pattem 3.

The pattem occupies a relatively large segment in the whole interaction serials (3 1 ont of

85 observing screen frarnes). This fact suggests that both modules have tight coupling

with each other after depth level 7. But from depths I to 7, module Transamiay.c has no

interaction instances, while module Transaction.c is stiil active from depths 4 to 6. This

indicates that, the module Transaction.c not only cooperates with Transarray.c. but also

participates in other activities, which is later proved by further using ont tools to trace it;

while from depth level 7, the rest part of tnodute Transaction.c only faithfully cooperates

with module Transarray.c.

8.2.2 System Decomposition

System decomposition is important to litiiit the complexity and risk associated with the

re-engineering activities of large legacy systems. In Chapter 4, we have discusseci the

techniques that we used to decompose a legacy system into srnaller but cohesive parts.

We use these techniques to illustrate the decomposition restilts of the “Expat” legacy

system. Sirnilar experiments are also conducted with systems “Interest” and “Galopps”.

The “Expat” system is divided into three major parts, namely XML Token, XML Role.

and XML Parser. Each part contains several modules which strongly cooperate with each

other to form a subsystem. The decomposition result is illustrated in Table 8.4.
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Subsystem 1 (XML Token):

Encoding Position

Utf8Encoding; Token

Utfl6LittleEndianEncoding XmlTokException

Ut fi 6BigEndianEncoding XmlToklnvaiidExcept ion

AsciiEncoding XmiTokNoneException

UnknownEncoding XmiTokPart ialExcept ion

Lat iniEncoding XmlTokPartiaiCharExcept ion

Encodinglnf o XmlTokTrai iingCrExcept ion

TextUeclaration XmlTokTrai lingRsqbException

XmiDec larat ion XmiTokOtlierException

Subsystem 2 (XML Role):

Entity NS_ATT

ElementType Binding

DTD Tag

Pref ix Tag_Name

Attribute PrologHandler

Subsystem 3 (XML Parser):

XML_Content XMLStartElementEvent
XML Features XMLEndE1 ementEvent
XML_Error XMLCharacterDataEvent

XMLProcessinglns t:ruct ionEvent
XML Version

XMLEnclPrologEvent
XML Parser

XMLCornmentEvent
XML ParserStatus

XMLStartCdalaSectionEvent
ParserApplication

XMLEndCdataSect ionEvent

Biock XMLStartEntityReferenceEvent

HasliTable XMLEndEnt i tyReferenceEvent

HashTablelter
StringPool

Named
Content_Scaffold

OpenEntity

Table 8.4: Decompositïon of “Expat” Legacy System

Here we evaluate the quality of the techniques that we used in decomposing the Ïegacy

system. The evaluation consists of comparing the decomposition parts identified by each
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technique to the final resuits obtained by programmer. For objectivity purpose, we use a

comparison framework introduced by Girard et al. [Gir99].

Let C be the set of the identified decomposition parts and R be the set of reference

parts. A part c E C is said to approximatelv match a part r E R (c «i., r) if the modules

of e matches the modules of r with a tolerance parameter p. For our evaluation, we set p

to 0.7, which means that at least 70% ofthe modules ofc are in r, This value of p was

used by the original authors of the framework. Using the « relation, the framework

proposes three possible categories for an identified system decomposition part c.

• Good: if r e << r ctncl r <<Q7 e

• 0k: if r c’ « r or r «07 e

• False positive: otherwise

Figure 8.5 visualizes the results of the comparison between the identified and final

decomposition parts for each system.

1ŒY’/0

7ODk

O axxi
00<

I 2 3 I 2 3 I 2

Expat Gallops Interest

I: Visualization & D\narnie AnaR sis
2: Module Dependenc Ânalvsis
3: Decomposition Algorithm

Figure 8.5: Summary of Evaluation Resuits

The performance of each technique varies according to the characteristics of the legacy

system. The Visualization and Dynamic Analysis technique performs very welI with the
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“Interest” system. The reason is that the visualization of system inner code activities only

reviews the structure and collaboration of code artifacts of an independent system. It is

difficuit to discover the structure of libraries. While both “Expat” and “Galopps” are

library/API, they do not provide an application system for us to apply dynarnic analysis

techniques to observe its code activities. We can only use the applications that use their

library/API to conduct the experirnents. On the contrary, Module Dependency Analysis

and Decomposition Algorithm perfonn equally very weÏi in ail these three systems. The

programmers mainly use the suggestions provided by these three techniques, and

construct the final decomposition oftbe legacy systems.

8.3 Object-Oriented Re-Architecturing

In Chapter 5, we have discussed the techniques that we used to elicit object models

from Iegacy system. We use the system decomposition resuit as input, and apply these

object identification techniques to generate candidate classes. The object models for each

decomposition are estabiished based on the candidate classes (See figure 8.6).

The input of object model elicitation is the outcorne of the system decomposition.

Different techniques discussed in Chapter 5 wiIl be used to facititate the object-oriented

Figure 8.6: Object Model Elicitation
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modeling of the legacy system. We use “Galopps’ as examine sample to illustrate the

object modeling resuit of target system. Sirnilar experirnents are also conducted with

“Interest” and “Expat” as well. We rnainly applied “Rule Based Class Recovery” and

“Dynamic F eaturing” techniques on these three legacy systems to elicit object models. In

the end, we evatuate the performance of those object identification techniques presented

in Chapter 5.

“Galopps” is a genetic algorithm API package. After the decomposition process, it is

divided into four major parts: Initialization, Parameter Control, Application Construction,

and Utility Tool. Each application that uses “Galopps” genetic algorithm API will apply

various modules in each of these four parts to construct an integrated application system.

Figure 8.7 illustrates the elicited object tuodels ofeach decomposition part.
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We rnainly use three types of object identification techniques in eliciting object

models, narnely rule-based class recovery, static featuring technique, and dynamic

featuring technique, respectiveÏy. To evaluate the performance of those object

identification techniques in our experiments, we appÏy the sarne comparison framework

discussed in section 8.2.2.
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8.4 Migration Supporting
Implementation

System and Incrementa!

Aiming at providing a comprehensive e-developrnent supporting environrnent, we

have developed a prototype called Caribott, to systematically facilitate web-base

migration project and coordinate team collaboration. Caribou also works as an integrated

platforrn to accommodate various tools and techniques that we have applied in the

migration project. The ultirnate objective is to maximize the efflciency and the chance of

success for any Ïegacy system migration project. The Caribou supporting system works

as a generaÏ platform to serve collaboration among participants. Meanwhile, individual

participants use it as a way to either access project resources or collaborate witb others

without considering the tirne and space variance.

Figure 8.8 illustrates the architecture of Caribou. It includes five major parts, namely

Supporting System Management Module, Communication Control Module, Task

Progress Control Module, Supporting bols Control Module, and Project Planning

Figure 8.8: Caribou Environment Architecture
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Workflow Module. In the communication control module, a quantitative communication

quality measurement mechanism is established to accommodate the need of e

development communication quality control. In this module, the performance of

communication between developers will be enhanced through the communication control

model and reinforcement model discussed in section 7.3. The major ftmctionality of the

task progress control module is to monitor the task progress in a web-based migration

project. Supporting tools control module hosts the related tools that we have developed,

or other third-party tools that will be used in a migration project.
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Figure 8.9 shows the GUi comparison of the legacy “lnterest” system, and the

migrated 00 system of it.

00 Lines of Number Number of Number of Number of
System Code of Files Member Classes Global

Functions Variables
Interest 11,422 34 599 90 0
Galopps 8,572 42 312 42 0
Expat 8,371 66 397 32 0

Table 8.5: Features of Gcnerated 00 Systems

The incrernental migration model is used to progressively implement partial of the

target legacy system into 00 paradigm. Table 8.5 shows the features of generated Object

Oriented Systems, and...

8.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the experiments that we have conducted to migrate

legacy systems into the objcct—oriented paradigm. The Ieuacy systems in our case studies

are selected from open source organizations. They are a]l impÏementcd by using

procedural programïiing methodology, and have cvolved for many years. We apply our

migration apïroach and techniques to conduct these experiments. The experiments show

promisine resuits ni siiccessfullv migrating 1egav systems into an ohicct-nnented

platforrn with limited time period and human resources. The results in turn validate our

approach and also indicate the potential improvement of our techniques. Due to the

limitation of our access to large scale, real-life industry level legacy systems, our

experirnents are constrained to the available program resource provided by the open

source community.
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Chapter IX. Conclusion

In the fie!d of software maintenance, Iegacy software systems are continuously

evolved to meet the constant changing requirernents. The demand of change may corne

from various resources, such as correcting errors, providing new ftinctions, or porting to

new p!atfoniis. To increase the rnaintainability of Iegacy systems and make them benefit

the advantages of object-oriented technology, otir goal in this research aims at providing

a systernatic migration rnethodology to help engineers to migrate legacy systems towards

object-oriented technology.

This thesis presents our migration approach and techniques that we have deveÏoped to

fulfill this goal. We have deflned an ideal migration process model and practical

migration process mode! to conduct the re-engineering practice. By applying dynamic

analysis and software visualization, a reverse engineering technique is provided to

analyze legacy systems. Several system decomposition techniques are developed to

decompose u system into logical ly cohesive parts. We have atso provided di tïercnt

techniques to rcco\er objcct models Crom u tegacy system. The migration proccss is

divided into phases to carry out the progressive migration into practice. A prototype of a

migration project supporting system is also developed to facilitate the collaborative

migration activities.

9.1 Thesïs Contributions

The proposed techniques and rnethodo!ogies mainly faciÏitate the migration of !egacy

procedura! systems into the object-oriented paradigm. The contributions ofthis thesis can

be summarized as folÏows:

Developmdnt of a migration methodology framework ( [WuO3b], [WuO5a])
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Our research provides a comprehensive legacy migration rnethodology

framework, in which various aspects of migration work have been addressed, and

correspondent solutions have been provided.

Development of ideal and practical migration process models ( [WuO5a])

We have developed both ideal and practical migration process models to

accommodate the analysis and practice of a migration project. The ideal mode! is

used to facilitate the understanding ofdetailed migration procedures that rnight be

introduced in any legacy migration project, in which the migration condition is

supposed to be ideal. The practical migration process model is designed to

facilitate the nonnal migration practices which usually have many restrictions of

resources.

Design and implementation of program analysis techniques (Dynamic-Analyzer,

Collaboration-In vestigator) ([WuO4a], [WuO4b], [WuO4c])

We have developed an approach to support the reverse engineering of legacy

systems. It includes two major parts: the dynamic analysis of the Iegacy program

and the visualization of software. The primary analysis mechanism is buiÏt upon

two analysis subjects: the source code collaboration pattern and the conceptual

roles of code artifacts.

Design and implernentatïon of lcgacy system decomposition techniques ( [WuO5a]

To facilitatc our clivitic—and—conquer migration approach. wc have dcsigncd threc

major Iegacy system decomposition techniclues. They are adoptcd during the

legacy system analysis stage to generate the migration units. The decomposition

techniques smooth the course of incremental migration process.

Develop ment of object modeling techniques for legacy systems ([WuO3a] )
To conduct object-oriented re-architecturing work of Iegacy systems, we have

designed several techniques to cany out the object identification job to construct

the object model oftarget legacy systems.
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Design of ïncremental migration model ( [WuO3b])

To reduce the risk and complexity of large migration projects, we have developed

an incremental migration approach to progressively migrate legacy system into

object-oriented paradigm.

Development of migration project supporting system (Caribou) ( [WuO5b], [WuO4b])

To support our research work, we have developed a re-engineering environrnent

to facilitate the collaborative migration projects. It incÏudes the support of

migration project planning/scheduling, proj cet task progress monitoring,

col laborative communication and quai ity ensuring.

92 Future Work

The future work ofthis thesis can be continued in the following directions:

1. Generic Legacy System Migration Methodoiogy Framework

Currently, the migration rnethodology framework presented in this thesis is oniy

discussing about the migration of procedural legacy systems into objeet—oriented

tcchno1oy. In the future, when H1OFC more new technologies have emerged,

and eventually when object-oriented tc’chnoÏogy becomes another kind oC “Ïegacv”,

we wiÏÏ face new questions of how to migrate them towards other more aclvanced

technoloey? The encric miration mcthodoloey framcwork will dflress this

concern in detail. We \vill further stud more pertinent issues about Iegacy system

evolution, and consistently benefit from more advanced computing technology.

2. Quality Enhancement in Legacy System Re-engineering

Quality characteristics are very important to software systems. in fact, one of the

major reasons for legacy system re-engineering practice is the consideration of

quality improvement. How to systematicalty increase the desirable quality factors

of subject systems should be a major concem of re-enginecring projects. However,
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in general, the migration approach only takes the advantages of acquiring attached

quality improvements provided by migrated new technology platform. Therefore.

how to construct an approach that specifically target desired quality characters

during the migration process wilÏ become an important research issue.

3. Efficient Program Comprehension Model

In this thesis, we have developed several program analysis techniques to facilitate

the understanding of legacy systems. However, in our researcb, we found that there

is a big distance between the full comprehension of a specific system and the

techniques that are available both in academia and in industry. A future research

direction shouÏd concentrate on the development of an efficient program

comprehension mode!, which will both benefit the reverse engineering and re

engineering practice.
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